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”Run rabbit run. Dig that hole, forget the sun. And when at last the work is done, don’t

sit down it’s time to dig another one.”

Breathe (The Dark Side of the Moon, Pink Floyd)
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Abstract

Scienze MM.FF.NN.

Dipartimento di Fisica e Scienze della Terra

Dottorato di Ricerca in Scienza e Tecnologia dei Materiali Innovativi

Local structure and dynamics of hydrogen in carbon nano-materials: a

neutron scattering and DFT approach

by Chiara Cavallari

The study of the interaction between hydrogen and carbon monolayers has attracted a

remarkable interest in different scientific domains, from interstellar chemistry, to nano-

electronics and energy storage just to name a few. The debate about the peculiar state

of hydrogen at the graphene surface is still open and active and has important funda-

mental and technological issues. It is evident that the behavior of a chemically absorbed

H atom at the graphene surface depends on different parameters, like the chemical bonds

and the local atomic environment. The latter properties are specific to the graphene

samples studied, namely to their preparation and further processing, as well as to the

hydrogenation stage. Recently, the development of chemical methods, which exploit

the thermal exfoliation of graphite oxide for producing gram-scale amount of graphene

(TEGO), has opened the routes towards the experimental investigations of graphene

using techniques that are usually reserved to bulk systems, like neutron scattering. In

this work, macroscopic amount of graphene are studied using neutron scattering (neu-

tron diffraction and spectroscopy). We show that the hydrogen local environment can

be efficiently characterized, both qualitatively and quantitatively, thanks to its influence

on the dynamics of the chemisorbed hydrogen atoms. The combination of experimental

data and ab-initio DFT calculations allows to identify the spectral fingerprints of the

specific C-H configurations located at in-plane defects onto the graphene plane. The

temperature dependence of the neutron spectra, coupled to 1H-NMR investigations, re-

veals an activated evolution of the structure of the in–plane voids, with a surprisingly

low activation barrier. Finally, we extend the neutron studies to other type of carbon

nanostructures, in particular to Nickel-decorated graphenes and to Lithium-intercalated

fullerides, all of them being material relevant to hydrogen storage.
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∆t[ps] = 0.66
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Carbon nanostructures for applications:

General Introduction

A large variety of carbon-based nanomaterials, from fullerenes through carbon nanotubes

to graphene, have stimulated the scientific community thanks to their exceptional prop-

erties, spanning a very wide range of potential applications, like electronics [1], sensors

[2], biology [3], energy storage [4] and structural engineering [5], just to name a few.

Graphene is a monatomic layer of carbon atoms with sp2 hybridization arranged on

a honeycomb lattice with lattice constant a = 1.42 Å. It stands as a perfect two-

dimensional material [6]. As illustrated in Fig. 1.1, graphene can be imagined as the

building block of graphite, fullerene and nanotubes, populating the nanocarbon bestiary

with structures of variable dimensionality and physico-chemical properties.

C60 was the first carbon nanostructure invented in 1985 by H. Kroto, R. Curl and R.

Smalley, who were awarded in 1996 by the Nobel Prize in Chemistry [7]. It has a cage-like

fused-ring molecular structure (truncated icosahedron, which possesses a very high sym-

metry Ih) resembling a soccer-ball and composed of sixty carbon atoms forming twenty

hexagons and twelve pentagons with a carbon atom at each vertex of each polygon and a

bond along each polygon edge. The molecules of C60 stick together in the solid state via

van-der-Waals forces and assume a face centered cubic lattice (at room temperature1).

The synthesis and stability of macroscopic amount of C60 has stimulated a variety of

studies on fullerites and their intercalation compounds (fullerides) [9–12]. In particu-

lar, this latter family of compounds discloses a rich and fascinating field of research: if

1At room temperature, in pure crystalline C60, the fullerene molecules are orientationally disordered
and the corresponding crystal structure can be described as a face centered cubic (fcc) lattice of C60

spheres. At low temperatures (below 249 K) the individual molecules are locked against rotation, they
become orientationally ordered resulting in a simple cubic structure [8].

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

at the beginning they appeared particularly attractive for their superconducting char-

acter [13, 14], they recently showed interesting properties as ionic conductors and gas

absorbers [15, 16].

Figure 1.1: Graphene is a 2D building material for carbon materials of all other di-
mensionalities. It can be wrapped up into 0D C60 buckyballs, rolled into 1D nanotubes

or stacked into 3D graphite. Taken from [17].

Macroscopic single graphene layers were successfully isolated from graphite through me-

chanical exfoliation in 2004 [17] and A. Geim and K. Novoselov won the Nobel Prize

in Physics in 2010 for this invention. Graphene was discovered due to the optical in-

terference it creates on top of a SiO2 substrate, which rendered its observation with an

ordinary optical microscope possible. In addition, it was found to be stabilized by the

presence of local roughness and ripples, when freely suspended, as predicted for a 2D

lattice2. The out-of-plane deformations can attain 1 nm [19, 20].

Among all carbon allotropes, graphene is remarkable for its exceptional electronic prop-

erties. Since the discovery of graphene mono–layer, important progresses have been

made in producing both single and multi–layers. Most of the techniques currently em-

ployed are not new and are modified versions of those conceived to grow different car-

bon nanostructures and graphitic materials. As we will describe in the following, the

”graphenes” synthesized by these techniques are inhomogeneous in terms of quality, pu-

rity and amount. The mechanical exfoliation remains the method of choice for producing

graphene of the highest quality. However, epitaxial growth and chemical synthesis have

2According to the Mermin-Wagner theorem [18], long-wavelength fluctuations are expected to destroy
the long-range order of 2D crystals.
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recently become well established methods. Graphene based compounds appear not only

interesting for electronic applications but also for other fields of technological relevance,

thanks in particular to their large surface area and low weight.

The current interest in graphene is remarkable, as evidenced by the large number of

articles published in the last few years. A tremendous number of excellent reviews can

be found on graphene over the internet [21].

Figure 1.2: Left: A-intercalated A3C60. C60 has a face centered cubic structure with
large voids between the molecules which can accommodate cations, to form AnC60.
Taken from [22]. Right: Polymorphism was found to control the superconductivity and

magnetism in Cs3C60. Here the fcc phase has been reported. Taken from [23].

The applications and implications of carbon nanostructures in science and technology

are extremely broad and would deserve a much more detailed description, which is not

in the scope of this introduction3.

In this thesis, we report on the characterization of defective graphene–based compounds

and alkali–metal intercalated fullerides, which are materials with potential applications

in the field for energy storage. The next sections aim at providing the reader with a

general background. Since a particular attention is put on to the study of hydrogenated

defective graphene, this introductory chapter is devoted especially to contextualise the

”graphenes” and to give an overview on the interest in hydrogen interaction with carbon

and its possible implications. The introduction on Lithium intercalated fullerides will be

given in a dedicated section in Chap. 8. We refer the interested reader to [24] and [25]

for more complete reviews on the synthesis and physical properties of metal-intercalated

fullerides.

3A lot of different form of carbonaceous materials like amorphous carbon, nanonions, nanodiamonds,
nanofibers, nanorods . . . have been attracting an increasing interest in research. They are not treated
in this manuscript.
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1.2 Hydrogen and Carbon Materials

”The Hydrogen Economy” has stimulated the interest from both the technical and sci-

entific community over the last decade. In the perspective of providing a long–term

solution to many of our transport and energy needs, which are nowadays strongly de-

pendent on fossil fuels, it comprises:

• The production of molecular hydrogen.

• The transport and storage of hydrogen.

• The use of hydrogen in fuel cells, which combine oxygen and hydrogen to produce

electricity (and some heat).

Hydrogen has the best ratio of valence electrons to protons (and neutrons) of all the peri-

odic table and the energy gain per electron is very high. Moreover, hydrogen is the most

abundant element on Earth. Once produced, it is a clean synthetic fuel: when burnt

with oxygen, the only exhaust gas is water vapour. However, before a hydrogen economy

can become a reality, there are significant technological, economic and institutional bar-

riers that need to be addressed. In particular, for on-board energy storage applications,

vehicles need compact, light, safe and affordable tanks and suitable materials with high

volumetric and gravimetric storage capacity, able to operate in mild conditions have to

be found [4]. Carbonaceous materials are attractive candidates for solid–state hydro-

gen storage because of the combination of adsorption ability, high specific surface area,

microporous structure and low-mass density [26–28]. The capture of H may rely either

on van–der–Waals attractive forces (physisorption of molecular hydrogen) or on the

overlap of the highest occupied molecular orbital of carbon with the occupied hydrogen

electronic wavefunction. This necessitates forming new C-H bonds, after overcoming the

activation energy barrier for hydrogen dissociation (chemisorption of atomic hydro-

gen). Physisorbed hydrogen has a very small binding energy, normally of the order of

10-100 meV, while chemisorbed hydrogen has conversely a strong C–H covalent bonding,

with a binding energy of more than 1-2 eV.

Many theoretical and experimental works have reported the study of hydrogen storage

capacity of carbon nanostructures. The efforts in this field were not always successful

and consequently, the obtained results were often controversial. It appears clear that

high hydrogen storage capacity at ambient conditions, which should meet the US. De-

partment of Energy DOE targets [29], cannot occur in bare carbon nanostructures. The

recent proposed guidelines to enhance the hydrogen storage capacity in carbon-based

compounds involve the decoration of the material with alkali, alkali–earth and transition
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Figure 1.3: Overview of the binding energies of different hydrogen adsorption mate-
rials. Taken from [28].

metals. These latter can promote new type of interactions and absorption mechanism, as

Kubas–binding or spillover [30–33] which could improve the hydrogen uptake or induce

the formation of intermediate steps, with increased hydrogen affinity [16, 34–37]. The

nature of the interaction between hydrogen and the host nano–materials can help the

understanding of the basic mechanisms of hydrogen storage. More details on the study

of the hydrogen interaction with metal–decorated graphene and metal–intercalated ful-

lerides are reported in Chap. 7 and Chap. 8, respectively.

1.2.1 Hydrogen and Graphene

The understanding of hydrogen interaction with graphene and its possible implications

has clearly polarized the attention of the scientific community in diverse valuable fields.

If at the beginning of the last decade, absorption of hydrogen on graphitic surfaces

was investigated mostly in conjunction with hydrogen storage, therefore focusing on ph-

ysisorbed molecular hydrogen, atomic hydrogen chemisorbed at the surface of carbona-

ceous materials has been recently theoretically and experimentally investigated [38–40].

Particularly simple and elegant in this context is the idea of attaching atomic hydrogen

to each site of the graphene lattice, which changes the C hybridization from sp2 to sp3,

therefore removing the conducting π-bands and opening an energy gap in the electronic

density of states. A predicted example for this is graphane [41], a wide-gap semicon-

ductor, in which hydrogen is bonded to each carbon site of graphene. This idea opened

the concept of chemical modification of graphene, which promises a whole range of new

two-dimensional crystals with designed nanoscale magnetic and spin properties [42, 43].

While ideal graphene is in itself nonmagnetic, simple defects as single-atom vacancies

and chemisorbed hydrogen bring a magnetic moment. The adsorption of atomic H is
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Figure 1.4: The structure of graphane, in the chair conformer. C is represented in
gray and H in white. The figure shows the hexagonal network with carbon in sp3

hybridization. Taken from [41].

accompanied by the appearance of a magnetic moment of 1µB localized on the orbitals

surrounding each H atom. These magnetic moments are calculated to interact with one

another either ferromagnetically or antiferromagnetically, depending on whether their

respective adsorption site are localized [44].

The interest of hydrogen on graphene is not only fueled in connection with nano-

electronics, nano-spintronics and hydrogen storage. In the area of interstellar chemistry

of example, it has been suggested that hydrogen atoms stored in the chemisorbed state

on graphitic media might be an energy source for future space applications, due to the

high energy release in molecular hydrogen formation from atomic recombination on this

surface [45]. In spite of the continuous destruction by UV radiation and cosmic rays,

H2 is the most abundant molecule in the interstellar medium (ISM). However, no effi-

cient gas-phase route exists for H2 formation at the low H-atom densities of the ISM.

Thus, efficient formation of H2 in interstellar carbonaceous dust and molecular clouds

is believed to proceed via diffusive atomic recombination of hydrogen atoms adsorbed

on sidereal graphene-like surfaces in the very cold regions below 20 K [46]. At these

temperatures, hydrogen atoms are absorbed on the dust particles but can still easily

move on the surface. Once two atoms meet, they react to form molecular hydrogen.

If the surface temperature becomes too high, the residence time of atoms on the sur-

face becomes very short and the chance of two atoms to meet up becomes negligible.

A proposed recombination mechanism is the Eley-Rideal reaction, where an incoming

hydrogen atom reacts with another H atom that is chemically bound at the surface [47].
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Since a considerable fraction of the interstellar grains is expected to consist of carbona-

ceous material, a popular laboratory model is the hydrogen abstraction from graphite

bombarded with a hot (2000 K) atomic hydrogen beam [45, 48] or coronene [49, 50].

These systems are used to investigate the energy landscape and the dynamical behavior

of hydrogen atoms absorbed on carbons. The possibility of atomic hydrogen to diffuse

onto the graphene plane is at the center of a large and quite controversial debate. A

very rich literature is devoted to this issue and although several different theoretical

approaches have been used for predicting H–diffusion and even tracking its pathway

onto the graphene plane, up to now the precise microscopic mechanism of diffusion and

recombination is still missing. It appears evident from experiments and literature that

the H state at the graphene surface, as well as the stability of H aggregates, strongly

depends on its chemical state and the hydrogenation treatment. It is therefore extremely

sensitive to the graphene synthesis, manipulation and history [51–57].

1.3 Graphene: synthesis and properties

As stated in the first section, not all graphenes are equivalent and they are subsequently

addressed to different fundamental and technological targets. This section gives a very

general overview, providing the reader with details and references about the synthesis

methods, physical properties and potentiality of graphene in a very general conception.

1.3.1 Introduction

As already mentioned in the previous section, graphene has focused the interest of sci-

ence and technology thanks to its unusual properties as high carrier concentration and

mobility, good mechanical and thermal properties and extraordinary optoelectronics

properties [58–63]. Several reviews have been published in the last few years, focusing

on single and multilayer graphene sheets. Complete overviews of the electronic proper-

ties of graphene, its synthesis, characterization and potential applications can be found

in [64, 65].

There are nowadays several different techniques that are suited for manufacturing vari-

ous quality of graphene. Making high-quality graphene inexpensively and in bulk is an

absolutely necessary first step for the material to ever live up to its promise in com-

mercial applications. Basically one can distinguish two different approaches. On the

one hand graphene can be detached from an already existing graphite crystal, using

the so-called exfoliation methods. On the other hand the graphene layers can be grown

directly on a substrate surface, like in epitaxial growth and chemical vapor deposition

CVD. In the next paragraphs, the most common synthetic methods will be reviewed on
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Figure 1.5: Ballistic electron transport in graphene. Taken from [17].

Figure 1.6: Chiral quantum Hall effects. Taken from [17].

the bases of different requirements: the quality of the graphene, which is defined by the

purity of the product and the lack of intrinsic defects, the size of the obtained flakes and

complexity. Another important aspect, that has been crucial for the research conducted

in this work, is the amount of graphene which can be produced simultaneously. It is

important to remark that only ”monocrystalline” graphene has the remarkable proper-

ties introduced above. Monocrystalline graphene can however only be produced through

what are known as mechanical cleavage techniques, in which the graphene is pulled off
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in single layer flakes from graphite (known also as the Scotch–Tape method and its suc-

cessive refinements). These techniques tend to be unscalable for manufacturing large

quantities of the material: producing one gram of high quality material typically takes

about 10 days, rendering these methods not applicable for industrial applications.

The development of a method for producing high-quality graphene in large quantities is

therefore essential for further investigations and possible concrete technological applica-

tions.

1.3.2 Graphene production

The first method reported for obtaining single-layer graphene has been conceived by

Novoselov and Geim in 2004. The exfoliation of graphite is achieved using a simple

adhesive tape (Scotch–Tape peeling technique). After the micromechanical exfoliation

of graphite, multiple-layer graphene remains on the tape. By repeating the peeling,

multiple-layer graphene is cleaved into various flakes of few-layers graphene. Afterwards

the tape is attached to a substrate and the glue dissolved, e.g. by acetone, in order

to detach the tape from the material. Finally one last peeling with an unused tape is

performed. The critical ingredient for the successful discovery was the observation that

graphene becomes visible with an optical microscope if placed on top of a Si wafer with

a carefully chosen thickness of SiO2, owing to a feeble interference-like contrast with

respect to an empty wafer [17]. The flakes obtained in this way differ considerably in

size and thickness, where the sizes range from nanometers to several tens of micrometers

for single-layer graphene depending on the preparation of the wafer. The quality of the

graphene is found to be very high with almost no defects.

A totally different approach for obtaining graphene is to grow it directly on a surface.

The size of the layers are not dependent on the initial graphite crystal. The growth

can occur in two different ways. Either the carbon atoms already exist in the substrate

or it has to be added from a source/crucible. Graphene can be prepared by epitaxial

growth on silicon carbide or on a transition metal substrate, by simply heating and

cooling it down. The results, in terms of single or bi-layer graphene formed, are highly

dependent on the growth parameters, like temperature, heating rate and/or pressure. In

fact, if temperature and pressure are too high, the growth of nanotubes can occur. The

graphitization of SiC was discovered in 1955, but it was regarded for a long time as an

unwelcome side effect and was used as a method for producing graphene only recently.

The Ni(111) surface has a lattice structure very similar to the one of graphene, with a

mismatch of the lattice constant at about 1.3 %. For this reason, a thin Ni layer can be

evaporated onto a SiC crystal. Upon heating the carbon atoms diffuse through the Ni

layer and form a graphene or graphite layer on the surface, depending on the heating
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Figure 1.7: Sticky tape can be used to peel off powdered graphite, leaving a single
layer of graphene. Taken from lostinscience.wordpress.com.

Figure 1.8: (a) Graphene produced by micro mechanical cleavage visualized by
atomic-force microscopy (b) A TEM image of a graphene sheet freely suspended on
a micron-size metallic scaffold. (c) Scanning Electron Micrograph of a relatively large
graphene crystal, which shows that most of the crystal’s faces are zigzag and armchair
edges as indicated by blue and red lines and illustrated in the inset. Taken from [66].
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rate. The so–produced graphene is easier to detach from the surface than the graphene

produced by the growth on a simple SiC crystal without Ni. Other metal substrates,

like the (0001) surface of ruthenium (Ru), have been explored for graphene epitaxial

growth. The growth of graphene starts at several locations on the crystal simultane-

ously and these graphene islands grow together, as shown in Fig. 1.9. Therefore, epitaxial

graphene is not perfectly homogeneous, due to topological defects or grain boundaries.

Its quality therefore is not as good as that of mechanically exfoliated graphene.

Figure 1.9: The morphology of epitaxial graphene grown on Ru(0001). (a-b) The
UHV-SEM image of a large area of the Ru(0001) surface after first-layer graphene
growth. In the Inset: a scanning Auger microscopy image, obtained on the sample.
(c) Selected-area low-energy electron diffraction pattern of the Ru(0001) substrate. (d)
Diffraction pattern of one-layer epitaxial graphene on Ru(0001). (e) Diffraction pattern

of two-layer epitaxial graphene. Taken from [67].

Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a well known process in which a substrate is exposed

to gaseous compounds. These compounds decompose on the surface in order to grow

a thin film, usually by heating the sample with a filament or with plasma, whereas the

by-products evaporate. Graphene can be grown by exposing a foil (usually Ni or Cu or

transition metals) to a gas mixture of H2, CH4 and Ar at about 1000oC. The methane

decomposes on the surface and hydrogen atoms evaporate. Then, carbon diffuses into

the Ni substrate. After cooling down in an Ar atmosphere, a graphene layer grows on

the surface. The shape of the resulting material can also be controlled by patterning
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the substrate. These graphene layers can be subsequently transferred by the use of a

polymer support, which will be attached onto the top of the graphene. After etching the

Ni substrate, the graphene can be stamped onto the required substrate and the polymer

support gets peeled off or etched away. Using this method, several layers of graphene

can be stamped onto one another. The optical and electrical performance of graphene

prepared by CVD is very high but the purity is not optimal. On the other hand, the

so–produced graphene layers can be very large and are easily obtained in large batches.

The complexity is rather low, since CVD is a well-known method and often used in

industry. Therefore the bottom-up approach of CVD is proving to be by far the best

method for the large–production of single graphene sheets.

Figure 1.10: (a) Scheme of preparation of graphene by CVD and transfer via poly-
mer support. The carbon solves into the Ni during the CVD and forms graphene
on the surface after cooling. With a polymer support the graphene can be stamped
onto another substrate, after etching of the Ni layer. An appropriate patterning of
the Ni foil allows a control of the shape of the graphene. (b) Roll-to-roll process of
graphene films grown on copper foils and transferred on a target substrate. Taken from

http://www.physik.fu-berlin.de.

Beside the methods already described to produce graphene monolayers, many other

methods have been developed in view of its massive production, like Liquid Phase Exfo-

liation (LPE) [68] and chemical methods. They include a large class of chemical routes,

including solvothermal synthesis [69] and the exfoliation of graphite oxide [70]. The

latter represents the most successful top–down approach. It is based on a wet chemi-

cal synthesis: in the most common procedure, pure graphite powder is oxidized by the

reaction with strong acids, to yield Graphite Oxide (GO). This material can eventually

undergo a partial reduction with NaBH4 or hydrazine, which help obtaining a less defec-

tive graphene. A flash thermal treatment at 1050o C completes the graphite exfoliation,

producing a material, so–called Thermal Exfoliated Graphite Oxide (TEGO), which is
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Figure 1.11: Graphene grown by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) method on a
copper surface

largely composed of single graphene layers. This method has been used for producing

the graphene samples studied in this work. A more detailed description will be given in

Chap. 4. The main advantages of the chemical route lie in its ease, low–cost, low–impact

and effectiveness in producing scalable quantities of graphene (grams of graphene can

be produced in few hours). However, an important drawback of this method lie in the

variable quality and defectiveness of the product, which limit its usefulness to certain

applications requiring a pure product, i.e. in nanoelectronics. However it results good

for domains requiring large specific area.

As a closing remark, it is noteworthy to observe that this family of wet chemical methods

is often intended to include also some minor but emerging techniques, that are not

discussed here: in particular the production of graphene Langmuir-Blodgett films [72]

and the electrochemical method [71]. Although the research in the field is very dynamic

and could certainly open new fascinating scenarios in the near future, producing defect-

free graphene in large quantities via chemical route has remained a challenge.

The work presented in this thesis was focused on the study of defective graphene samples

produced by the thermal exfoliation of graphite oxide (TEGO). This graphene is intrin-

sically rich in defects and as we will see in the next section, the defects characterization

is of paramount importance for a deep understanding of its physico-chemical properties

and eventually to designing and engineering new applicative materials. Moreover, the
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Figure 1.12: (a) SEM, (b) TEM, (c) HRTEM images and (d) SAED pattern of few
layer graphene sheets prepared by electrochemical method from graphite. Taken from

[71].

peculiarity of disposing of samples in gram-scale allows the characterization using exper-

imental techniques, which are not conventionally applied to graphene, like solid–state

spectroscopies (Neutron Scattering, NMR, µSR).

1.3.3 Defects in Graphene

Atomic-scale defects in graphene could alter the physical and chemical properties of

carbon nanostructures and therefore their investigation and understanding are relevant

for both fundamental and technological issues. Defects are usually seen as imperfections

that could significantly degrade the performances of a material: for instance, clean and

pure materials may be required in electronic devices, in order to minimize the scatter-

ing centers density and get uniform transport properties. However, at the nanoscale,

the control and even the maximization of defects concentration is sometimes extremely

useful for engineering a specific device.

In addition, defects do exist in real systems and are unavoidable in growth processes.

Defects can also be deliberately introduced into the materials during the crystal growth

or by irradiation with energetic particles (electrons or ions) and/or chemical treatment.

Hence their effects, together with their possibilities to enrich the functionalities of car-

bon nanostructures, should be carefully investigated. Topological defects as pentagon-

heptagon pairs, mono-vacancies and multi-vacancies, ad-atoms and edges are typical

stable graphene defects, already predicted and experimentally detected. Several ex-

perimental works have shown the occurrence of either native or physically introduced
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defects in graphene. Tansmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) have been used to obtain images of defective graphene with atomic

resolution [73]. Even though, the theory of defects has already been developed to some

extent in the context of carbon nanotubes and graphite, defects in graphene are still

surprisingly not completely understood [74, 75]. In the following paragraphs different

types of defects commonly present in graphene will be shortly reviewed.

Point defects and topological distortions: One of the unique properties of graphene

is its ability to reconstruct by forming non-hexagonal rings. The simplest example is the

Stone–Wales (SW) defect, which does not involve any removed or added atoms. Four

hexagons are transformed into two pentagons and two heptagons [SW(55-77) defect] by

rotating one of the C-C bonds by 90o, as shown in Fig. 1.13. The defected structure

retains the same number of atoms as pristine graphene and no dangling bonds are intro-

duced. The density of Stone–Wales defects is usually small due to the high activation

barrier of several eV for the bond rotation.

Figure 1.13: Stone–Wales defects in graphene. A Stone–Wales defect is the rear-
rangement of the six-membered rings of graphene into pentagons and heptagons. This
rearrangement is a result of π/2 (90o) rotation of a C–C with respect to the midpoint

of the bond. Taken from [74].

Topological defects in graphene, like dislocations and grain boundaries, introduce non-

local disorder into the crystalline lattice. Generally, these line defects are tilted bound-

aries which separate two domains with different lattice orientations, with the tilt axis

normal to the plane. High barriers must be overcome (> 6 eV) for the formation of

these distortions. Their formation has been theoretically predicted and experimentally

observed within the thermal spike of an irradiation (ions or electrons) event or under

extreme conditions. It is well-known that the properties of polycrystalline materials are

often dominated by the size of their grains and by the atomic structure of the grain

boundaries, but the role of these structures is more pronounced in two-dimensional ma-

terials such as graphene where even a line defect can divide and disrupt a crystal. In
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particular, dislocations and grain boundaries govern the electronic transport in graphene

and may eventually be used for engineering graphene-based nanomaterials and functional

devices [76].

Figure 1.14: In situ observation of a topological defect in a graphene layer, induced
by an electron beam, after several tens of seconds of irradiation. HR-TEM images show
of a single graphene layer before (a) and after (b) the electron beam irradiation. The

scale bar is 2 nm. Taken from [73].

Carbon vacancies and edges: The simplest ”vacancy-type” defects on the graphene

plane show structure with voids created by removing one or several. The Single Carbon

Vacancy (SAV) undergoes a Jahn-Teller distortion which leads to the saturation of two

of the three dangling bonds towards the missing atom. This leads to the formation of a

five-membered and a nine-membered ring ((5-9) defect) and one dangling bond. STM

images show SAVs as a protrusion, due to an increase of the local density of states at

the Fermi energy, which is spatially localized on the dangling bonds. It is intuitively

clear that the formation energy of this defect is high because of the presence of an

under-coordinated carbon atom.

Double vacancies (DAV) can be created either by the coalescence of two SAVs or by

removing two neighboring C atoms. Similar to the creation of a Stone-Wales defect,
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Figure 1.15: Single Atom Vacancy SAV (5-9): (a) an experimental TEM image. (b)
its atomic structure obtained from our DFT calculations. (c) an experimental STM
image, appearing as a protrusion due to an increase in the local density of states at the

dangling bond (marked with a circle in panel (b). Taken from [74]

the rotation of one of the bonds could lead to the creation of different arrangement of

reconstructed rings instead of hexagons like perfect graphene, like e.g. (5-8-5), (555-777)

and (5555-6-7777) defects. The atomic network remains coherent with minor perturba-

tions in the bond lengths around the defect. Some images of the atomic structures of

reconstructed double vacancy defects in graphene are reported in Fig. 1.16.

Figure 1.16: Atomic structures of reconstructed double vacancy defects in graphene
as obtained from DFT calculations (a-c). Experimental TEM images of the same

structures (d-f). Taken from [74].

The removal of more than two atoms may lead to larger and more complex defect con-

figurations. Generally, as an even number of missing atoms allows a full reconstruction

(complete saturation of the dangling bonds), these vacancies are energetically favored

over structures with an odd number of missing atoms, where an open bond remains. If

a larger number of atoms is instantaneously removed from a small area, a reconstruc-

tion requires bending or warping the layer, its surface area being considerably reduced.

In these cases, the formation of a hole with unsaturated bonds around its peripheral

border may be more likely. Intuitively, one may expect to obtain a more-or-less ran-

dom set of carbon vacancies. In general there is no reason for excluding the presence of
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dangling bonds also in even-atoms vacancies formed during out-of-equilibrium processes.

Edges themselves can be considered as defects with respect to the ideal graphene plane.

The simplest edge structures are the armchair (AC) and the zigzag (ZZ) orientations.

Figure 1.17: Different edge orientations in graphene: (a) armchair (AC) edge; (b)
zigzag (ZZ) edge

Edges of finite size in graphene, particularly nanographene or nanoribbons, play an im-

portant role in giving unconventional electronic structures depending on their AC or ZZ

shape. The creation of non–bonding localized electronic states that co-exist with the

itinerant electrons gives rise to a plethora of intriguing phenomena. For instance, dan-

gling bonds or vacant atoms were suggested to be responsible of ferromagnetism in some

impurity-free carbon materials, like amorphous carbon samples and irradiated highly

oriented pyrolitic graphite [77–80]. In this context, in order to explain both the elec-

tronic properties and surface (re)activity and the recently observed ferromagnetism in

some carbon materials, it has been proposed that under ambient conditions a significant

fraction of the oxygen-free edge sites are neither H-terminated nor unadulterated free

radicals, the zigzag sites assuming a carbene-like ground state and the armchair ones a

carbyne-like structure [81].

Adsorbed molecules and functionalization of graphene: Placing an atom to any

in-plane position within the plane would require a prohibitively high energy. For this

reason, rather than straining the local structure in two dimensions, additional atoms, like

interstitial impurities or more complex chemical groups tend to use the third dimension

and bind to C as ad-atoms. The effect of a foreign (non-carbon) atom on the properties

of graphene depends on the bonding between the atom and graphene itself. If the bond is

weak, only physisorption due to van–der–Waals interaction can occur. If the interaction

is stronger, covalent chemical bonding between the foreign atom and the nearest carbon

atoms leads to chemisorption. In samples derived from wet chemical methods a great

variety of functional groups can be bound to the carbon network. A particular example
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of defect is the chemical doping. Oxidation is the one of most common reaction of

carbon atoms in a graphene layer with other species. After treatment in an oxidizing

acid (HNO3 or H2SO4), it is possible to attach oxygen and hydroxyl (-OH) or carboxyl

(-COOH) groups to graphene. When graphene is covered more or less uniformly with

hydroxyl or carboxyl groups, the material is called graphene oxide, which is essentially

a highly defective graphene sheet functionalized with oxygen groups. It is intuitively

clear that defects associated with dangling bonds should locally enhance the reactivity of

graphene. Indeed, numerous simulations indicate that hydroxyl, carboxyl, other groups

or atoms can easily be attached to vacancy-type defects or graphene edges.

The controlled creation of defects with a high spatial selectivity can be used for the local

functionalization of graphene samples and the development of graphenes with the de-

signed properties. Plasma treatment and adsorption of atomic hydrogen on a graphene

surface followed by its self-organization and hydrogen island formation can also be re-

ferred to in the context of graphene functionalization [82].

1.4 General motivation of the thesis

Over the last few years, thanks to the development of new chemical methods, the massive

fabrication of graphene has opened the route towards the experimental investigations

using characterizations and hydrogen detection techniques that are not usual for 2D sys-

tems. Prof. M. Riccó and coworkers of the Carbon Nanostructures Laboratory (CNL) at

the University of Parma (Italy) have applied muon spectroscopy (µSR) to investigate the

hydrogen interaction with Thermal Exfoliated Graphite Oxide (TEGO). These studies

have shown that TEGO has a particular affinity with hydrogen. This property has an

interest at both the fundamental and technological levels. As discussed at the beginning

of this chapter, in the context of a growing demand of renewable fuels hydrogen has been

identified as a possible replacement to the current gasoline for automotive application

and as the cornerstone of a more general conception towards the ”hydrogen economy”.

Considerable interest has been stimulated by carbon nanostructures for their relatively

low weight and the possibility to modify their interaction energy with the hydrogen

molecule. In the case of graphene, the interaction with hydrogen finds an additional

and more fundamental echo: from the controversial rising of magnetism in carbons, to

nano–electronics and astrophysics. In the astrochemistry discipline, the role of Poly-

cyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) on the synthesis of complex molecules (including

H2) in the interstellar medium is a current topic. The fundamental issue in this the-

matic is the understanding of the dynamics of hydrogen at the surface of a carbonaceous

support. µSR suggested the formation of CH-µ groups (analogue to CH2) at graphene
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in-plane vacancies (SAV) when TEGO is bombarded with muons (analogue to H atoms).

Moreover, this process seems to be supported by a thermally activated muon capture

mechanism [83, 84]. The mobility of chemisorbed hydrogen at the graphene (TEGO)

surface was also proved by 1H-NMR. These studies evidenced that the H-mobility is

active already at low temperature and it is associated with a surprisingly low activation

energy of about only 30 meV [85]. Despite the use of several characterization tech-

niques, the localization of H in the complex carbon structure appears very difficult. In

particular, a comprehensive picture of the hydrogen behavior at the graphene surface as

well as a detailed study of the defects revealed to be very challenging but essential for

getting a very deep insight into the hydrogen behavior. On the other hand, thanks to

the high neutrons’ sensitivity to hydrogen, neutron scattering represents the ideal probe

for investigating either the structure or the dynamics of hydrogenous materials [86, 87].

In particular, Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) can provide detailed informations about

the dynamical properties of the matter, as vibrations, rotational and diffusional motions

in a very wide energy range. In contrast to optical spectroscopy, INS is not restricted to

the central point in the Brillouin Zone and subject to symmetry selection rules. Its high

sensitivity to all types of atomic movements makes it the technique of choice to extract

the Vibrational Density of States (VDOS). Moreover, INS spectra can be accurately

modeled and first principle calculations provide then an ideal complement to the exper-

iment, allowing to assign the experimental features to specific vibrational modes. The

hydrogen atoms are quantum particles, therefore their properties are subject to subtle

variations depending on their local environment. As the molecular vibrations appear to

be very sensitive to the local environment, INS can even indirectly provide, support and

complement structural information about chemical environment at a very local scale.

In the next chapter we will show how neutron scattering and ab-initio simulations have

contributed to gain a deeper insight into the local structure and dynamics of some

selected carbon nanostructures, with a special attention to Thermal Exfoliated Graphite

Oxide (TEGO). The last part of the thesis has been devoted to the dynamical and

structural characterization of Nickel–decorated graphene and Alkali-metal intercalated

fullerides (mainly AxC60, A=Li, x=6,12). These studies are not as complete as the one

carried out for TEGO and H-TEGO, since they were performed at the end of this PhD

project and are still in progress at the time of writing.

This work has been carried out at the Institut Laue Langevin (Grenoble, France) to ex-

tend and complement the investigations conducted by Dr. M. Mazzani, Dr. M. Gaboardi

and Dr. M. Aramini, during their PhD at the Carbon Nanostructures Laboratory (CNL)

in Parma from the neutron perspective.
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1.5 How the thesis is organized

The thesis is articulated as follows.

• The experimental techniques (Neutron Scattering), including the instrumentation

and data treatment, are presented in Chap. 2. The computational methods are

given in Chap. 3.

• In Chap. 4 several characterizations of Thermal Exfoliated Graphite Oxide (TEGO)

and nanographite are discussed. In particular we detail the sample synthesis and

the morphological (HR-TEM and SEM), structural (diffraction and direct space

analysis) and spectroscopic (XPS, UPS, Raman and IR spectroscopy) studies.

• Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS) experiments and the computational work on

Hydrogenated TEGO are discussed in Chap. 5. The experimental results, together

with DFT simulations, have allowed to efficiently assign the vibrational lines in

the neutron spectra to specific C-H configurations at the graphene surface.

• Chap. 6 treats the thermal evolution of the C-H bending modes and its connec-

tion with H mobility in TEGO, as probed by NMR. The possible implication of

quantum tunneling effects in this dynamical process is discussed.

• Chap. 7 and Chap. 8 are devoted to Nickel–decorated TEGO and Alkali–Intercalated

fullerides, respectively. The neutron scattering characterizations, with a particular

emphasis to INS, are presented.

• The general conclusions and future prospects are summarized in Chap. 9





Chapter 2

Neutron Scattering

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss the principal aspects of the neutron scattering based experi-

mental techniques that have been used in this work for characterizing our carbon nanos-

tructured samples. It is organized as follows: the first part will briefly summarized the

specificities of the neutron-matter interaction, underlying the advantages/disadvantages

of the neutron radiation with regards to others scattering techniques (X-Ray, visible

light...). The second and third part will deal with elastic and inelastic scattering re-

spectively, giving an overview of the theory and the description of the instruments used.

We will refer as frequently as possible to the well-known neutron scattering textbooks

[88, 89], and restrict the technical descriptions of the data treatment and analysis to the

minimum.

2.2 Why using neutron scattering?

Neutrons are particles which are very abundant in nature, but which are only found

stable when confined inside the nucleus part of the atoms. Together with the protons,

they participate to the stability of matter linked together by strong nuclear interactions.

This is why the production of neutrons either necessitates or releases a large amount of

energy. They are produced at large scale facilities, either using steady state reactor or

pulsed sources. The principle of production differs from one type of source to another:

the steady state reactor use the fission of an 235U enriched core to produce high energy

neutrons, while the pulsed sources send compressed pulses of an intense beam onto a

heavy target, subsequently producing intense pulses of high energy neutrons. The latter

(of several hundreds of MeV) are thermalized, i.e. slowed down to the meV energy range

23
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to be usable in common scattering experiments on the different instruments.

The as-produced thermal neutrons have characteristic wavelength of ∼ 1 Å which cor-

responds to typical energies of ∼ 10 meV, which is comparable to the elementary ex-

citations found in solids and liquids (phonons, molecular vibrations...). These peculiar

properties make neutron scattering a very natural and powerful probe for studying both

the structure and the fluctuations of the atomic positions in condensed matter. By com-

parisons, the energy of ∼ 1 Å X-photons are typically of the keV range, rendering the

detection of meV large energy transfers very difficult (but feasible in recent synchrotron

beamlines). In the other direction, the typical wavelength for lasers is several hundreds

of nanometers, which restricts Raman scattering investigation to the center of the Bril-

louin zone, i.e. making difficult (when feasible) the measurement of dispersion curves.

However, neutron scattering is a low flux techniques, which is one of the most important

limiting factor. As a consequence, the resolution of a beamline in terms of energy or

momentum transfer is in general much less than what can be done in equivalent instru-

ments using X-rays or optical spectroscopies. Also, the sample quantity required for

neutron investigations is much larger than the other spectroscopic techniques, making

the experiments on single graphene layers for example, totally impossible at the moment.

As usually stated, it is the complementarity of the different techniques, e.g. IR, neutron,

X-ray, Raman and NMR which allowed deriving a coherent picture of the samples we

studied.

2.3 Basics of neutron scattering

In this section, there is no question of developing the whole theory of neutron scatter-

ing, but simply to provide the reader with the basics to understanding the rest of the

manuscript. All the concepts treated in the following sections are developed extensively

in the general textbooks of condensed matter physics and neutron scattering [88–90].

The neutron observable when doing a neutron scattering measurement is called the

scattering cross section ∂2σ
∂Ω∂ω . It represents the flux of neutrons with incident wavevector

(energy) ki (Ei) which have been scattered with wavevector kf (Ef ) in the solid angle

Ω± ∂Ω, i.e. with energy transfer ~ω = Ei − Ef and momentum transfer ~ ~Q = ~ki − ~kf

to the sample. This quantity can be separated into a coherent and an incoherent part

as a consequence of the peculiar neutron-nuclei interactions so that it can be written in

the following form:

∂2σ

∂Ω∂ω
=

(
∂2σ

∂Ω∂ω

)
coh

+

(
∂2σ

∂Ω∂ω

)
inc

=
kf
ki
S( ~Q, ω) (2.1)
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with

S( ~Q, ω) = Scoh( ~Q, ω) + Sinc( ~Q, ω) (2.2)

S( ~Q, ω) is called the total dynamical structure factor of the system, and contains the

complete information of the sample state. Alike the cross section, it can be separated

into a coherent (Scoh( ~Q, ω)) and an incoherent (Sinc( ~Q, ω)) part. As we will see, each of

these latter quantities can be divided into an elastic and an inelastic part. In particular,

the understanding of the coherent part of the elastic scattering will allow deriving infor-

mation on the structure of the sample. By contrast, the inelastic part of the incoherent

scattering will be analysed to derive the spectroscopic signatures of the different hydro-

gen atoms at the carbon surface, i.e. to derive information about their local environment.

We will discuss briefly these notions in the following paragraphs.

2.3.1 Coherent and incoherent scattering cross sections

The notions of coherence and incoherence are the building blocks of neutron scattering.

The different materials we have studied during this thesis are mostly composed of carbon,

a purely coherent scatterer, and hydrogen which is mostly incoherent. It is therefore

useful to precise the meaning of these notions.

When a neutron interacts with a nucleus, it can be either absorbed or scattered, in the

latter case its energy and/or trajectory can be affected. The relatively weak energy

of the thermal neutrons used in a neutron scattering experiment (in the order of few

meV) prevents the excitations of the internal nuclei levels and core electronic states, but

is responsible for the sensitivity of the neutrons to the global dynamics of the nuclei,

i.e. to the instantaneous structure of the material under study. The neutron-nucleus

interaction is characterized by a scattering length b, which can be a complex quantity

for an absorbing material and which quantifies the capacity of an isotope to interact

with the neutron beam. This interaction depends on the total spin state J = I + S of

the neutron-nucleus system (with I the nucleus spin and S that of the neutron). The

scattering length therefore varies from one chemical species to another, but also from

one isotope to another within the same species: for a given isotope i the statistic average

of the scattering length over all the spin states bcohi = bi is called the coherent scattering

length. The coherent part of the scattering therefore approximates the ensemble of

isotopes i to be all in the same average spin state.

The deviation of the real state of the system from this ideal situation is characterized

by the incoherent scattering length, binci =

√
b2i − bi

2
, defined as the mean squared of

the scattering lengths bi. The coherent and incoherent cross sections are defined by

σcohi = 4π(bcohi )2 and σinci = 4π(binci )2 respectively. For a pure isotope, we will refer
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to the spin origin of the incoherent scattering. Spin incoherence vanishes for isotopes

which have the peculiarity that b2i = bi
2
. This happens when the atomic numbers Z and

A have even values, which is the case for 4H, 12C, 16O, 20Ne. . . their nucleus having

a nuclear spin equal to 0. This is why the scattering for an isotopically pure material

made of 12C has no incoherent scattering.

Another source of incoherent scattering originates from the natural distribution of the

isotopes of one atomic species. In that case, the scattering lengths have to be calculated

in order to account for this distribution, and this is why a natural material made of

carbon, i.e. containing 1.1% of 13C with binc13C = -0.52 10−15 m has a small but finite

incoherent cross section of 0.001 barns. In the rest of this manuscript, we will consider

that pure carbon nanostructures scatter neutron purely coherently, with a coherent cross

section σcohC = 5.554 barns. The situation is entirely reversed for a hydrogen containing

material. The neutron cross section of H (82.02 barns) is the largest among the periodic

table of the elements. In particular, its incoherent cross section amounts σincH =80.26

barns which makes this elements mostly incoherent scatterer. By contrast, the coherent

and incoherent scattering cross section for a deuterium atom are σcohD = 5.592 barns

and σincD = 2.05 barns respectively. A solution for controlling the relative proportion

of coherent and incoherent scattering is to monitor the ratio H/D in the sample, via

deuteration of the hydrogenated parts in the system under study.

2.3.2 Elastic and inelastic scattering – The van Hove correlation func-

tions

In the introduction part of this chapter we have indicated that the scattering (either

coherent or incoherent) can also be qualified as a function of the energy transfer between

the neutron probe and the sample:

Scoh( ~Q, ω) = Selcoh( ~Q) + Sinelcoh ( ~Q, ω) (2.3)

Sinc( ~Q, ω) = Selinc(
~Q) + Sinelinc ( ~Q, ω) (2.4)

Following van Hove citevanhove54 the dynamical structure factors are linked to the space

and time correlation function via the following double Fourier transforms:

Scoh( ~Q, ω) =
1

2π~

∫
dte−iωt

∫
d3~rK(~r, t)ei

~Q·~r (2.5)

Sinc( ~Q, ω) =
1

2π~

∫
dte−iωt

∫
d3~rKs(~r, t)e

i ~Q·~r (2.6)

where K(~r, t) and Ks(~r, t) are the pair and self time–and–space correlation functions

respectively. They give the probability of finding an atom located at ~r at time t if this
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atom strictly (for the self) or any atom (for the pair) is located at the origin at time t

= 0.

Elastic scattering

In case of no energy transfer (the neutron is scattered without any change of its initial

speed/wavelength) the scattering is elastic and the pertinent variable to consider is the

momentum transfer ~Q between the neutron wave and the sample. Selcoh( ~Q) provides

information on the atomic structure of the sample at long time. Here the adjective long

refers to the maximum correlation time provided by the instrument, i.e. it depends on

the energy resolution of the neutron spectrometer used in the experiment: the sharper

the instrumental resolution, the longer the correlation time. For a diffractometer, the

energy resolution is extremely broad by construction (there is no energy analyser for

a diffractometer), so that the scattered intensity is integrated over the complete energy

transfer range, and we qualify the scattering as total scattering with the (total) structure

factor:

Scoh( ~Q) =

∫ +∞

−∞
dωScoh( ~Q, ω) (2.7)

According to the equation 2.5 one can easily show that

Scoh( ~Q) =

∫
d3~rK(~r, 0)ei

~Q·~r (2.8)

with K(~r, 0) = δ(~r) + ρ0g(~r) [89], ρ0 the average density of the material and g(~r) the

static pair distribution function, one can rewrite Eq. 2.8 in the form:

Scoh( ~Q) = 1 + ρ0

∫
g(~r)exp(i ~Q · ~r)d3r (2.9)

If one wants to make visible the forward scattering at Q=0, ρ0δ( ~Q), then one can write:

Scoh( ~Q) = 1 + ρ0

∫
g(~r)exp(i ~Q · ~r)d3r + ρ0δ( ~Q)− ρ0δ( ~Q) (2.10)

Scoh( ~Q) = 1 + ρ0

∫
[g(~r)− 1]exp(i ~Q · ~r)d3r + ρ0δ( ~Q) (2.11)

In an experiment, the forward scattering at Q=0 is not measured, so that the experi-

mental quantity accessible is:

Scoh( ~Q) = 1 + ρ0

∫
(g(~r)− 1)exp(i ~Q · ~r)d3r (2.12)
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For isotropic samples, one has g(~r) = g(r), and the previous equation can be further

reduced to:

Scoh(Q)− 1 =

∫
G(r)

sin(Qr)

Q
dr (2.13)

with the reduced atomic pair distribution function G(r) = 4πrρ0(g(r)−1). By using the

properties of the inverse Fourier transform, one can show that the reduced PDF G(r)

can be expressed by:

G(r) =
2

π

∫
Q[S(Q)− 1]sin(Qr)dQ (2.14)

The total scattering therefore provides an instantaneous picture of the atomic correla-

tions in the sample, i.e. its instantaneous structure. The reduced PDF function G(r)

provides an excellent way of characterizing the atomic structure of materials containing

a considerable amount of disorder or reduced coherent length.

The elastic incoherent scattering appears as a background in the diffraction measure-

ments. It can be expressed as:

Selinc( ~Q) =
∑
j∈H

exp(−2Wj( ~Q)) (2.15)

with Wj( ~Q) the Debye-Waller term of the hydrogen atom j in the sample.

Eq. 2.16 is valid for an oriented (crystalline) sample. The powders we have studied are

isotropic, so that the latter expressions have to be averaged over all the directions of the

~Q vector. The structure factor then depends only on the amplitude of ~Q so that we will

write:

Selinc(Q) =
∑
j∈H

exp(−2Wj( ~Q)) (2.16)

with X denoting the orientation average of the quantity X.

It is usual for an isotropic sample to approximate the Debye-Waller term Wj( ~Q) by its

isotropic expression Wj(Q) = 1
6Q

2U2
j , with Uj being the mean squared displacement of

the hydrogen atoms j. If Uj are not too different from one type of hydrogen to another,

Uj can be replaced by an atomic averaged mean square displacement U , so that 2.16

can be written as:

Selinc(Q) = NHexp(−
1

3
Q2U2) (2.17)

The latter expression shows that the intensity of the elastic line is proportional to the

quantity of H atoms in the sample and has a very smooth dependence with the momen-

tum transfer Q. It provides a very useful mean for deriving the number of hydrogen
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atoms present in the sample, as well as an estimation of their averaged mean square

displacement.

In the Chap. 5 we used Eq. 2.17 to derive the quantity of hydrogen present in several

samples. For that, we have measured the time-of-flight spectrum of a calibrated mass of

Vanadium, which is an almost pure incoherent scatterer (Σcoh
V = 0.0184 barn; Σcoh

V = 5.08

barn). The integrated elastic line of the spectrum, over a limited range in Q to reduce

the effect of the Debye–Waller term, is therefore proportional to the known number of

V atoms (NV ) in the sample. A particular care was taken to keep the vanadium sample

measurements in strictly the same geometry as the carbon sample measurements. The

elastic intensity of the vanadium standard (IV ) and of the H-containing sample (IH) was

evaluated in a common range of Q, avoiding some non-negligible coherent contributions

from the carbon framework. If we make the assumption that the Debye - Waller factor

in both estimations is a second order correction to the quantity derived, the number of

H atoms in the H-containing sample (NH) is derived from:

NH =

(
IH
IV

)(
sigmaV
sigmaH

)
NV (2.18)

with σV and σH being the V and H incoherent neutron scattering cross-section, respec-

tively.

Inelastic scattering

By contrast to elastic scattering, a subsequent part of the kinetic energy of the neutrons

is transferred to the sample for inelastic scattering. The analysis of the resulting inelastic

spectrum S( ~Q, ω) provides information on the energy levels of the sample under study.

These levels can be magnetic (crystal field, spin waves), and/or nuclear. In the latter

case they reflect the fluctuations of the atomic positions in the system, which vary with

the thermodynamics conditions (P, T . . .) of the sample. The time (and space) periodic

variations of the atomic positions will reflect the interactions at stake in the sample.

They will be revealed by their corresponding (eigen) frequency ωλ, either characteristic

of stiff molecular vibrations, or soft lattice (phonon) modes. The energy distribution of

these modes will be the main subject of this thesis.

In this part, we give the expressions of the coherent and incoherent structure factors for

inelastic scattering. As developed in the textbooks [88, 89], we consider here that the

movement of the atoms is limited to short range fluctuations, i.e. vibrations around their
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equilibrium positions. In particular, we do not consider here any long range diffusion of

the atoms nor anharmonic terms in the interatomic potential. We restrict therefore the

development of the inelastic structure factor in power of the displacement of the atoms

to the first order, i.e. to one phonon events. We will consider that the coherent part

of the scattering originates essentially from carbon contributions and will develop the

incoherent term as if originating uniquely from hydrogen atoms. If this approach is valid

for pure hydrogenated carbon nano–structures, one has to bear in mind that hydrogen

atoms have a non negligible coherent scattering cross section. Also, when metal deco-

rated graphene or metal intercalated fullerides are considered, the contribution of the

metallic particles should be included. In particular, Ni, Li and Na atoms have coherent

and incoherent cross sections which should be taken into account in the interpretation

of their spectra. However, the extrapolation of the proposed formalism to the real cases

is straightforward, and therefore we will restrict our discussion here to a pure carbon

framework host containing hydrogen atoms as guests.

The development of the expressions of the dynamical structure factors is based on the

knowledge of the atomic positions ~rn in the sample and of the normal modes |λ〉 and

normal frequency ωλ. The latter are respectively the eigenvector and the eigenvalues

of the 3N × 3N dynamical matrix (or Hessian matrix, N being the total number of

atoms in the structure) which is constituted of the force constant elements of the system

calculated from the derivatives of the harmonic interatomic potential of the system

around its equilibrium state [90, 91].

In case of coherent scattering, simplifications arise if one can describe the structure of

the carbon structure as the periodical arrangement of unit cells. The latter can be de-

rived from the simple graphene cell (i.e. composed of only two inequivalent C atoms) or

constructed from the symmetry inequivalent parts of a more complex structure if one

consider the case of the fulleride crystals for example. For such crystals, the atoms are

indexed according to the cell l they belong to, and are given a type d, so that Nd denotes

the number of inequivalent atoms in the carbon unit cell and Nl the number of cells in the

sample. Thanks to the translational symmetry of the structure, the 3N × 3N problem is

reduced to the evolution of the eigenvalues ωj(~q) and eigenvectors |j~q〉 of a 3Nd × 3Nd

matrix as a function of wavevectors ~q belonging to the first Brillouin zone of the crystal.

The quantum number λ of the total hamiltonian is therefore replaced by the couple (j, ~q).
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In phonon creation (Stokes), the coherent dynamical structure factor in the one phonon

process approximation [88, 89] Scoh( ~Q, ω) can be written:

Scoh( ~Q, ω) = Nl
n(ω, T ) + 1

2ω

∑
j

Fj( ~Q)δ(ω − ωj( ~Q)) (2.19)

with the one phonon form factor:

Fj( ~Q) = ‖
Nd∑
d=1

bcohd e−Wd( ~Q)√
(Md)

~Q · ~ej( ~Q | d))‖2 (2.20)

and the Bose thermal population factor n(ω, T ) = (exp(~ω/kβT )− 1)−1. Index d refers

to the dth atom among the Nd atoms in the unit cell, with mass Md and coherent

scattering length bcohd . Wd( ~Q) is the Debye-Waller factor of atom d, and ~ej( ~Q | d)) is

the displacement of atom d in the normal mode |j ~Q〉.

For a powder the isotropic averaging of the expression Scoh( ~Q, ω) is given by

Scoh(Q,ω) =
1

4π

∫
d2ΩS( ~Q, ω) (2.21)

The one phonon incoherent cross section writes:

Sinc( ~Q, ω) =
n(ω, T ) + 1

2ω

bincH
MH

∑
d∈H

e−2Wd(Q)
∑
j,~q

‖ ~Q · ~ej(~q | d))‖2δ(ω − ωj(~q)) (2.22)

which in the case of a powder can be approximated to:

Sinc(Q,ω) =
n(ω, T ) + 1

2ω

3NQ2

2

bincH
MH

∑
d∈H

e−2Wd(Q)gd(ω) (2.23)

with gd(ω) being the partial phonon density of state of atom d:

gd(ω) =
1

3N

∑
λ

‖ ~eλ(d)‖2δ(ω − ωλ) (2.24)

In case that only one type of hydrogen atoms exists in the sample (or if we make the

assumption that their dynamics is not significantly different), one can further simplifies

the previous expression as:

Sinc(Q,ω) =
n(ω, T ) + 1

2ω

3NQ2

2

bincH
MH

e−2WH(Q)gH(ω) (2.25)
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with gH(ω) being the hydrogen partial phonon density of states, and resulting from the

statistical averaging of the different atomic hydrogen types in the sample:

gH(ω) =
∑
d∈H

gd(ω) (2.26)

From the expressions 2.19 and 2.22 one clearly sees that coherent scattering has a con-

dition that ensures - in addition to the conservation of energy - the conservation of the

total momentum of the neutron-sample system. This appear as an additional condi-

tion over the ~Q vector in the expression 2.19. This condition has made the success of

neutron scattering in condensed matter science, providing an experimental mean of the

measurement of the dispersion curves, e.g. sound waves or spin waves. In the data,

this conditions and i.e. the strong Q dependence of the coherent form factor Fj( ~Q) of

expression 2.19 makes possible the distinction between a coherent and an incoherent

signal: while the former possesses a rather complex dependence with Q, the latter is

rather monotonous in Q, resulting from the competition between an increasing Q2 term

and an exponentially decreasing Debye-Waller (see Fig. 2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Left: Characteristic set up of an inelastic neutron scattering experiment.
Right: Dynamical structure factor S( ~Q, ω) of a powder composed of fullerene-cubane
C60·C8H8 measured on the IN4C spectrometer at the ILL. The incoming neutron beam
with wavevector ~ki is scattered with wavevector ~kf . If ki = kf , the scattering is elastic

(ω = 0) giving rise to the intense vertical band in the S( ~Q, ω) map, showing intense
Bragg spots at specific Q. In case kf > ki, neutrons are accelerated through the anni-
hilations of some phonons (anti-Stokes scattering). At the contrary, the energy released
by the neutrons to the sample when kf < ki, permits the creation of phonons (Stokes

scattering). The region of S( ~Q, ω) indicated by 2 localizes inelastic features whose
monotonous Q dependence (and strong intensity) suggests they arise from phonons
implying vibrations of a strong incoherent scatterer i.e. from the H atoms attached
to the cubane molecules in this case. The region marked by 3 is called ”quasielastic”
scattering and represents low frequency modes, i.e. Debye modes or relaxations (free
rotations...). Here, the strong Q modulation of the latter scattering indicates a coher-
ent nature of the signal: it characterizes the free rotations of the C60 molecules in the

structure [92].
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Inelastic neutron scattering data handling and representations

In the rest of this manuscript, the inelastic neutron scattering data will be presented and

discussed using several representations. When the coherent nature of the signal has to

be highlighted or when a global view of the scattering is desired, the S( ~Q, ω) maps will

be showed. When the energy dependence is essentially discussed, we will either use the

generalized density of state G(θ̄, ω) or susceptibility ω−1χ′′(θ̄, ω) representations. They

are defined as:

G(θ̄, ω) =
S(θ̄, ω)

Q(θ̄, ω)2

ω

n±B(ω, T )
(2.27)

S(θ̄, ω) =
1

π

1

1− e−~ω/kBT
χ′′(θ̄, ω) (2.28)

where S(θ̄, ω) represents the dynamical structure factor S(θ, ω) at a fixed angle θ aver-

aged over a certain angular width1. The scattering is further considered as originating

from an averaged set of mean angles θ̄, i.e. implying effective momentum transfers

Q(θ̄, ω) expressed as:

Q(θ̄, ω) = k2
i + k2

f − 2kikfcos(θ̄) (2.29)

In the expressions 2.27 and 2.28, the term n±B(ω, T ) is the population factor (also called

Bose factor) with n+
B = 1

eβ~ω−1
+1 for positive ~ω (Stokes) and n−B = 1

eβ|~ω|−1
for negative

~ω (anti-Stokes).

In the hight temperature approximation one can consider that ω−1χ′′(ω) ∝ ω−2G(ω)

[10]. As a consequence, the susceptibility of the system does not depend on temperature

for harmonic crystals. Any departure from this constant behavior would reflect the onset

of anharmonicity in the material under investigation.

When a quantitative comparison between the data and the simulations is required, we

further corrected the as-obtained generalized density of states G(θ, ω) in Eq. 2.27 from

the Debye-Waller decrease at high Q. The method employed is called the ”interpolation

at low Q” an is valid only for incoherent scattering, i.e. was used only for hydrogenated

samples. This is based on the fact that G(θ̄, ω) contains the term exp(−2WH) as part

of the structure factor Sinc(θ̄, ω) (see 2.25), with WH =
Q(θ̄,ω)2u2H

3 . The method consist

of a linear fit of the quantity ln(G(θ̄, ω)) plotted as a function of Q(θ̄, ω)2 for each value

of the energy transfer ω: ln(G(θ̄, ω)) = A(ω) ∗Q(θ̄, ω)2 +K(ω). K(ω) therefore stands

1If statistics is required, one can even sum up the scattered intensity at fixed energy transfer over
the total range of angles allowed by the spectrometer geometry.
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for the the generalized density of states interpolated to Q = 0, i.e. should be free from

any Q dependence in the case of an incoherent scatterer2.

We will as well discuss the mean square displacement that we derive from the data by:

〈u2
H〉 = 3

ln[I(Q)]

Q2
(2.30)

I(Q) is obtained by fitting the (incoherent part of the) elastic contribution of the scat-

tering at each Q (or scattering angle θ) to a gaussian function.

2.4 Diffraction and PDF analysis

We have used high energy neutron diffraction to derive structural informations about the

carbon nanostructures and their hydrogenated (deuterated) counterpart. The use of high

energy neutrons beams (or short wavelength in the case of Xrays) to derive the atomic

pair distribution function (PDF) of compounds organized at the nanoscale is getting

more and more popular [93]. It provides an efficient way of characterizing a structure

when traditional Bragg analysis (i.e. Rietveld refinement methods) is limited by the

lack of Bragg peaks in the diffraction pattern due to disorder and/or limited coherent

domain. Note than in the following chapters (in particular in Chap. 4) dedicated to the

discussion of the PDF, we will also present data obtained on the High Energy Diffraction

Beamline ID15 at the European Synchrotron Facility ESRF.

2.4.1 The diffractometer D4C

D4C is a two-axis diffractometer, which uses short-wavelength neutrons from the hot

source and measures then diffraction patterns over a large Q-range. This allows the

characterisation of local atomic order of non-crystalline materials (glasses, liquids, amor-

phous solids and solutions) with excellent accuracy [94].

Principle: An incident wavelength is provided by a crystal monochromator. The scat-

tered neutrons are recorded over a large scattering range by a large array of microstrip

detectors, making the machine very efficient and very stable for difference measurements

on small samples.

2This is a valid assumption as far as multiphonon scattering is negligible. In case of high temperatures
and/or scattering processes involving large Q transfers, it is often better to let the data uncorrected from
the Debye–Waller contribution as the latter and that from the multiphonon scattering often compensates
each other to a large extend.
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Instrument description: D4C is built on the H8 hot beam at the ILL. The monochro-

mator take-off angle is 2θM ∼ 20-40◦ variable. The available monochromators are all

horizontally and vertically focusing: Cu (220) for λ = 0.7 Å , Cu (220) for λ = 0.5 Å , Cu

(331) for λ = 0.35 Å. All three monochromators faces are 20 cm high and 23 cm wide.

Filters are used for λ/2 harmonic contamination. A high-transmission monitor located

between the monochromator and the beam-defining slits is used for normalisation to

incident beam intensity.

The sample is mounted in an evacuated cylindrical bell jar with a wide-angle thin alu-

minum exit window. The samples are contained in cylindrical vanadium cans (see

Fig. 2.3). Vertical and horizontal slits allow defining a maximum illuminated cross-

section of 5 cm (Vert.) and 2 cm (Horiz.).

The instrument is equipped with 9 3He-gas 1D position-sensitive detectors, with distance

between sample and detection surface of 1146 mm. Each detector of 64 cells covers 8◦

in 2θ. Since there is a 7◦ gap between two detectors, at least 2 angular positions of

the 9-detector ensemble are required to produce a complete diffractogram, and normally

scans of 5 or 6 angular positions are used in order to equilibrate counting statistics. The

final available 2Θ-range of the diffractogram is 1.5◦ to 140◦ [94].

Figure 2.2: Layout of the D4 diffractometer [94].

Data treatment: The data reduction consisted of the following operations and were

performed using a software procedure developed by the D4C team.
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Figure 2.3: Image of a typical 7mm Vanadium cylindrical sample holder used during
the experiment on D4C.

1. Grouping repeated scans of the D4C detectors over the available range of scattering

angles in the reciprocal space.

2. Appropriate background (a linear combination of the vanadium sample holder and

empty bell jar contribution) subtraction from the raw data, taking into account

absorption effects [95] as well as the incoherent-scattering contribution.

3. Standard multiple-scattering [96] and Placzeck [97] corrections were applied.

4. Fourier transform was performed to produce the reduced PDF G(r) described in

§ 2.3.2.

2.5 Neutron spectroscopy – Inelastic neutron scattering

In this section, we describe the principle of the two neutron spectrometers that were

used during this thesis: the thermal time of flight spectrometer IN4C and the hot filter-

analyser spectrometers IN1BeF/LAGRANGE.

The first cited instrument belongs to the direct, crystal monochromator, category of

the time of fight instruments (i.e. hybrid TOF). This means that the incident neutrons

have their wavelength (energy Ei) chosen by a crystal monochromator and that the final
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energy Ef of the scattered neutrons is analysed by measuring their time of flight. IN4C

is built on the thermal beam H12 at the ILL, therefore allowing the investigation of

energy and momentum transfer range from [0, 100] meV and [0.5, 10] Å−1 respectively.

This instrument is very well suited to the measurement of lattice excitations (phonons,

rotations, librations...) and molecular vibrations up to 100 meV. Its large sensitivity

to molecular rotations (either free quantum rotors levels or hindered rotations) makes

it very useful to probe the quantity of residual molecular hydrogen or hydrogenated

molecular units (-CH3) in the sample, e.g. in hydrogenated graphene. IN4C was largely

employed also to probe the change of the C60 dynamics upon intercalation with metal

atoms, as we will see in Chap. 8.

The inverse analyser spectrometer IN1BeF (which was recently replaced by LAGRANGE)

has a different principle. It uses also a crystal monochromator to vary the incident neu-

tron energy Ei, while the scattered energy Ef is fixed by, either the Bragg cut-off of a Be

filter for the IN1BeF instrument, or by the (002) Bragg reflexion of a monocrystal block

of HOPG in the case of LAGRANGE. IN1 is an instrument built on the hot source at

the ILL. It delivers neutrons from several tens of meV to several eV, i.e. covering a very

large range of energy transfer. It is very useful for measuring the molecular vibrations

like the periodic local deformation of the C-H bonds in the hydrogenated samples. These

modes can be separated into the so-called bending and stretching components, which

have intense signatures in the 100-150 meV and 350 meV range respectively. These

modes give the spectral signature of the C-H local environment.

2.5.1 Time of Flight principle and the spectrometer IN4C

For the inelastic neutron scattering measurements that were performed on the time of

flight spectrometer IN4C, the sample were constituted of powders (about 500 mg) filled

in air tight aluminum cells (transparent to neutrons), of dimensions (4 × 3 × 0.02 cm3)

(see Fig. 2.4 and 2.5). The sides of the cell was covered during acquisition by cadmium,

absorbing neutrons in order to reduce the background noise. As we will show in this

paragraph, the measurements of vibrational excitations in powders using time of flight

spectrometry proved suitable. We explain below the principles of this technique.

Principle: The principle of the time of flight method is to measure the number of

neutrons scattered in a certain solid angle as a function of time. The kinetic energy of

each scattered neutron is evaluated by its time of flight t, i.e. the time it takes for the

neutrons to cover the sample to detector distance, which can be traced back to its speed.

Knowing its initial energy - chosen by the crystal monochromator - one can access to
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Figure 2.4: Image of a flat Aluminium sample holder used during the experiment on
IN4C.

Figure 2.5: Image of vial containing TEGO powder for an the experiment on IN4C.
Sample handling and manipulations were done inside a glovebox in order to prevent

any possible oxygen moisture contamination of the samples.
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the energy transfer ~ω between the neutron and the sample. Fig. 2.6 shows the layout

of the IN4C time of flight spectrometer (ILL, Grenoble) used for our investigations.

Choppers de bruit de fond                              Monochromateur courbe                       Détecteur

Filtre saphir

Diaphragme

Chopper de Fermi

Détecteur petits angles

Echantillon

Beam 
stop

Collimateur 
radial

Moniteur

Diaphragme

 

Figure 2.6: Layout of the IN4C spectrometer (ILL, Grenoble) [98]. Background
choppers are neutron opaque discs and drilled of holes, through which only selected
neutrons can pass. They are placed perpendicularly to the incident beam and rotate
with a typical speed of about 1000 rpm. The curved monochromator consists of an
assembly of 55 graphite or copper single crystals, forming an angle with the incident
neutron beam determined by the choice of the incident wavelength. The Fermi chopper
is formed by an aluminum cassette containing an assembly consisting of a succession
of layers of aluminum blades glued together using a 10B enriched epoxy resin. This
optical element ensures a sharp chopping of the incident beam into short time pulses
and defines the origin of time t = 0. It also provides a way to tune the resolution of

the instrument using the time focusing principle [99].

Instrument description: A ”white” beam of neutrons comes from the neutron beam

tube H12, whose aperture is located in the core neighborhood at the position of the max-

imum thermal neutron density. These neutrons are produced by the enriched uranium

core and further thermalized by the heavy water moderator at ambient temperature.

A set of two ”wheels” type steel choppers, with their horizontal axis of rotation and

made of eight windows each, provides a long pulse and a rough selection of the wave-

length. It also prevents higher or lower orders of the incident wavelength contaminating

the measurements. They role mostly is to ensure protection against fast epithermal

neutrons of the direct beam which can add a significant contribution to the background,

in addition to the action of a sapphire filter positioned far upstream of the instrument.

This beam is then made monochromatic by a double-curved monochromator Fig. 2.7

(i.e. having a variable horizontal and vertical curvature). It consists of a set of 55, 2 ×
4 cm single crystals mounted on a mechanism that allows to obtain a nearly spherical

surface, geometrically focussing much of the divergent incident beam on a small sample

volume. Bragg’s law is used to select the wavelength of the incident neutrons:
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2
dmono
p

sin(ΘB) = λi (2.31)

where dmono is the inter-reticular distance of the selected monochromator ΘB the angle

between the lattice planes and the incident neutron beam, p an integer indicating the

order of reflection and λi the desired wavelength.

Figure 2.7: Left: Photo of the IN4C monochromator. Right: Photo of the IN4C
Time-Of-Flight path (a view from the inside). Reproduction not authorized.

The resulting monochromatic beam is finally ”chopped” by a Fermi chopper. This latter

consists of a horizontal rotor whose function is to run an assembly of aluminum slats

glued together by epoxy glue3 enriched in 10B atoms4 at high speed (up to 40 000

rpm). In this way, the monochromatic beam can only pass through the slats when the

latter ones are positioned parallel to the beam. Their fast rotation therefore transforms

the long pulses into sharp monochromatic flashes of neutrons. The Fermi chopper is

connected to an electronic counting device that will trip with some delay compared to

the top of the Fermi. This moment, denoted t0 is the time reference for measuring the

travel time of the neutron from the Fermi chopper down to the 3He detectors through

the sample: it is the time of flight of the neutrons (see Fig. 2.7).

Neutrons scattered by the sample are therefore recorded as a function of their time of

arrival (and therefore energy transfer) at the detector located at an angle 2θ. Neutrons

having gained energy from the sample will arrive first at the detectors (anti-Stokes

region), followed by those elastically scattered arriving in the elastic channel. Finally

neutrons that have transferred their energy to the sample reach the detectors the last

3This optical component is called slit pack
4This component is highly absorbent to thermal neutrons
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(Stokes region).

The energy resolution ∆E
E of the IN4C spectrometer varies between 4 and 6% (at elastic

scattering). Its best performances are found for incident wavelengths between 0.7 and

4 Å. The multidetector is composed of 396 3He gas tubes covering scattering angles

ranging from 3◦ to 135◦. This large detector coverage allows one to measure a large

domain in (Q, ω̄) for a single setup (see Fig. 2.8).

Figure 2.8: (Q, ~ω) regions covered during the INS experiments: on IN4C using the
incident wavelength 0.74 Å (black), 1.11 Å (blue) and 2.41 Å (green) - on IN1BeF-

LAGRANGE (red line).

Data treatment: There are multiple ways of doing the data treatment. This mainly

depends on the physical quantity one wants to highlight. Several softwares are available

at the ILL to perform the different data reductions. We have used the suite of TOF

routines available in the LAMP platform, developed by the CS group at the ILL. Its

native language is IDL (see Fig. 2.9).

A classical basic treatment consists of:

1. Normalization of the data to the monitor counts (i.e. to the number of incident

neutron).
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Figure 2.9: LAMP graphical interface.

2. Subtraction of the contribution of the sample holder - particular care should be

taken for sample transmission.

3. Normalization of the data to a Vanadium standard. Vanadium being an almost

purely incoherent scatterer, the elastic intensity (i.e. integration of the signal over

the elastic channels) of its spectrum should be independent of the scattering angle.

Hence, it provides a correct account for the sole Debye-Waller decrease at high Q.

4. Correction of the data from the neutron speed dependent efficiency of the detector.

5. Detector grouping of the data: this allows to improve the statistics of the signal

(the new ”average list of scattering angle are denoted θ̄).

6. Time of flight to energy conversion. At this stage, the S(θ̄, ω) spectrum is obtained.

7. S(θ̄, ω) spectrum can be further treated in order to provide the Generalised Density

Of States G(θ̄, ω) given by the relation 2.27 or the susceptibility χ′′(θ̄, ω) given by

equation 2.28.

8. At a final stage, a triangulation and interpolation scheme is used to convert the

S(θ̄, ω) maps into the more physical S(Q,ω).

We have reported the input files for data reduction (.prox files) in the Appendix B.
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2.5.2 The inverse graphite analyser spectrometers IN1-LAGRANGE

The IN1-LAGRANGE (former IN1BeF) instrument, simply called ”LAGRANGE” in

the rest of this manuscript, was chosen to investigate high-frequency vibrations in a

wide energy range (50-450 meV), where the internal modes of H in graphene are ex-

pected. Due to its analyzing set-up, it provides a relatively higher energy resolution

(approximately 2% in the energy range probed, from 50 to 450 meV). This, together

with a high flux, allows for short acquisition times at various temperatures, making it

particularly suitable to inspect fine features in the spectra and follow their evolution

with temperature in great details. The samples (about 0.5 mg) were held at 10K within

a cylindrical aluminum can (see Fig. 2.10) using a standard Displex cryostat.

LAGRANGE is the unique option for studying the high frequency excitations in ma-

terials at the ILL. It is installed on the hot beam H8 and constitutes the secondary

spectrometer of the IN1. This instrument shares the primary spectrometer, constituted

of a monochromator, with the IN1-TAS triple axis spectrometer option and the D4

diffractometer (described in [94]). LAGRANGE has been recently commissioned [100].

It replaces the IN1-Be filter option. During this thesis, we have used both, but we will

focus the description of the instrument on the LAGRANGE option.

Figure 2.10: Left: Photo of a cylindrical Aluminium sample holder used during the
experiment on IN1-Lagrange. Right: Photo of a cylindrical Aluminium sample holder,

placed into an apposite metal support for gently pressing the sample inside.

Principle: By contrast to IN4C, where the incident wavelength of the neutron is

prepared and the scattered energy is analysed by TOF, the principle on LAGRANGE

resides on scanning the incident energy Ei for a fixed scattered energy Ef set by the
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crystal analysers. This is a continuous ”point by point” instrument, i.e. the instrument

changes its configuration at each energy step (at each Ei), alike what is generally done

on triple axis spectrometers.

Owing to the relatively large scattered angles defined by the LAGRANGE geometry, the

spectrometer probes a relatively thick region in (Q,ω), as described in Fig. 2.8. However,

the Q domain available to the instrument at each energy transfer is integrated at the

detector, so that no Q dependence on the scattering can be analysed, but the integration

results in a very intense signal.

Figure 2.11: Vertical cut of the LAGRANGE insert (or secondary spectrometer):
the scattered neutrons with final energy of 4.5 meV are focussed to the 3He detector
by the arrangement of HOPG analyser mounted on an ellipsoidal surface, with the
sample located at one of its locus. The spectra are obtained by varying the incident
neutron energy. This is achieved by scanning the Bragg take-off angle of several crystal
monochromators. A cooled block of polycrystalline Be is used as a large band low pass
filter, reducing the background. The direct view of the secondary source (the sample)
is avoided by placing a container filled with B4C powder between the sample and the

detector, i.e. significantly reducing the background [100].

Instrument description: IN1-LAGRANGE is installed on the hot beam H8, having

a direct view of the ILL hot source, made of a graphite block heated at high tempera-

ture. A large double-focussing multi-face crystal monochromator supplies the secondary

spectrometer LAGRANGE with a monochromatic beam in the intermediate and high

neutron energy ranges (mosaic Cu220 and Cu331 crystal faces) as well as in the lower

energy range (elastically bent Si111 and Si311 reflections). The incident energy Ei is
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fixed by the Bragg angle between the monochromator face and the sample.

The IN1-Lagrange uses the combination of a cooled Be-filter and a large area, space

focussing crystal analyzer, to collect the 4.5 meV energy scattered neutrons over a large

solid angle of 2.5 steradian. The focussed scattered neutron are all recorded with a

relatively small single counter (a He3 gas detector). This permits, contrary to typical

TOF instruments, to decouple large solid angle detections from counting volume which

results in a substantial lowering of the corresponding background.

The focussing reflecting surface of 1 m2 is built around the vertical sample-detector axis

from 612 pyrolytic graphite (PG) crystals set to reflect neutrons with a fixed average

energy of 4.5 meV. The appropriately shaped beryllium filter, cooled at a temperature

of 20 K, is installed immediately after the sample in order to remove higher-order har-

monics in the analyser reflections.

The carefully designed screen of boron-containing absorber is installed on the sample-

detector axis in order to suppress the intense elastic scattering from the sample. Fur-

ther reduction of the instrument background, contaminated by the high neutron energy

components, is achieved through massive polyethylene shielding built around the whole

analyser. The whole instrument can be considered as a variant of a classical three-axis

spectrometer with a very large barrel-like fixed-energy analyser. There are no mutu-

ally moving parts within the secondary spectrometer which is positioned as a whole

around the monochromator in order to record the inelastic scattering spectra changing

step-by-step the incident energy similarly to a typical experiment on a three-axis spec-

trometer. The energy transfer, which corresponds to excitation energy in the sample, is

obtained by a subtraction of the analyser energy of 4.5 meV from the energy of incident

monochromatic neutrons.

Data treatment: The following data treatment was performed:

1. Subtraction of the contribution of the sample holder and instrument global con-

tributions to the measured signal.

2. Calibration of the intensity to that of a liquid water standard.

3. Subtraction of a sample and energy dependent background, originating from e.g.

multiphonon contributions at large energy transfer.

4. Normalization of the integrated signal to unity.
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Note that the measurements were performed at a constant monitor value for each inci-

dent energy. This prevents the monitor normalization and detector efficiency steps of

the TOF reductions to be performed.

The as corrected scattered intensity measured S(θ̄, ω) (with θ̄=51.54◦)is linked to the

generalised density of states given by Eq. 2.27. In the extent that kf is much smaller

than ki, and that Ei ∼ ~ω one can make the approximation that Q2 ∼ ~ω. If the

measurements are done at temperatures not too high, so that ~ω � kβT , then the use

of Eq. 2.27 indicates that the intensity S(θ̄, ω) is directly proportional to G(θ̄, ω).

To further obtain the hydrogen partial density of states (in the case of hydrogenated

materials), one has however to correct the signal from the Debye-Waller contribution

given by:

W (Q) =
~Q2

4MH

∫ ωmax

0

gH(ω)

ω
coth(

~ω
2kβT

)dω (2.32)

where Q is the modulus of the scattering vector, ω the frequency, gH(ω) and MH the

partial density of states and the mass of the H atoms respectively. In the practical

calculation, we used the experimental GDOS G(θ̄, ω) collected at 5K on Lagrange and

completed in the low frequency range by those measured on IN4C, as gH(ω) to calculate

W (Q) at the different temperatures.



Chapter 3

Theoretical Methods and

Computational Modeling

Spectroscopic techniques are the ideal probe to investigate the dynamical properties of

a system at the atomic level. In parallel with the technological development of spec-

troscopic instruments with improved resolution and sensitivity, the ever growing com-

puter capacities and performances have rendered possible the simulations of complex

molecular systems with extreme precisions. Nowadays the experimental data are quasi-

systematically analysed and discussed on the basis of the results of numerical modelling,

simulations and theoretical approaches with various degree of complexity, the latter be-

ing dependent on the physical-chemistry of the system and/or the number of degree of

freedom to be simulated.

In the context of this thesis, the essential goal of the numerical simulations is to calculate

the neutron observables1 of an hypothetical model and to confront it to the experimental

data. In case of a good match, the atomic model will be considered as valid and further

physical properties can subsequently be predicted.

The neutron observables are completely determined by the knowledge of the phonon

spectrum of the system, i.e. the vibration frequency of the ensemble of atoms in the ma-

terial under study. This latter reflects the interactions between the atoms from which

the interatomic forces, or force constants can be derived. Therefore, the simulations aim

at probing the Potential Energy Surface (PES) V = V (R) of a given arrangement of

atoms R. The knowledge of this PES enables the minimum energy structure to be calcu-

lated. The interatomic forces can subsequently be obtained by calculating the variation

of the PES with regards to the atomic displacements. In the harmonic approximation

one can further derive the matrix dynamics which, after diagonalization, provides the

eigenfrequencies and eigenvectors (phonons) of the molecular system. This technique,

1that we introduced in Chap. 2.

47
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well-established in lattice dynamics [91] was used to study the metal fullerides crystalline

phases, as discussed in Chap. 8. In the case of hydrogenated graphene, we used Molec-

ular Dynamics (MD) which consists on calculating the time evolution of the atomic

positions, i.e. their trajectory being based on the derivation of the interactomic forces

at each time step.

Nowadays a large set of computation techniques are efficiently implemented and can

be easily used. The Quantum Mechanical ab-initio methods, have the specific atomic

positions as unique input. The Hartree-Fock, post Hartree-Fock and Density Func-

tional Theory (DFT) methods belong to this category. They give the best level of

precision on the physical properties calculated. However, they necessitate a significant

computational power, which limits these techniques to the study of models made up of

several hundreds of atoms at the maximum. For larger systems, semi empirical Tight

Binding (TB) techniques or parametrized empirical force fields (FF) have to be used,

however giving less precise or reliable results. The choice of the more appropriate tech-

nique depends therefore on the level of required accuracy, timescale, nature and size of

the system.

The computational work in this thesis has been carried out using the ab-initio method

of Density Functional Theory. DFT is free of adjustable parameters and treats the

electrons explicitly: this makes it one of the most successful and employed methods for

solid state physics and quantum chemistry. Nowadays almost 3000 scientific publica-

tions about DFT appear every year (statistics from ISI Web of Science). As it will be

discussed later on in the next Chapters 5, 6 and 7, we made an extensive use of Inelastic

Neutron Scattering (INS) for investigating the dynamical properties of selected carbon

nano–structures. In Neutron Scattering (NS), the spatial and time scales match very

well those accessible to the simulations, the experimental observables correlate therefore

directly with the properties obtained from the numerical approaches. This, added to the

relatively simple expression of the neutron scattering cross section, makes NS an ideal

technique to confront experiments and atomistic simulations.

As it will be continuously developed along this manuscript, the deep understanding of

the complex features observed in the experimental data could not disregard the use

of computational tools. In particular, the combination between simulations and ex-

periments have demonstrated to be a unique tool for probing the H behaviour at the

graphene surface.

This chapter aims at giving a general understanding of the computational methods which

have been used throughout the rest of this work. We shall describe the theoretical basis

behind the DFT and the principles grounded in the theory which lead to extract func-

tions directly comparable to the experimental data. We will start from the description

of the total Hamiltonian of a molecular system and its simplification by using the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation. This will allow to deriving the expression of the electronic
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Hamiltonian which is at the heart of the problem. We will then introduce very briefly

the theorems and approximations at the origin of DFT. The last part of this chapter

will introduce the Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations.

3.1 The Total Hamiltonian and the Born–Oppenheimer

Approximation

The Hamiltonian H of a molecular system constituted of K ions and N electrons in

interaction is defined as the sum of their kinetic energy and their potential energy. The

kinetic energy is composed of two contributions Te and Tn, corresponding respectively

to the movements of the N electrons and to the K ions. The potential energy comprises

three Coulomb terms Vee, Vnn and Ven, corresponding respectively to the electrostatic

forces between electrons, between ions, and between electron and ions. We have:

H = Tn + Te + Ven + Vnn + Vee (3.1)

The Schrödinger equation of the stationary states of the systems is of the form:

HΨ({~r}, {~R}) = EΨ({~r}, {~R}) (3.2)

with {~r} = ~r1, ..., ~rN and {~R} = ~R1, ..., ~RK the ensemble representing respectively the

electrons and ions coordinates of the system. Ψ is the wavefunction associated to the

stationary state with energy E. It depends on the 3N electron and 3K ions coordinates,

if one neglects the spin degree of freedom of the electron.

The solution of Eq. 3.2 allows in principle to derive the wavefunction Ψ of the system

and its associated energy E, i.e. to calculate all the physico-chemical properties of the

atomic system. However, owing to the very large number of variable in this equation (

[3N+3K]–body problem), this is not possible for systems in condensed matter. Approx-

imations have to be introduced, the first one being the so–called Born-Oppenheimer

approximation.

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation decouples the electronic degrees of freedom from

the ionic coordinates, an approximation justified by the difference of mass between these

two entities. One therefore makes the assumption that the timescale associated with the

ionic motion is much slower than the one associated with the electronic motions, i.e. elec-

trons follow adiabatically the motion of the nuclei. The wavefunction Ψ can therefore be

expressed as the product of an electronic wavefunction Ψelec and a nuclear wavefunction
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Ψnucl such as:

Ψ({~r}, {~R}) = Ψelec({~r}; {~R})Ψnucl({~R}) (3.3)

where the sign ”;” underlines the parametric dependence of Ψelec on the ionic coordinates

{~R}.
In that case, the Schrödinger equation 3.2 can be decomposed into two interdependent

equations via the Eelec({~R}) term, related to the electronic energy of the system:

[Te + Vee + Ven] Ψelec({~r}; {~R}) = Eelec({~R})Ψelec({~r}; {~R}) (3.4)[
Tn + Vnn + Eelec({~R})

]
Ψnucl({~R}) = EΨnucl({~R}) (3.5)

The electronic and nuclear Hamiltonian Helec and Hnucl are defined as:

Helec = Te + Vee + Ven (3.6)

Hnucl = Tn + V ({~R}) (3.7)

with V ({~R}) = Vnn + Eelec({~R}) being the potential energy (hyper)surface PES that

we introduced earlier. Therefore, our problem of calculating the neutron observables

is equivalent to solving Eq.3.5, where the electronic degrees of freedom only appear as

parameters in the PES expression. Considering the large mass of the ions, the classical

equivalent of Eq. 3.5 is often used and leads to the theory of phonon. The goal of the

ab-initio DFT is to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation Eq. 3.4 and to express

the term Eelec({~R}) which appears in the expression of the PES. The first and last

term of the electronic hamiltonian Helec in Eq. 3.6 are mono–electronic and therefore

do not raise any problem in the resolution of the electronic Schrödinger equation Eq.

3.4. All the difficulty is actually concentrated in the electron–electron interaction Vee

which prevents the many body hamiltonian Helec to be expressed as the sum of single

electron hamiltonians. This term renders impossible the analytical determination of

the electronic ground state and energy. Approximations and/or new approaches to the

problem are therefore required to go further. DFT as a whole provides a very efficient

way of approaching the real solutions of the electronic problem.

3.2 Density Functional Theory

Density functional theory2 is one of the most popular and successful quantum mechanical

approach to matter and has proven very powerful since its foundations in the sixties. Its

2The literature on DFT is large and rich in excellent reviews and overviews. We refer the interested
reader to the following books and papers [101], [102], [103] and [104] for a more complete introduction
about DFT and its applications.
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high efficiency and good scaling with a relatively high accuracy are the main reasons for

its important and still growing success. In many–body quantum theory, the wavefunction

is the fundamental variable that contains all the informations on the state of a system

and from which the expectation values of the observables of interest are calculated. The

main idea beyond DFT is that the electronic density n(~r) is used as the basic variable of

the problem and that all the properties can be calculated from it. The use of the density

as the basic variable, instead of the many–body wavefunctions is a great advantage. If

the latter depends on 3N degrees of freedom (actually 4N if one considers the electron

spin), the former is a function of only 3 variables. This renders the electronics problem

solvable for systems containing more than few atoms.

The basis of DFT were put already by L. Thomas and E. Fermi in 1928 (Thomas–Fermi

model) but the real formulation was proved by P. Hohenberg and W. Kohn in 1964,

who founded the formalism, introducing the approximations to model the interaction

between the electrons.

First Theorem The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that3 the external potential

v is uniquely determined by the electronic charge density n(~r). This is a univocal corre-

spondence: conversely, the total energy is a unique functional of the density E[n(~r)]. In

other words every ground–state property, and in particular the ground–state energy, is

a functional of the electron density:

E[n] = F [n] +

∫
n(~r)vdr (3.8)

with F [n] = Te[n] + Vee[n] the Hohenberg and Kohn universal functional and Vext[n] =∫
n(~r)v(~r)d3~r.

Second Theorem The second theorem relates the non-degenerated ground-state den-

sity n0 to the ground-state energy E0 by stating that the energy functional E[n] is uni-

versal for n = n0. By minimizing E[n] with respect to n, the exact ground-state density

is obtained: Minn[E(n)] = E0 [105]. However the expression of the universal functional

F [n] is unknown.

DFT became practical when Kohn and Sham proposed to replace the fully interacting

many-body system by an ensemble of independent fictitious particle in a modified exter-

nal potential vs(~r), and characterized by the same density as that of the real electronic

system [106]. In the Kohn-Sham approach, the total energy functional can be written

as:

E[n] = Ts[n] + Vext[n] + EH [n] + EXC [n] (3.9)

3as usual in DFT, we will write v the ion–electron potential.
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where Ts[n] is the non-interacting kinetic energy, Vext[n] is the external potential. EH [n]

is Hartree energy and represents the classical Coulomb interaction of an interacting

charge density n(~r). EXC [n] = (Te[n] − Ts[n]) + (Vee[n] − EH [n]) is the exchange–

correlation functional.

Conceptually the exchange energy of a system of electrons is associated with the Pauli

exclusion principle: because two electrons with the same spin must have a spatial sep-

aration, the electron-electron repulsion energy is reduced. The correlation energy is

defined as the difference between the correct many-body energy and the Hartree energy,

without corrections. The exact ground state and energy could be obtained in principle

by finding n(~r) such that:
δE[n]

δn
= 0 (3.10)

with the condition that: ∫
n(~r)d3~r = N (3.11)

Formally this can be realized by introducing the Lagrange parameter µ such that:

δ

δn

[
Ts[n] + EH [n] + EXC [n] +

∫
n(~r)v(~r)d3~r − µ

∫
n(~r)d3~r

]
= 0 (3.12)

One can develop this equation and obtain the Kohn-Sham equations [106] which can be

solved by an iterative self-consistent procedure. At this stage, DFT is an exact theory.

The problem remains in that we don’t know the exact expression of the exchange–

correlation functional EXC [n]. To go further, this term has to be approximated.

3.2.1 Approximations and pseudopotentials

The simplest approach used to approximate the exchange–correlation functional is the

Local Density Approximation (LDA) [106]: the value of EXC [n(~r)] is approximated by

the exchange-correlation energy of an electron in an homogeneous electron gas of the

same density n(~r) (see Fig. 3.1) :

ELDAXC [n(~r)] =

∫
εXC [n(~r)]n(~r)d~r (3.13)

The exchange-correlation energy is usually interpolated analytically by Quantum Monte

Carlo methods [107]. LDA is often surprisingly accurate and for systems with slowly

varying charge densities generally gives very good results. Despite the remarkable success

of the LDA, its limitations mean that care must be taken in its application. For instance,

in strongly correlated systems LDA is very inaccurate. Moreover it does not account for
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van der Waals interactions at all and gives a very poor description of hydrogen bonding

systems.

Figure 3.1: In the LDA, the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a uniform
electron gas is transferred locally to the inhomogeneous system of interest. By courtesy

of A. Savin (unpublished).

An first step to improving the LDA is to include its local variation. This is done by

rendering EXC a functional of the density n(~r) and of its gradient ∇n(~r).

The functionals of the general form:

EGGAXC [n(~r)] =

∫
fGGA(n(~r),∇n(~r)d3~r (3.14)

are known as GGA (Generalized Gradient approximation) functionals. For many prop-

erties, for example optimized geometries, ground state energies of molecules and solids,

covalent bonds and weakly bonded systems, GGAs often yields better results than LDAs.

Several GGA functionals have been developed so far and depending on the system under

study a wide variety of results can be obtained. Among them, a few of the most popular

gradient corrected correlation functionals are PBE [108], which has been widely used in

this thesis, PW91 [109], Lee-Yang-Parr [110] and Perdew86 [111].

A number of new fGGA functionals include a third generation which uses the second

derivative of the density and/or kinetic energy densities as additional degrees of freedom

(meta-GGAs functional) and a forth generation which adds ”exact exchange” calculated

from the Hartree-Fock exchange (as for instance hybrid functionals mixing a portion of

the exact Hartree-Fock exchange to a LDA- or GGA-type functionals).

Basis sets are necessary to practically solve the Kohm-Sham equations. Essentially,

almost all electronic structure methods today rely on an expansion of the unknown
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wavefunction/density in terms of a set of basis functions. Any type of basis function

may in principle be used, like exponential functions, Gaussians, polynomial, plane-wave,

spline, Slater type orbitals and numeric atomic orbitals. The choice of the basis set

should allow for an accurate description of the problem with a computational cost as

low as possible and reflect some of the physics of the system under investigation. For

example, for bounded atomic or molecular systems, functions should go to zero when

the distance between the nucleus and the electron becomes large. Atom centered or-

bitals like Gaussian functions have become very popular in the calculations of chemical

problems. In condensed matter physics, basis functions with a periodicity matching the

crystal lattice are mostly employed. Thus, plane waves (PW) are the natural choice for

systems with periodic boundary conditions (PBC).

Calculating the total electronic wavefunction for a relatively large system is an extremely

hard task. The outer wavefunctions must be orthogonal to the inner ones due to the

Pauli exclusion principle. This introduces nodes into the wavefunctionswhich therefore

require a very high plane wave cutoff and a large number of basis set for being accurately

expressed. In addition, the majority of the physical properties of a system depends on

its valence electrons. To make the calculation easier and avoid large and useless com-

putational effort, pseudo–potentials are introduced, which are simple energy correction

to account for contributions of the core electrons and nucleus. Pseudopotential are

atom-specific and method-specific and they can be mainly classified in norm-conserving,

ultra-soft [112] and PAW pseudo potentials [113], [114]. The general and common idea

behind the use of pseudo–potential is to remove the need to consider explicit orbitals

for inner electrons and replace a nodal function with a smoother one, which is more

computationally convenient and ultimately to provide a way to calculate all-electron

properties from these smooth wavefunctions.

In conclusion, DFT presents a formally exact framework, where the complicated part

of physics is incorporated in EXC . The above described eigenvalue problem is solved

using an iterative method (self-consistent loop). The energy of a configuration can be

minimized with respected to the atomic coordinates. Mathematically, this corresponds

to finding the stationary point of a function whose exact form is generally unknown.

This task is solved employing iterative methods, such as quasi-Newton methods or the

conjugate gradient method for instance. The obtained energy minima corresponds to

stable configurations.

3.2.2 A plane wave DFT code: VASP

The plane-waves VASP code (Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package) was used in all

DFT simulations performed in this thesis. VASP is a complex package for performing
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of a wavefunction in the Coulomb potential of the nucleus
(blue) to the one in the pseudopotential (red). The real and the pseudo wavefunction

and potentials match above a certain cutoff radius rc. Taken from Wikipedia.

ab-initio quantum-mechanical DFT simulations with a plane wave basis set [115]. The

interaction between ions and electrons can be described using either Ultrasoft Pseudo

Potentials (USPP) or the Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) method, both allowing a

considerable reduction of the necessary number of plane–waves per atom (this is partic-

ularly useful for transition metals and first row elements).

VASP was firstly conceived in parallel with the CASTEP code [116], which had a dis-

tinct development. Since 1989, progressive and continuous progresses and improvements

(including parallelization, conversion to Fortran, implementation of new potentials and

algorithms) have been done, making VASP one of the most known and employed DFT

code in the world.

VASP uses a relatively large number of input and output files. However, the minimal

set of input files needed for a simulation is the following one:

• POSCAR: Bravais-lattice cell shape and size and initial atom positions.

• POTCAR: The pseudo potentials for every atomic species, in the order it is re-

ported in POSCAR.

• KPOINTS: Integration grid over k-space (as single Γ point or Monkhorst-Pack

grid [117], [118]).

• INCAR: Details about the job to perform (i.e. algorithm choices).
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The interested reader can refer to Appendix A for the input files used in this work.

3.3 Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulates the time-dependent behaviour of a N particles sys-

tem, by producing a phase space trajectory obtained through the integration of the

classical Newton’s equations of motions.

A particle, initially at position ~r0 and velocity ~v0 and subject to a force ~F during the

time interval t, is moved to a new position ~r(t) according to the classical relation:

~r(t) = ~r0 + (~v0t+
1

2
~at2) (3.15)

where ~a =
~F
m and ~F = −dU

d~r . The acceleration ~a =
~F
m is assumed constant in the time

interval t.

Traditionally, MD simulations use (semi)empirical interatomic potentials, allowing nowa-

days to treating efficiently large scale structures and macromolecular systems. In 1985,

Car and Parrinello presented a scheme to efficiently combine Molecular Dynamics and

Density Functional Theory, then expanding the potentialities of DFT to dynamical

properties of different systems, as disordered (liquids for examples) materials [119]. In

DFT-MD the atoms are moved according to the classical Newton’s mechanics but the

interatomic forces acting between the atoms are computed according to quantum me-

chanics, solving from first-principles the electronic structure for a given set of atomic

positions and then calculating the resulting forces on each particles. The development

of ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD or DFT-MD in this context) has proceeded and

different computational algorithms have been successfully improved and implemented.

Nowadays DFT-MD allows to treat systems composed by hundreds of atoms and achieve

times scales of hundreds of ps. It has become the preferred choice for a lot of problems

requiring high level of electronic accuracy, including chemical reactions, excitations and

charge transfer.

VASP implements a method derived from the original Car-Parrinello based on the evalu-

ation of the instantaneous electronic ground state at each MD integration step. Once the

initial conditions (positions and velocities of each atom) are set, the model to represent

the forces acting of each particle, the classical equations of motion have to be solved:

mi
d2~ri(t)

dt2
= ~fi = − ∂

∂~ri
U(~ri) (3.16)
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where U(~ri) = U(~r1, ~r2, · · · , ~rN ) is the potential energy depending on the coordinates of

the N particles. This is a set of non-linear coupled equations which has to be solved using

an appropriate integration algorithm. The trajectory is discretized by an integrator to

advance over small time steps (at least, small enough for allowing a correct sampling of

the phase–space for the required properties of the system of interest) [120]

3.3.1 Thermodynamical ensembles

In classic molecular dynamics, simulations are usually done in the microcanonical en-

semble (NVE): the number of particles, volume and energy have a constant value. The

total energy is constant, but not the kinetic and potential energy contributions, so that

the temperature will fluctuate a lot. The microcanonical ensemble does not correspond

to the conditions under which most experiments are carried out. In real experiments,

the temperature (or pressure) is generally controlled instead of the energy. It is then

desirable to have a control over the temperature (or pressure) and work at constant

T (or P) to compare the experimental data to the simulations. If one is interested in

the behavior of the system at a specific T, the use of thermostat to control the tem-

perature is required. The thermodynamical ensemble corresponding to this situation is

the canonical ensemble (NVT). In this case, the temperature is related to the particle

velocities via the equipartition of energy principle:

K =

N∑
i

1

2
miv

2
i =

3

2
NkβT (3.17)

The instantaneous temperature of a system during a MD simulation is therefore directly

related to its kinetic energy as follows :

T =

N∑
i=1

mi‖vi‖2

kβNdf
(3.18)

where Ndf is the total number of degrees of freedom. The average temperature 〈T 〉 is

identical to the macroscopic temperature.

The simplest way to alter the temperature of the system is by velocity scaling [121]

which is based on tuning the atomic velocities until the desired temperature is reached.

If the temperature at time t is T (t) and the velocities at the time t + 1 are multiplied

by a scaling factor λ, then the associated temperature change can be calculated as

T (t) =

N∑
i=1

mi‖v(t)i‖2

kβNdf
(3.19)
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T (t+ 1) =
N∑
i=1

mi‖v(t+ 1)i‖2

kβNdf
=

N∑
i=1

mi‖λv(t)i‖2

kβNdf
= λ2T (t) (3.20)

and then

∆T = T (t+ 1)− T (t) = λ2T (t)− T (t) = (λ2 − 1)T (t) (3.21)

λ =

√
T0

T (t)
(3.22)

This algorithm controls the temperature by multiplying the velocities at each time step

by the factor λ =
√

T0
T (t) , where T (t) is the temperature at the time step t as calculated

from the kinetic energy and T0 is the desired temperature. One problem with this

approach is that it does not allow fluctuations of the temperature which are present

in a canonical ensemble. However this technique can be useful to force a system to

reach the desired temperature in a view to preparing it into its initial state prior the

production step. A softer formulation of this approach is the Berendsen thermostat

[122]. To maintain the temperature, the system is coupled to an external heat bath

with fixed Temperature T0. The velocities are scaled at each step, such that the rate of

temperature change is proportional to the difference:

∆T =
∆t

τ
(T0 − T (t)) (3.23)

λ2 =
∆t

τ

(
T0

T (t)
− 1

)
+ 1 (3.24)

In practice, τ is used as an empirical parameter to adjust the strength of the coupling

between the system and the bath. In the limit τ → ∞ the Berendsen thermostat is

inactive and the run is sampling a microcanonical ensemble. The temperature fluctu-

ations will grow until they reach the appropriate value of a microcanonical ensemble.

On the other hand, too small values of τ will cause unrealistically low temperature fluc-

tuations. If τ is chosen the same as the time step of the simulation t, the Berendsen

thermostat is nothing else than the simple velocity scaling. Typical values for τ used in

MD simulation of condensed phase systems are in the order of ≈ 0.1 ps. The Berendsen

thermostat is extremely efficient for relaxing a system to the target temperature, but

once the system has reached the equilibrium, it is important to probe a correct canonical

ensemble. The extended system method was originally introduced by Nose (1984)
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and subsequently developed by Hoover (1985). Nosé proposed an extended Lagrangian

containing additional fictitious coordinates and momenta. The idea behind the Nose-

Hoover thermostat is to allow thermal fluctuations, employing a friction coefficient χ

and a heat bath Q. The heat bath is considered as an integral part of the system by

addition of an artificial degree of freedom S which acts as an external parameter on the

simulated system. S is associated with an effective mass and a velocity ~s. The mag-

nitude of S determines the coupling between the reservoir and the real system and so

influences the temperature fluctuations [123], [124].

In this thesis, the velocity scaling and Nose thermostat methods, as implemented in the

VASP code, have been used. The SMASS parameter controls the choice of the ensemble

and relative algorithms during MD runs. When a canonical ensemble using the algorithm

of Nosé is simulated, the Nose mass controls the frequency of the temperature oscillations

during the simulation. It should be set so that the induced temperature fluctuations

show approximately the same frequencies as the typical ’phonon’-frequencies for the

system under investigation. The input files of the MD jobs have been reported as well

in the Appendix A.

3.3.2 Running the simulation

In order to propagate a physical system following the equations of motions detailed

above, there are three specific stages4:

• Setting up the starting configuration

The input structure has to be geometrically relaxed to the minimum of its potential

energy. This ensure a reliable starting geometry at 0 K and 0 bar.

• Equilibration

Normally, the initial configuration is not representative of the conditions one wants

to explore. It is important to ensure that an equilibrated state has been achieved;

during this phase one should follow the temperature (or pressure and density) and

the different energy components, until they fluctuate around some average value

without showing any drift.

• Trajectory production

Once one has attained the equilibrium at the desired temperature (or pressure),

the production run can be performed. This run has to last for a time much longer

than the relaxation time of the property of interest and then ensure the validity

4Historically DFT-MD simulations are run for liquids or amorphous materials. In this chapter,
references to simulation procedures are, even when not specified, related to condensed matter.
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of the ergodic hypothesis, i.e. that the time average of a given property coincides

with the ensemble average.

Finally the simulated trajectory has to be analyzed to extract the desired properties.

One can have access to the atomic positions, velocities and even forces as a function

of time, so any statistical mechanical property that can be expressed in terms of those

variables can be computed.

3.4 Getting closer to the experiments: Phonons and Den-

sity of States

As introduced in Chap. 2, the important dynamical function to be extracted from the

simulations is the phonon density of states. In a system vibrating harmonically around

a configuration of stable equilibrium, the density of states represents the spectrum of

the normal modes’ frequencies. The energies and entropies of vibrations contribute im-

portantly to finite temperature thermodynamics of crystals and can be calculated by

integrating the phonon density of states itself. A common approach5 is to use DFT

to calculate the vibrational modes of a crystal and then post-processing the outputs

to calculate the phonon density of states and other thermodynamical functions of in-

terest. Different methods are currently implemented in most DFT codes and several

post-processing software compatible with DFT output are available as well. One way to

implement the theory of crystal vibrations in a practical way is to explicitly calculate

the forces between every atom in the crystal and construct the force constant matrix of

the crystal. Each atom i is displayed along the crystallographic directions and the forces

are calculated by the DFT implementation of the Hellman-Feynman theorem [127]. Fi-

nally, the force constant matrix allows to calculate the normal modes at any particular

wavevector ~q. This technique, consisting in calculating the force constant matrix (dy-

namical matrix) by explicitly displacing the atoms in the supercell is called the direct

method [128]. A brief description of the application of this method for extracting neu-

tron variables will be given in Chap. 8, as it has been employed for phonon calculations

of the Li-intercalated fulleride Li12C60.

An alternative method, which not implies the explicit calculation of the interatomic force

constants matrix, is based instead on Molecular dDynamics. The vibrational spectra can

5Other common methods, based on the calculation of the vibrational modes via interatomic force
constants are the frozen-phonon technique [125], where a monochromatic perturbation with a finite
amplitude is frozen in the system and the finite differences of the forces induced on all the atoms of
the supercell by the perturbation are then evaluated and the Linear Response method, which utilizes
density functional perturbation theory for a direct calculation of second order derivatives of the energy
[126].
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be extracted from Molecular Dynamics trajectories, via the Time- Fourier Transform of

the velocity-velocity autocorrelation function:

g(ω) =

√
1

2π

∫ ∞
−∞

eiωt
∑
i

〈~vi(t)~vi(0)〉
〈~vi(0)~vi(0)〉

dt (3.25)

where the function 〈~vi(t)~vi(0)〉
〈~vi(0)~vi(0)〉 is the velocity-velocity autocorrelation function (VAF),

calculated from a chosen initial time (t=0) for the MD trajectory and for each atom of

the system i, along all three components of the velocity ~vi.

3.4.1 nMOLDYN

nMOLDYN is a software for post-processing and analyzing MD trajectories computed

through a wide variety of ab-initio and classical molecular dynamics codes (including

VASP) [129]. The program nMOLDYN has been mainly conceived in connection with

neutron scattering experiments, allowing the computation and decomposition of neutron

scattering spectra, mainly through the computation of time or space correlation functions

(TCF). This permits a detailed analysis of the structure and dynamics of the system

under consideration, as the calculation of incoherent and coherent dynamic structure

factors, elastic incoherent structure factors (EISFs), mean-square displacements, the

atom-averaged velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) (in isotropic average or along

a given direction):

Cvv(t) =

N∑
α1

wαCvvα(t) (3.26)

and the cartesian density of states as cosine Fourier transform of the VACF:

g(ω) =

∫ ∞
0

Cvv(t)cos(ω t) (3.27)

nMoldyn provides two user interfaces, a Graphical Interface (see Fig. 3.3) and a Command-

Line Interface, based on python. Input trajectories have to be converted from netCDF

format to Molecular Modeling Toolkit (MMTK) format and, by specifying the parame-

ters for the calculations the user wishes to perform, one can straightforward starts the

calculation itself.
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Figure 3.3: nMOLDYN 3.0 - Graphical interface

nMOLDYN user guide provides a complete overview about the theory and the compu-

tational implementation of the neutron functions [130].

3.5 Computational modeling: Summary

The simulations of the H-graphene systems were performed using the frozen-core all-

electron wave (PAW) method, as implemented in the Vienna ab-initio DFT code VASP.

The electron exchange and correlation were treated within the generalized gradient ap-

proximation (GGA) in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) form. We used a plane-wave

cut-off energy of 500 eV and the relaxation of the atomic positions was performed un-

til the Hellmann-Feynmann forces acting on each atom were smaller then 10−4 eV/Å.

Electronic convergence was achieved when the difference between the total energy of two

successive steps in the self-consistent electronic loop was less then 10−4 eV. Only the

Gamma point in the Brillouin zone was considered for Geometry Optimization (GO).

The optimized structures were used as input for the computation of Molecular Dynamics

(MD) trajectories. After a first thermal equilibration of the system at 300 K in the NVT

ensemble (lasting 2 ps with a time step of 1.0 fs and using the Berendsen thermostat

with a velocity scaling each 2 steps), a production run of 10 ps was performed for each
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model. The temperature of 300 K was controlled using the Nose thermostat, with a cou-

pling constant of 96 THz. Finally, the Density of States (DOS) was computed as Time

Fourier Transform of the Velocity AutoCorrelation Function (VACF), as implemented

in the nMOLDYN program. The computation of the VACF from each step of the MD

trajectory and using an incoherent weight allows the extraction of the partial Density

of States pDOS of the H atoms directly. H-DOS were normalized to the number of H

atoms in each considered model and convoluted with a Gaussian function, to account

for the instrumental resolution.

All the graphene calculations performed in this thesis were done using a multiple of the

unit cell, applying periodic boundary conditions. More details about the models will be

given in Chap. 5.





Chapter 4

Experimental data: preliminary

characterization

In the next three Chapters 4, 5 and 6, we will present and discuss the results of the

experimental characterizations and data analysis of Thermal Exfoliated Graphite Oxide

(TEGO) and Hydrogenated Thermal Exfoliated Graphite Oxide (H-TEGO), with partic-

ular emphasis to its intrinsic defects, hydrogen chemical environment and local dynamics.

We will review here the samples synthesis, post-production treatments and preliminary

elemental and structural characterizations. Sample synthesis and post-treatments have

been carried out at the Carbon Nanostructures Laboratory, at the Physics and Earth

Sciences Department of the University of Parma (Italy). The following characteriza-

tions have been mostly performed in the context of fruitful collaborations, which will be

mentioned and detailed in the text.

4.1 Sample synthesis and preparation

Graphene samples were synthesized through the thermal exfoliation of graphite oxide.

The term ”graphene” will be used as a synonym of ”thermal exfoliated

graphite oxide (TEGO)” at different places throughout of this manuscript,

such that graphene will refer to the particular carbon product containing

defective graphene, which is produced by thermal exfoliation of graphite ox-

ide. This chemical method appeared for the first time in 2009, when S. Park and R.S.

Ruoff proposed the use of colloidal suspensions to produce graphene flakes [70, 131].

This approach is both versatile and scalable and therefore adaptable to a wide variety

of applications requiring bulk amount of material. Obviously, the use of wet chemical

routes in graphene synthesis has opened the door towards the production of chemically

65
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modified graphenes. Since then, the development of chemical methods for producing

graphene has grown in importance. Nowadays, the thermal exfoliation of graphite ox-

ide still remains one of the most qualified methods for producing gram quantities of

graphene.

The synthesis procedure, which leads to the final production of graphene, is composed

of two fundamental steps: 1) the oxidation of graphite, with the formation of graphite

oxide as intermediate product and 2) the exfoliation of graphite oxide through chemical

reduction and/or flash thermal treatment. In the next paragraphs, we will describe these

specific synthetic procedures. Further details can also be found in the supplementary

informations of [84] and in a dedicated chapter of [83].

Several chemical methods of Graphite Oxidation have been proposed and applied

since the middle of 19th century. Among them, the most famous are the Brodie [132]

and the Staudenmaier methods [133], which essentially differ from the oxidation mixture

employed. Many other procedures have been proposed for producing graphitic oxide,

nearly all dependent upon strong oxidizing mixtures containing one or more concen-

trated acids. The method employed to produce the graphene samples studied in this

work is the original Brodie synthesis. A commercial pure graphite powder with RW-A

purity grade (purchased from the SGL Carbon company) has been oxidized in concen-

trated nitric acid HNO3 and HCl at mild temperatures. The product of these oxidation

reactions, known as Graphite Oxide (GO), is an expanded and functionalized graphite,

whose general structure is represented in Fig. 4.1. Graphite oxidation leads to the pres-

ence of many functional groups like oxygen epoxide groups, carbonyl (C=O), hydroxyl

(-OH) and phenol moieties attached to the graphite planes [134]. Well reacted samples

of graphitic oxide will have a carbon to oxygen atomic ratio lying between 2.1 and 2.9.

The color of the product when suspended in water may be used as a criterion for the

degree of oxidation of graphite: a product rich in graphitic oxide will have a bright

yellow color whereas poorer samples with higher carbon-to-oxygen ratios will have a

green to black hue. GO retains the layered structure of graphite but with a much larger

interlayer spacing of about 0.7 nm. Moreover GO is hydrophilic and an insulator [135].

The detailed structure of GO is still not completely understood due to the strong dis-

order and irregular packing of the layers. Several structural models have been proposed

so far. GO appears mainly composed of aromatic islands of variable size which have not

been oxidized and well separated from each other by aliphatic rings containing phenol (or

aromatic diol), C-OH , epoxide groups and double bonds. The layers of GO terminate

with C-OH and -COOH groups (Lerf-Klinowski model) [136]. Slight modified versions

of this model structure have been proposed, although maintaining the dominance of

epoxides and alcohols on the basal plane.
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Figure 4.1: Left: Structural model for GO proposed by Lerf-Klinowski (1998). The
model indicates only the chemical connectivity and not the spatial orientation of the
functional groups. Hydroxyl groups are perpendicular to the graphitic plane and the
interplanar space contains also water molecules. Taken from [136]. Right: Struc-
tural model for GO proposed by Dékány (2008) [137], including single ketones and/or

quinones. Taken from [138].

The Laboratory X-Ray Diffraction patterns, displayed in Fig. 4.2, shows the (002) re-

flection shifted towards a lower angle corresponding to an interplanar distance which

is almost doubled [83] with respect to that of graphite. These results are consistent

with previous XRD studies found in the literature. In addition GO has been extensively

characterized by a number of different techniques, including XPS, NMR, Raman Spec-

troscopy, Electron Microscopy and Electron Diffraction [138, 139]. The most important

chemical transformation of graphite oxide is its reduction to graphene-like materials.

The reduction can be achieved chemically through the use of strong reductants (such as

hydrazine or sodium boro-hydride), electrochemically or thermally, as done in this work.

The most important chemical transformation of graphite oxide is its reduction to graphene-

like materials. The reduction can be achieved chemically through the use of strong re-

ductants (such as hydrazine or sodium boro-hydride), electrochemically or thermally, as

done in this work.

GO was placed inside a quartz tube and then abruptly heated to 1300 K under dynamic

high vacuum conditions (10−5 mbar). It was kept to this temperature for 30 minutes

before been quickly cooled down to room temperature. The flash thermal treatment of

GO forces the chemical groups decorating the carbon planes to detach suddenly from

the plane, generating an internal overpressure, mainly composed of CO2 and CO, that

separates the graphene layers. This Thermal Exfoliation increases the sample volume

by more than 1000 times, as it appears evident in Fig. 4.3. An illustrative video about
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Figure 4.2: X-Ray diffraction pattern of graphite oxide.

the exfoliation of GO can be also found on youtube [140]. This process yields a black

carbon powder made of extremely fluffy, soft, expanded graphene flakes, with a very low

density.

Figure 4.3: Thermal exfoliated graphite oxide (around 300 mg) in a glass vial under
controlled atmosphere.

The morphological characterization, reported in the next sections, proved that a con-

sistent part of the sample is made out of single layer graphene. It is worth noting that
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the formation of CO2 and CO causing the exfoliation implies that when the functional

groups are disrupted from the plane, most of the times they presumably bring away the

carbon atom they were attached to. Hence, graphene samples obtained by this route still

has many chemical and structural defects, especially carbon vacancies. This chemical

method provides compounds with a certain level of disorder, such as chemically reactive

defects (mainly carbon vacancies and edges) and corrugations of the planes. Thermally

expanded graphite oxide (TEGO) can be produced in large amount and the synthesis is

in principle scalable at industrial level, becoming attractive for large scale applications.

The amount of sample available was several hundreds of mg.

4.1.1 Ball-milled graphite

Mechanically ball-milled graphite (or nanographite) has been measured as ref-

erence material as well. Nano-sized graphite samples were prepared from commercial

graphite powder of high purity (of purity grade RW-A, purchased from SGL Carbon

company), after a preliminary annealing in vacuum at high temperatures (> 1100 K).

This thermal treatment was introduced with the aim of removing eventual surface con-

taminants that could be irreversibly inserted inside the structure during the ball-milling

process. Graphite was placed inside a ZrO2 grinding bowl and ball-milled in Ar atmo-

sphere (< 1 ppm O2 and H2O) for 1 hour at 50 Hz with a Fritsch Mini-mill pulverisette.

Due to the extreme reactivity of the dangling bonds at graphite edges, particular care

was taken that ball-milled graphite (BMG) samples were not exposed to air at any stage

of preparation or subsequent handling. It is well known that this mechanical treatment

leads to the reduction of the graphite grain size down to the few nanometers range,

leading to the formation of nanocrystalline phases. However it introduces also several

structural deformations. At moderate milling time, no relevant damage of the honey-

comb intra-layer order was observed, however with increasing milling time, turbo-static

disorder, planes cleavage, planes breaking and reduction of the crystal grain size were

observed, up to the stage where the material gradually gets amorphous. Raman, SEM

and TEM investigations indicate that our as-produced ball-milled graphite sample is

composed of nano-sized graphite platelets and elongated nano-grains with an average

thickness of 6 nm [80, 83].
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Figure 4.4: (a) Comparison between the X-Ray powder Diffraction patterns of
graphite (bottom in black) and ball-milled graphite (top in red). (b) TEM images of
ball milled graphite show that the sample consists of graphite nano-sized platelets and
graphite nanoribbons. (c,d) Nanoribbons, whose mean dimensions along the stacking
c-axis is 6-7 nm, appear crystalline and preserve the initial graphite stacking distance

of 0.35 nm. Taken from [80].

4.1.2 Hydrogenation

The hydrogenation of TEGO and nanographite (Ball-Milled Graphite) was performed

by annealing the samples at 1273 K under 100 ml/min H2 flux at ambient pressure for

one hour in a quartz vial. The hydrogenated materials will be called H-TEGO and

H-nanographite (H-BM graphite), respectively in the rest of the manuscript. A similar

process under D2 flux led to the formation of deuterated graphene (D-TEGO), employed

in the neutron scattering investigations. It is important to highlight that all TEGO

and H-TEGO synthesis, post-treatments and consequent handling including preparation

and execution of experimental measurements, where not differently specified, have been
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carried out under controlled atmosphere, in order to avoid any possible oxygen moisture

contamination of the samples.

4.2 Preliminary characterization

In this section several characterizations of the samples under investigation are presented.

4.2.1 Morphological characterization

The samples have been firstly characterized with respect to their morphology using

electron microscopy and diffraction, which are among the most common techniques for

graphene structural characterization.

Characterization of TEGO with High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy

(HR-TEM), Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) and Scanning Electron Mi-

croscopy (SEM) (Fig. 4.6) clearly demonstrated that the samples contain both single

and few layers of sp2 carbon [141]. For TEM analysis, a small amount of TEGO was

exposed to air and quickly dispersed in isopropanol. A droplet of the suspension was

deposited onto carbon coated copper grids, for recording the images. The use of an

electron beam with low power density (80 kV) assured no beam damage or modification

in the morphology of the sample and witnessed the presence of very thin planar areas

surrounded by thicker defective domains, as depicted in Fig. 4.5.

This morphological characterization has been performed thanks to fruitful collaboration

with Dr. Mohammad Choucair of the University of Sidney (Australia) and Dr. Chiara

Milanese of the University of Pavia (Italy) for SEM measurements and Dr. Giovanni

Bertoni of the Instituto Materiali per l’Elettronica e Magnetismo IMEM-CNR in Parma

(Italy) for HR-TEM and SAED analysis.
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Figure 4.5: TEM images of TEGO (a) 80 kV HRTEM image from a flat TEGO region.
Small very thin domains are surrounded by thicker areas, probably due to residual GO
after exfoliation. (b) Zoom of a portion of the film, in which the thin domains (mostly
single layers) are highlighted in yellow. (c) FFT from the central domain, with sharp

(1100) spots from an ordered hexagonal graphene pattern. Taken from [142].
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Figure 4.6: SEM images showing that the exfoliated TEGO is formed by 2 µm fluffy
flakes, each one consisting of stacked sheets.

4.2.2 Structural Characterization

X-Ray and Neutron diffraction were used for characterizing the samples on the structural

point of view. In this section we will present Neutron and X-Ray data, either in the

form of I(Q) or Pair Distribution function G(r), whose theoretical background has been

presented in Chap. 2. The Pair Distribution Function G(r) has been experimentally

determined via sine Fourier transform of a properly corrected total scattering function

S(Q):

G(r) =

(
2

π

)∫ Qmax

Q=0
Q[S(Q)− 1]sin(Qr)dQ (4.1)

where r is the radial distance.

The Neutron Diffraction experiments have been performed on the High-resolution two-

axis diffractometer D2B [143] and on the Liquids and Amorphous Diffractometer D4C

(ILL, Grenoble) while the X-Ray Powder Diffraction data have been collected on the

High Energy Scattering Beamline ID15B [144] at the European Synchrotron Radiation
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Facility (ESRF, France). Experimental details and results will be discussed in this sub-

section.

For such poorly crystalline compounds, diffraction data may provide qualitative but

useful structural informations, like the number of layers and the characteristic size of

spatial sp2 coherence. The peaks on the diffraction pattern are broadened by an amount

inversely proportional to the crystallite size and measuring this broadening gives a way

to estimate this size through the Scherrer equation [145]:

L =
Ksλ

βcosθ
(4.2)

where L is the crystallite size, λ is the wavelength of the radiation, β1 is the peak

broadening (in radians) and θ is the Bragg angle. Ks is a dimensionless constant of the

order of unity, known as the Scherrer constant [146]. Warren showed that the constant

Ks is 1.86 for two-dimensional peaks and it is 0.89 for three diminutional peaks [147]. It

should be pointed out that this formula for the two-dimensional particle size has exactly

the same form as the equation for the crystalline particle size expect for a numerical

coefficient about twice as large. For carbonaceous materials, the lateral extent of the

graphene layers and the number of stacked layers can be estimated using the Scherrer

equation 4.2 with the appropriate shape constant. Usually, the (002) (or (004)) reflection

is used to estimate the carbon crystallite dimension perpendicular to the basal graphene

layer Lc and the (100) (or (110)) reflection is used to estimate the lateral dimension of

the graphene layers La.

Data sets have been collected on D2B (λ=1.594 Å, around 2 hours per scan at room

temperature, in air) using standard neutron diffraction vanadium cells (see §2.4.1 in

Chap. 2), sealed with an Indium o-ring and containing around 100 mg of samples each.

Data were converted from 2θ to Q scale, normalized for the sample mass and corrected

from a polynomial background. The strong intensity observed for Q values below 1 Å−1

does not provide any reliable structural information, being mainly attributed to elastic

scattering from air. The range in Q is therefore limited to [1-7 Å−1].

The neutron diffraction patterns of graphite (measured as reference), nano-graphite

(ball-milled graphite) and graphene (TEGO) are reported in Fig. 4.7. The crystalline

reflection (002), located ≈ 1.8 Å−1, is still present in both nanographite and TEGO,

indicating the permanence of some out-of plane stacking. It appears shifted towards

lower Q values, with respect to graphite, because of an increased interlayer distance

and the introduction of turbostraticity. The two-dimensional reflections (10) and (11),

1Eventual resolution effects should be taken into account
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with the three-dimensional (004) reflection superimposed on (10) appear around Q =

3 Å−1 and Q = 5 Å−1, respectively [147–149]. As expected for typical two-dimension

reflections, they feature a clearly asymmetric peak shape, with a sharp increase in the

intensity at the low Q side and a slow decay at larger Q [148], D2B has been designed

to achieve a very good resolution, limited only by the particle size (∆d
d ≈ 5 · 10−4).

From a fit of the first reflection (002), one could extract the averaged domain size Lc

by applying the Scherrer equation 4.2. The layer dimension La can be determined as

well, from the breadth of the two-dimensional (10) reflection at half maximum intensity.

The calculated La and Lc are about 100 Å and 38 Å respectively. In particular, this

corresponds to an averaged number of 10 layers in both TEGO and nanographite.

Figure 4.7: Neutron diffraction pattern of graphite, nano graphite and graphene
(TEGO) collected on D2B.

It should be pointed out that a standard structural approach - like Rietveld refinement

- is not possible for such poorly crystalline samples and the quantities discussed above

should be interpreted as mean qualitative informations about the averaged domain size.

Nanocarbon produces an extremely strong small angle scattering, rapidly increasing

with decreasing Q, as shown in Fig. 4.8. A material consisting of ”nano-to-micro” large

scale structures, as clusters, pores and flakes will give rise to small angle scattering.

From the shape of the small angle intensity one can roughly make hypothesis about

the nanostructure geometry and dimensions. Dedicated Small angle studies should be
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addressed to unravel the large scale morphological information contained in the small

angle scattering observed in the graphene and nanographite samples. Preliminary Small

Angle X-Ray Scattering (SAXS) and Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) data have

been collected on TEGO and nanographite at the National Institute for Materials Science

(NIMS, Tsukuba, Japan) by Dr. Brian Pauw and on the Near and InterMediate Range

Order Diffractometer NIMROD at the ISIS neutron facility (Didcot, UK). These data

sets will not be discussed in this thesis.

High energy diffraction data, implying short-wavelength neutrons from the hot source,

allow measuring the diffraction diagram over a large Q-range. This provides a way

to characterise the local atomic order of disordered or non-crystalline materials (see

Chap. 2). We used the high energy two-axis diffractometer D4C at the ILL with in-

cident wavelength λ=0.5 Å, corresponding to a maximum Q of 23.5 Å−1, with a Q-

dependent resolution ∆Q/Q below 0.05. Samples were sealed inside a 7 mm diameter

Vanadium cylindrical cell, sealed with Cu-rings (see §2.4.1 in Chap. 2). Measurements

lasted around 6 hours each and have been performed at 20 K in view of reducing the

thermal excitations and the corresponding dynamical disorder.

Figure 4.8: Neutron diffraction S(Q) of graphene (TEGO) collected on D4C.

The G(r) of graphite and graphene, extracted from D4 neutron data, are reported in

Fig. 4.10. Similar data sets were collected on the High Energy Scattering Beamline

ID15B (see Fig. 4.9), dedicated to applications using very high energy X-ray radiation.
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The option ID15B uses a large area detector (Perkin-Elmer flat panel detectors), making

it particularly suitable to data collection at wide angles. For the synchrotron experi-

ments, the samples were loaded and sealed in 2 mm kapton capillary (TEGO) or 1

mm quartz capillary (graphite and nanographite), whose signal was subtracted from the

sample data by measuring a background. Measurements were performed at room tem-

perature, using an incident wavelength λ = 0.22235 Å (calibrated on a Ceria standard).

Raw data were converted to 1D-diffraction pattern using the Fit2D software [150] and

then to G(r) (Qmax = 22.2 Å −1) using the PDFgetX3 software suite [151].

Figure 4.9: G(r) of graphite, nano graphite and graphene (TEGO) extracted from
X-rays diffraction data, collected on ID15B.

G(r), as already discussed in Chap. 2, displays peaks which correspond to the neighbors

distances from an arbitrary fixed origin. Atomistic modeling should complement the

data analysis [152, 153]. In particular, through a full-profile fitting of the experimental

atomic pair distribution function, one can ultimately extract lattice constants, atomic

positions, anisotropic atomic displacement parameters, correlated atomic motion, expo-

nential damping and experimental factors that may affect the data. In this context we
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Figure 4.10: Pair Distribution Function of graphite and graphene (TEGO) extracted
from neutron diffraction data, collected on D4C.

will discussed only qualitatively the general features of the G(r), lingering on the first

C-C peak, which strongly depends on the very local carbon environment and hybridiza-

tion.

In graphite the C-C distance appears at 1.42 Å ± 0.1%, which is the expected value for

pure aromatic C sp2 systems. In graphene one can note a slight distortion of this C-C

distance, due to the presence of at least two other different contributions and suggesting

hence the presence of other C hybridization states (not aromatic Csp2, Csp3 . . .). In

particular, by fitting this first peak with three gaussian functions, beside the aromatic

Csp2 component around 1.42 Å, we observe clearly two other peaks localized at 1.33 Å

± 0.6% and at 1.50 Å ± 0.09%. This suggests the presence of at least two additional

C-C distances, which appear compatible with sp2 not aromatic and sp3 C-C bonds in

the proportion of 30 % and 18 % respectively and most likely ascribable to defective

regions.

Features at higher r maintain a clear correspondence with their counterpart in graphite,

indicating the conservation of the local structure over the first neighbor wheels and then

the signal is dumped already above 15 Å. The correlations in space are lost. Note that

the peaks around and below r = 1 Å were not taken into account in the analysis, the
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Figure 4.11: Detail of the first peak - located ≈ 1.4 Å - in the G(r) of TEGO, together
with the deconvolution in three different components (from D4C data, shown at the

left)

latter corresponding to unphysical interatomic distance.

In Fig. 4.12, we report the G(r) of D-graphene, that we compare to that of TEGO.

The hydrogenation (deuteration) process should introduce a supplementary set of in-

teratomic distances, corresponding to C-H(D) neighbors, with a first peak in the G(r)

expected around 1.09 Å (typical value for the C-H bond distance). The D-graphene

structural response appears very similar to that of TEGO. This suggests that G(r) is

more sensitive to the averaged carbon network, than to its fine structure, i.e. to the

very local modifications induced by H. There is no clear evidence of the presence of C-D

distances (expected around 1 Å). As we will show in Chap. 5, the amount of H(D) in

the sample was certainly too low for being directly appreciated through Direct Space

Analysis (PDF).
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Figure 4.12: Pair Distribution Function of graphene (TEGO) and deuterated
graphene (D-TEGO) extracted from D4 data

4.2.3 Other techniques

Several techniques, as X-ray and UV photoemission spectroscopy (UPS/XPS), Raman

and Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy, SQuID Magnetometry, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

(NMR) and Muon Spin Rotation (µSR), have been employed as characterization tools,

in order to identify the nature and concentration of defects. They were also used to

study the hydrogen interaction with TEGO as a function of temperature and track its

behavior at the graphene surface.

In the following paragraphs, some of the most relevant complementary investigations are

discussed in order to complete the graphene chemical-physical characterization and to

help the reader having a more global panoramic of this complex system. One could refer

to the original works or technical books for more specific details about the techniques

and instrumentations used. In particular, several of these analysis have been already

extensively discussed in the following papers [83], [84], [154], [142] and [85].

X-ray and UV photoemission spectroscopy (XPS and UPS) experiments have
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been performed on both TEGO and H-TEGO by Dr. Verrucchi and collaborators at

Istituto dei Materiali per l’Elettronica e il Magnetismo, IMEM-CNR in Povo (Trento,

Italy). Graphene samples were first dispersed in a solution of isopropanol and collected

on a polyethylene foil, after solvent evaporation. XPS analysis showed the presence of

carbon (C) and oxygen (O) in the samples, with relative atomic percentage for TEGO

and H-TEGO of around 97%/3% in both cases. The amount of oxygen appears very

low, thus indicating that the thermal exfoliation process has been effective in removing

almost the totality of the oxygenated groups, which are present in the precursor (GO),

as discussed in the first section of this chapter.

The core level analysis, performed on the C1s core level, allowed to extracting the per-

centage presence of the different C hybridization. The C1s core level in TEGO appears

as a structured peak, whose main component is associated to sp2 C, as expected for

a graphenic structure. Both UPS and XPS measurements suggested that the majority

of graphene sheets in TEGO are stacked to form few-layered structures and there is a

clear presence of defects onto and between planes, as confirmed also by HR-TEM in-

vestigations. The C 1s peak in H-TEGO shows essentially the same four components

and an additional peak ascribable to carbon bound to hydrogen, which represents about

6.6% of the C 1s emission [155]. This suggests that hydrogenation induces the formation

of C-H bonds and this involves mainly defective graphene regions [85]. Moreover the

hydrogenation procedure appears not to increase the amount of C-O group. As a final

remark, it is noteworthy to observe that these are surface probes, therefore the data are

strongly affected by the condition of the sample near the surface.

Raman spectroscopy is one of the most common techniques for graphene characteri-

zation. Its large use in the physics of graphene and carbon materials relies on the high

sensitivity to the carbon network’s structure and dynamics and therefore its capability

of providing useful informations as the average sp2 domain size, the number of layers

[156] and disorder degree within the plane [157, 158]. Raman spectroscopy experiments

on TEGO have been performed at the Empa - Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials

Science and Technology in Dübendorf (Switzerland) using a Bruker Senterra Raman

spectrometer with a 532 nm laser as incident excitation [142]. Samples were placed

into 0.7 mm diameter quartz capillaries. The Raman spectrum of TEGO, reported in

Fig. 4.13 shows several remarkable features, as expected for a defective graphene sample:

the D band, at about 1350 cm−1, the G (graphitic) band at around 1570 cm−1, the D’

band at about 1620 cm−1 and the 2D band at around 2710 cm−1. The D and D’ bands

are associated to structural defects and disorder. The integrated area of the D and G

bands can be used to determine the degree of disorder. It has been shown that the

inverse ratio of ID/IG is proportional to the crystallite size for nanographitic materials

[159]:
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La(nm) = (2.4 · 10−10)λ4
laser

(
ID
IG

)
(4.3)

The average sp2 domains of La results to be around 12 nm, in good agreement with the

one imaged by HRTEM (10-15 nm). This value is much higher than the one found in

G(r), the latter being sensitive to punctual defects, which could break the aromaticity

inside sp2 regions.

Figure 4.13: Raman spectrum of TEGO.

InfraRed (IR) spectroscopy measurements have been performed at the Empa - Swiss

Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology in Dübendorf (Switzerland)

as well, thanks to a fruitful collaboration with Dr. Elsa Callini, Dr. Andreas Borgschulte

and Dr. Philippe Mauron of the Hydrogen and Energy group.

An ALPHA’s Platinum ATR single reflection diamond FT-IR spectrometer (Bruker),

operating under Argon atmosphere has been used, in order to avoid the exposition of

the samples to air. Several small graphene flakes have been investigated, by placing

gradually a very small amount of sample onto a diamond crystal and then pressing it

down with a pressure applicator. Measurements were collected in reflection mode. Every
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spectrum was recorded as IT = Is
Ib

where Ib is the background measurement (obtained

by measuring the empty instrument inside the glove box atmosphere) and Is is the sam-

ple measurement. A polynomial baseline has been subtracted to IT , in order to render

possible the observation the signal coming from the sample. Data have been acquired

by summing 64 scans, each scan taking 5s. Instrument control, data acquisition and

treatment were done using the OPUS software (Bruker).

IR spectroscopy is a very appropriate technique for the identification of functional

groups. It registers the molecular and atomic vibrational frequencies, characteristic

of each functional group. As standard routine, one could identify a functional group of a

molecule by comparing its vibrational frequency to an IR stored data bank or a known

reference.

In Fig. 4.14 the IR spectra of graphene (TEGO) and H-graphene (H-TEGO) are re-

ported. Data from 1800 cm−1 to 2800 cm−1 correspond to the diamond cut-off. For

this reason they are excluded from the data interpretation. TEGO spectrum features

several intense peaks located at 1050 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1, ascribable to C-O stretching

modes and C=C aromatic bending modes respectively and some minor components at

1700 cm−1 and 3700 cm−1, which appear compatible with C=O carbonyl stretching and

O-H alcoholic stretching modes. The H-TEGO spectrum is strongly modified: only the

intense feature around 1600 cm−1 is observed. Below 1000 cm−1, a series of peaks is

observed, i.e. in a region where C-H bending modes appear in hydrocarbon.

This suggest that the treatment in hydrogen flux leads to the removal of the oxygenated

chemical group and induces the formation of C-H bonds. However the C-H vibrational

signature is very poor and unclear in these data, likely due to the structural non homo-

geneity of the samples, the very local nature of the probe and absorption phenomena of

the IR light by carbonaceous materials. As we will see in the next chapters, the latter

features appear very clearly in the corresponding neutron spectra.
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Figure 4.14: IR spectra of TEGO and H-TEGO. This latter one has been shifted
along y-axis for clarity. The shaded region corresponds to the diamond cut-off.

4.3 Partial conclusions

The principle considerations of this chapter can be summarized in the following lines:

• We have describe the bulk synthesis of defective graphene (TEGO).

• The carbon network is non homogenous on the structural point of view and appears

very difficult to be precisely characterized.

• On the structural point of view (direct space analysis) there is not clear indication

of the effect of hydrogenation.

• Optical spectroscopies (in particular Raman and IR) provide useful information

about the level of disorder and the functional groups characterizing the as-prepared

graphene surface. In particular IR evidences the appearance of complex vibrational

features ascribable to C-H modes.
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Neutron spectroscopy: analysis

and results

Beside the large set of instrumental techniques used to characterize the TEGO and

BMG samples at a local scale, the results being reported in Chap. 4, no real differ-

ence is observed between those two graphitic samples. In particular they give very

similar diffraction response, either performing classical Bragg analysis, or using PDF

approaches, the later being better suited to ill crystalline samples or nano-crystals pow-

ders. This is rather surprising as the macroscopic aspect of both samples is very different

with a much lower density for TEGO.

In this chapter, we present the results obtained from Inelastic Neutron Scattering (INS)

investigations, whose analysis have been performed on the basis of ab-initio molecular

dynamics simulations (AIMD) described in Chap. 3. The theoretical and data results

are presented in the form of the Generalized Density of States (GDOS) G(ω) that we

defined in Chap. 2.

In the first part of this chapter, we will discuss the features observed in the GDOS of

graphene (TEGO), based on the comparison with those observed in the spectra of a

Nanographite and a Graphite sample. The GDOS reflects the lattice dynamics of the

carbon framework and the comparison between the different samples’ spectra reveals

the effect of the reduction of dimensionality and increase of disorder on the dynamical

properties.

In the second part, we will present a detailed neutron spectroscopy study of the hy-

drogenated graphene and nano-graphite. As already discussed in Chap. 2, since the

scattering cross section is much greater for hydrogen (σH = 82 barns) than for carbon 1

(σC = 5.55 barn), any displacements involving hydrogen atoms will produce an intense

feature in the GDOS. In an hydrogenated sample, the GDOS spectrum is assimilable to

1or any other element in the periodic table.

85
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the partial density of state of hydrogen in the material. We show that the main features

of the GDOS measured for H-TEGO and H-BMG can be ascribed to C-H bending and

stretching modes, having strong similarities with those typical of Polycyclic Aromatic

Hydrocarbons (PAHs). We use AIMD simulations to calculate the partial density of

states of H atoms located on specific sites on the carbon framework. These simulations

show that the detailed shape of the neutron spectra in the bending mode range of the

GDOS, can be used as a fingerprint of the local environment of the H atoms, i.e. the C

hybridization, bond lengths and arrangement of the first neighbours strongly influence

the spectra in this range.

The neutron derived GDOS spectrum provides an efficient way of characterizing the

in–plane defects of an hydrogenated graphitic sample, the latter being very difficult to

observe with other techniques.

5.1 Inelastic neutron scattering data

This section is divided into two parts: the first part aims at characterizing the raw sam-

ples. The goal is to probe the dynamic of the carbon framework of each sample before

hydrogenation. It is followed by a extensive discussion on the effect of hydrogenation on

the dynamics response of these material.

The INS data were collected on the thermal neutron time-of-flight spectrometer IN4C

at the ILL. Two types of investigations were performed. At the relatively high tem-

perature of 320 K, the GDOS was derived in the [0-180 meV] energy range using an

incident neutron wavelength λ = 2.41 Å (which corresponds to an incident energy of

14.08 meV) in up-scattering mode (anti-Stokes scattering). The instrument was set in

the inelastic time focusing mode, which consists of spinning the rotating Fermi chopper

at high speed, in order to achieve the best resolution in the inelastic range. The elastic

resolution was ∆E ∼ 0.8 meV. The dynamics was also measured at low temperature

(T = 5 K) in down-scattering mode (Stokes scattering) using the wavelengths λ = 1.5,

1.1, and 0.74 Å which correspond to incident energies of 36.35, 66.39 and 149.38 meV

respectively. The use of several incident energies allows probing an extended energy

range (up to 120 meV) with the best resolution. The different spectra were assembled

by rescaling their intensity so that they match in overlapping areas.

We used also the IN1-BeF and IN1-LAGRANGE hot neutron spectrometers (see Chap. 3)

in order to:

• extend the investigated frequency range to a maximum energy of 500 meV;
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• better resolve the details of the GDOS spectra in the bending mode region around

∼ [80-200 meV] thanks to its better resolution compared to IN4C in this range

(around 4% and 2% of Ei ≈ ~ω for IN1-BeF and IN1-LAGRANGE respectively).

The powder (a mass of several hundreds of mg) was placed inside a standard flat or

cylindrical Al-cell, sealed with an Indium ring. All sample manipulations and handling,

as well as sample-holder filling were done under the controlled Argon atmosphere (O2

and H2O content below 0.1 ppm) of a glove box, in order to avoid any air or oxygen

moisture contamination prior to the INS experiments.

5.1.1 The dynamics of the carbon framework

The GDOS of graphite, nanographite (BMG) and graphene (D-TEGO) are reported

in Fig. 5.2. The graphite GDOS shows some characteristic features: a first singularity

at ∼ 17 meV, followed by a more or less constant GDOS up to ∼ 60 meV where a

peak is observed. A clear pseudo-gap is found, followed by a complex feature with a

maximum intensity at 75 meV. Each of these remarkable features corresponds to a well

known van Hove singularity (VHS), the latter corresponding to regions in the reciprocal

space where the phonon dispersion curves have flat dependence (see Fig. 5.2), i.e. giving

intense contributions to the density of states [160–162]. The profile of these features

reflects indirectly the lattice structure, as the VHS appears in high symmetry points

of the first Brillouin zone. A perfect crystal with long range order will therefore be

characterized by a well defined lattice and a reciprocal lattice with sharp spots. The

corresponding VHS will be sharp and one expects well defined profiles in the GDOS. At

the contrary, a disordered material (like a glass) or a crystal with limited extension (in

the nm scale) share the same GDOS characteristics [163]: large features associated to ill

defined VHS and a transfer of the GDOS spectral weight to low frequency. The origin of

the smoothed features in a glass can be understood as resulting from the folding of some

parts of the Brillouin zone when one introduces disorder in the lattice. This flattens the

dispersion curves in many places, resulting in an broadening of the crystalline features.

Local modes are also created which participate to the increased complexity of the GDOS.

As for crystals of reduced dimensions, the limited extent of the grain enlarges the spots

in the Brillouin zone accordingly, resulting in more diffuse VHS, i.e. larger singularities

in the GDOS.

The reduced dimensions of the grains in nanographite and graphene have strong effects

not only on the structure, as discussed in Chap. 4, but also on the GDOS profile: the

peaks are found to be broader when observable and an increased intensity in the low

frequency part of the spectrum is observed. In particular, the features at 60 and 75

meV are present but much less defined in the BMG GDOS, with a vanishing pseudo gap
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Figure 5.1: Experimental GDOS of graphite, nanographite and graphene measured
on IN4C, at 320K and λ = 2.41 Å in up-scattering mode.

in between. In the same range, the GDOS appears essentially featureless in defective

graphene. These observations suggests that the in–plane carbon structure is significantly

more perturbed for the D-TEGO sample than for the BMG sample. By contrast, both

spectra show the same smooth, linear dependence of the GDOS in the lowest energy

range, up to a frequency larger than the first feature of graphite at 17 meV. This linear

dependence suggests that it originates from the acoustic modes propagating inside the

plane, i.e. revealing the stronger 2D character of the systems with regards to graphite,

certainly due to the reduced number of planes per grain.

5.1.2 The dynamics of the hydrogenated materials

Fig. 5.3 shows the neutron GDOS of as-prepared TEGO, deuterated TEGO2 and hy-

drogenated TEGO3. All the spectra were normalized to the mass of carbon (≈ 250 mg)

in the neutron beam. Additional measurements of the GDOS were performed at 10 K

on the H-TEGO sample (blue circles).

The intensity enhancement observed from TEGO to H-TEGO denotes an increased

2D-TEGO was obtained by thermal treatment of TEGO under D2 flux.
3H-TEGO was obtained after thermal treatment under H2 flux.
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Figure 5.2: Graphite phonon dispersion curves and density of states G(ω), calcu-
lated from the lattice-dynamics model of Nicklow, Wakabayashi and Smith. The solid
lines correspond to in-plane displacements, while the dotted ones represent out-of-plane
displacements. The dashed horizontal lines are guide to the eye to show the k-space
regions which contribute to the Van Hove singularities [164] in the density of states.

Taken from [161].

quantity of hydrogen in the H-TEGO sample. The same observation can be done for

the Nanographite sample (BMG and H-BMG GDOS are shown in Fig. 5.4). The larger

intensity observed in the TEGO sample compared to that of D-TEGO, especially in

the region around 100 meV suggests the presence of hydrogen in as-prepared TEGO,

i.e. prior to hydrogenation. It also validates the thermal treatment in Deuterium atmo-

sphere to promote H/D exchange.

From the neutron TOF data it was possible to estimate the amount of hydrogen in

TEGO before and after hydrogenation as well as in H-BMG, by rescaling the elastic

scattered intensity to that of a reference vanadium sample of calibrated mass, accord-

ing to Eq. 2.18 in Chap. 2. We found that the H amount in TEGO is 0.17(2) wt %,

while after hydrogenation it increases by a factor of 4, reaching 0.69(2) wt % in H-

TEGO. A similar estimation for HBM graphite gives the value of 0.21(8) wt %. This

has evidenced a particular capability of graphene in dissociating the molecule of H2 and

trapping atomic hydrogen in covalent C-H bonds.

The H-TEGO (and H-BMG) GDOS measured on IN4 feature different domains:
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Figure 5.3: Inelastic neutron spectra obtained on IN4 at 320 K with incident wave-
length of 2.41 Å on as-prepared TEGO (squares), D-TEGO (triangles), and H-TEGO
(crosses). Squares: INS spectra obtained on H-TEGO at 10 K using Lagrange. Black
arrows indicate the main features due to H localized modes in the H-TEGO. Inset:
The D-TEGO GDOS has been rescaled for a factor α = 3.91 to match the GDOS of

H-TEGO in the so–called riding modes range.

• a low-medium energy range (E & 50 meV), which appears essentially featureless.

In this low frequency region of the spectra, no sharp feature and no important

temperature evolution is observed.

• a high energy range (E & 50 meV) characterized by the presence of localized bands

centred at ∼ 55, 75, 110 and 150 meV. In particular, the features located at 55 and

110 meV seems to be temperature dependent, with a significantly higher intensity

at 10 K than at 320 K.

Low frequency range: E ≤ 40 meV

The TEGO, BMG and their hydrogenated counterparts, H-TEGO and H-BMG spectra

show the same profile in the low frequency range: a linear increase of the GDOS up to ≈
20 meV, followed by a flat region up to 40 meV. As already indicated above, this [0, 40
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Figure 5.4: Experimental GDOS of nanographite and hydrogenated nano graphite
measured on IN4C, at 320K and λ = 2.41 Å.

meV] is mostly temperature independent. The fact that the non-hydrogenated GDOS

and the hydrogenated counterpart differ by a scaling factor indicates that the hydrogen

atoms follow the movements of the carbon framework adiabatically. In this peculiar

range, the dominant contributions to the GDOS arise from out-of-plane vibrations of the

carbon lattice (see the dotted lines in Fig. 5.2). These long wavelength plane fluctuations

bring with them the H atoms strongly bounded to the surface. The phonon modes in

this range therefore contains a significant contribution from the H atoms, such that the

GDOS in this range can be expressed as:

G(ω) = [NC
σC
MC

+ α NH
σH
MH

]gC(ω) (5.1)

with gC(ω) the density of state per atom of the carbon framework and α a proportion

factor representing the amplitude of the H displacements.

The modes in this region, implying H movements, are called riding modes in the

following of this manuscript. Their intensity is amplified in the hydrogenated spectra

due to the very large neutron cross section of hydrogen coupled to its weak mass [165],

i.e. a very large σH
MH

value.

According to Fig. 5.2, the H-TEGO GDOS in the riding mode part of the spectra

appears temperature independent for T varying from 10 to 320 K. This indicates that
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the scattered intensity follows a Bose dependence with the temperature and suggests that

the signal originates mainly from phonon excitations. This simple observation gives us

crucial informations:

• it excludes the presence of physisorbed molecular H2 in the H-TEGO sample.

Its presence would give rise to the appearance of an intense feature around 14.7

meV at low temperature, corresponding to the para - ortho quantum rotation for

molecular H2 [166]. A strong temperature dependence would also be observed

(transition from a discrete quantum rotation spectrum at low T to a continuous

classical regime at high T).

• it suggests the absence of functional groups (like methyl groups) attached to

graphene planes. The latter chemical species are usually involved fast reorien-

tations in the high temperature regime, giving rise to a quasi-elastic broadening

having a strong temperature dependence. At low temperatures, these fast contin-

uous rotations are blocked inside a potential minimum, and the group oscillates

around preferential orientations. The latter oscillations show up as intense libra-

tion peaks in an energy range varying from a few meV to ∼ 20 or 30 meV [167, 168].

Such evolutions are not observed.

The C–H Bending mode range: E ∈ [70, 180 meV]

The high energy H-TEGO data are dominated by intense and complex bands located

around 100 and 150 meV, whose main components are highlighted by black arrows in

Fig. 5.3. Their fine structure is more evident in the low temperature spectrum, due

to the improved resolution in this energy range and to the reduced thermal disorder.

The band centered around 100 meV is composed of three peaks, respectively located

at ≈ 95, 105, and 115 meV. These vibrational contributions fall in the range of C- H

vibrational modes of PAHs, and are therefore compatible with the presence of atomic

H covalently bound to the carbon framework [169, 170]. The large capacity of TEGO

and H-TEGO to capture atomic H at reactive in-plane defects through C–H covalent

bonds was initially proved by µSR investigations, which highlighted also their extreme

stability upon heating [84].

The C–H bending mode region of the neutron INS spectra contains therefore the spec-

tral signature of the local environment of the captured atomic H at the surface of the

TEGO and BMG. They provide an invaluable mean of probing the nature of the differ-

ent in–plane atomic defects whose experimental investigation has proven very difficult
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with more classical techniques (see Chap. 4). In the next paragraphs, we focus our at-

tention on the study of these modes, using mostly the IN1-BeF and IN1-LAGRANGE

spectrometer to investigate this part of the spectrum with improved resolution.

In Fig. 5.5, the neutron spectra of H-TEGO (H-Graphene), H-BMG (H-Nanographite)

and coronene collected using IN1-BeF are reported. The spectrum of a commercial

glassy carbon sample [171], measured using the TOSCA spectrometer at ISIS (UK) is

also shown for comparison.

Figure 5.5: From top to bottom: GDOS of H-graphene (H-TEGO, in blue), H-
nanographite (H-BMG, in black), glassy carbon (GC in red) and Coronene (in green).
The GC spectrum was measured on TOSCA [171] and was downloaded from the INS

TOSCA database [172].

An improved resolution version of the H-TEGO GDOS was obtained with the use of the

graphite analyzers on IN1–Lagrange, which is shown on Fig 5.6 in an extended energy

range, up to the C–H stretching modes, whose band is centered around 390 meV.

Coronene (see Fig. 5.9 is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH4) comprising six peri-

fused benzene rings, with chemical formula C24H12. Coronene is often thought as a the

4PAHs are hydrocarbons - organic compounds containing only carbon and hydrogen - that are com-
posed of multiple aromatic rings.
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Figure 5.6: Inelastic neutron spectra obtained on Lagrange at 10 K on hydrogenated
TEGO compared to that of GC measured on TOSCA (ISIS), taken from [171].

smallest model for graphene with H atoms bonded to C at the external edges and lying

along the carbon plane, as expected for Csp2-H bonds. Glassy carbon is a form of carbon

made by heating an aromatic polymer, generally a phenolic resole or a furfurylic resin

to high temperature in an inert atmosphere [173, 174]. Glassy carbon is an example of a

non-graphitizing carbon: a carbon that cannot be transformed into crystalline graphite

even at temperatures ≥ 3000 . Its disordered structure is known to contain mostly sp2

carbon atoms, similar to graphite but with much smaller sheets, and edges terminated

by H atoms [171].

All the spectra shown in Fig. 5.5 display strong similarities: they all present three groups

of complex bands separated by minima located around 87 and 130 meV. In particular,

the band between 90 and 130 meV (further referred to as the C–H out of plane bend-

ing region) is composed of several individual components. The other components of

this band vary in position and in relative intensity from one sample to another. The

high frequency band (further referred to as the C–H in plane bending region5) shows

5These denominations follow from the description of the eigenmodes calculated on the coronene
molecule
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an asymmetric profile, with a rather sharp low frequency side and a smoother decay at

high frequency.

The coronene GDOS spectrum shows slight differences with regards to that of the other

compounds. It possesses a much pronounced molecular character, with significantly

more symmetric features, all being rather well separated in the GDOS spectrum, i.e.

reflecting the increase symmetry of the molecule.

By contrast, disregarding the differences in resolution, the glassy carbon GDOS is sur-

prisingly similar to that of the H-BMG GDOS: the C–H out-of-plane bending range is

composed of 4 main components, with a maximum located at ∼ 108 meV, the latter

intensity being slightly larger than that of the maximum intensity observed in the C–H

in-plane bending range located at ∼ 150 meV. This suggests that the local environment

of the H atoms is the same in both samples, i.e. reflecting the signature of the C–H bonds

at the edge of the graphitic planes. This will further be confirmed by our simulations.

When compared to the latter discussed GDOS, the H-TEGO profile in the out-of-plane

bending region shows a significantly increase of intensity at ∼ 108 meV. If one makes

the assumption that the H-TEGO GDOS is composed of the GDOS originating from

C–H bonds at the edge of the graphitic planes AND from C–H bonds located ON the

graphitic plane, i.e. at the on-plane defects, then the sole contribution of the defects can

be isolated by subtracting a certain quantity of the H-BMG spectrum to the H-TEGO

spectrum. The difference curve is shown in Fig. 5.7. It features a well defined peaks

at ∼ 108 meV with a broader tail around 118 meV. This feature stands as the spectral

signature of the C–H bonds located at the surface of the graphene sheet.

5.2 Modeling and Simulations

For an accurate attribution of the experimental features discussed above, we have sim-

ulated the H-DOS for a large set of possible H-configurations at a graphene surface,

including in-plane defects, which are expected to give intense contributions in the H-

TEGO GDOS. Our interest here, is not so much to give a detailed description of each

specific mode but identify the spectral signatures of each configurations to help charac-

terizing the H local environment specific to the observed features.

Several theoretical studies have been published on the H-graphene system, especially

with the aim of investigating its electronic behavior. A large majority of them con-

sider the guest H as an adatom, namely an additional atom located above the graphene

surface and bonded covalently to a carbon atom, breaking the local aromaticity of the

carbon framework, i.e. forming a C-H sigma bond with the π electron of the C atom.
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Figure 5.7: Difference spectrum between H-TEGO and H-nanographite from data
measured on IN1–BeF. It highlights the excess of intensity at 108 meV.

A large number of papers have been published on the physicochemical properties of the

hydrogen atoms bonded to the graphene surface. They concern both the thermody-

namic stability properties, structure, diffusion and electronic properties of these systems

composed of single H atoms, dimers or small cluster of adatoms [51, 52, 175, 176]. The

Graphane 2D crystal (a completely hydrogenated graphene) has also been extensively

investigated theoretically [41]. The quantity of experimental and theoretical investiga-

tions which consider explicitly hydrogen atoms located at in-plane defects, like carbon

vacancy [177], is much less important. The presence of hydrogenated vacancies in TEGO

cannot be disregarded, since the exfoliation of graphite oxide leads inevitably to the for-

mation of in-plane voids, presumably rich in dangling bonds. Most likely, these radicals

may be then partially or completely saturated by atomic hydrogen, by dissociation of the

H2 molecules occurring during the treatment in H2 flux at high temperature. We have

therefore incorporated different carbon atom vacancies saturated by hydrogen atoms

inside our graphene models and calculated the resulting H partial density of states. We

therefore created a catalogue allowing to classify the C-H bond type and local environ-

ment according to its vibrational spectrum.
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A large set of hydrogen configurations at the graphene surface were accounted: from

single H adatom to larger aggregates, from one Single carbon Atom Vacancy (SAV)

to large in-plane voids. We have also considered the response of C-H at the external

edges and tested our procedure on well-know (from experiments and literature data),

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon (PAHs), like coronene and corannulene molecules.

The partial Hydrogen Density of States (H-pDOS) was calculated for each different

configuration as the Time Fourier Transform of the Velocity Auto-Correlation Function

(VACF), computed from the MD ab-initio trajectories using the nMoldyn software (see

Chap. 3). Simulations were carried out in the NVT ensemble on a graphene supercell

of dimensions 14.76 (19.68) × 14.76 (19.68) × 34 Å3 (6 or 8 periodic lengths along the

basal lattice vectors ~a and ~b, in order to avoid possible interactions between neighbour

images), decorated with chemisorbed hydrogen atoms located at different position and

in different configurations. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the ~a and ~b

directions in order to simulate a plane of extended dimension. The vacuum thickness

along the ~c axis (out-of-plane direction) was set to 17 Å, to avoid any possible interaction

with neighbour images [178].

In a first step, the input structures were relaxed until residual Hellmann-Feynman forces

reach 10−3 eV/ Å per atom or lower. Sampling of the configuration space was carried

out at temperatures between 280 and 320 K (nominal value set at 300 K), during 10

ps long trajectories. We have checked that larger supercells give the same results as

those derived from the supercells described in the next section, as well as longer/shorter

trajectories (20/5 ps) and lower temperatures (150 K). The above described simulation

conditions allowed a good compromise between computational cost and accuracy in the

energy domain of interest.

The as-obtained density of states were then convoluted with a gaussian function with

varying width to account for the energy dependent instrumental resolution of the neutron

spectrometers.

5.2.1 C-H at the external edges

In this section, we are interested in the signature of the C-H bonds located at the edge

of the graphene plane, i.e. for which H are bonded to C atoms located at the external

border of the plane.

We have started our numerical investigations by considering the coronene molecule

C24H12, which represents the simplest one-layer graphene model with H bonded at the
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Figure 5.8: Left: Different component (coherent and incoherent) in the DOS of a
H-Adatom. Energy resolution of 2%. Right: Image of a H-adatom. H is bonded to the
C atom at the surface. The result of the broken aromaticity of the lattice is that the

adjacent C is pushed up of 0.89 Å out of the plane.

C of external edges (see Fig. 5.9) and the corannulene molecule which incorporates a

pentagonal ring at the center of its structure, creating a curvature (see Fig. 5.10).

Coronene has a delocalized aromatic structure, resembling a fragment of a graphite layer,

with six fold symmetry, terminated with H atoms. The 12 hydrogen atoms passivate the

terminal dangling bonds of the C24 cluster. As they are well separated from the central

ring, they represent the smallest graphene-like structure with H bonded at the external

edges.

Coronene displays 102 fundamental internal modes. Among them, one finds:

• Out-of-plane bending and torsional modes of the coronene ring in the energy range

90-300 cm−1. These modes involve displacements of the edge carbon atoms, the

latter following the global shape fluctuations of the carbon flake. We refer to these

modes as the H riding modes.

• In-plane C-C stretching and breathing modes of the coronene rings at 1000, 1230,

1400, 1450, 1600 cm−1. These are equivalent to the surface modes of a graphite

layer.

• C-H bending modes: out-of-plane bending modes in the 980-1020 cm−1 range, and

in-plane bending modes in the 1100- 1700 cm−1 range.

The Corannulene molecule is a bowl shaped polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)

with chemical formula C20H10 (see Fig. 5.10). Its consists of a cyclopentane ring fused
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with 5 benzene rings. The introduction of the central pentagon induces the curvature

and the whole molecule is puckered in the shape of a cap so-called bucky bowl. The

vibrational spectrum of this molecule has been investigated both from the experimental

and theoretical point of view [179].

Our simulations were performed by considering one molecule inside a cubic box with

lateral side of 20 Å and with periodic boundary conditions.

The GDOS extracted from the INS measurements and from the MD simulations are

presented in Fig. 5.9 for the coronene and Fig. 5.10 for the corannulene molecules. The

theoretical GDOS is found to be in excellent agreement with the data 6, both in the

position of the principal features, and in their relative intensity. This very good match

validates our numerical procedure that we use in the next sections of this chapter.

Figure 5.9: Left: The coronene molecule C24H12. Right: The Generalized density
of states of coronene: experimental data collected on IN1BeF at 13 K on a coronene

powder (black) and simulated H-pDOS (red).

Effect of increasing the fragment’s dimensions

Polycyclic Aromatic (PAHs) structures of the type C6n2H6n, with n increasing from 2 7

to 4 have been considered as atomic models for graphene fragments with variable size,

i.e. characterized by lateral dimensions of increasing extension [180]. The increase of

the PAH molecules from C24H12 (n=2) to C96H24 (n=4) leads to a progressive evolution

from a typical molecular spectrum, characterized by well-defined symmetric peaks to a

6and with the GDOS derived from simulations carried out on corannulene in the crystalline form,
using ab-initio phonon calculation with the direct method approach (see [179]).

7n=2 corresponds to a coronene molecule
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Figure 5.10: Left: The corannulene molecule C20H10. Right: The Generalized den-
sity of states of corannulene: experimental data collected on IN1BeF at 13 K on a

corannulene powder (black) and simulated H-pDOS (red).

Figure 5.11: Left: The molecule of C54H18. It corresponds to a coronene molecule
with an additional chain ring of C atoms. Right: The molecule of C96H24. It corre-

sponds to a coronene molecule with two additional chain rings of C atoms.

spectrum presenting a more complex profiles with bands, sometimes asymmetric, sepa-

rated by gaps. In particular, the gaps observed in the simulated spectra of C54H18 and

C96H24 appear at ∼ 85 and 125 meV, i.e. in good correspondence with those observed

in the experimental GDOS of H-TEGO, H-BMG and CG (see Fig. 5.5). It is tempting

to associate the evolution of the spectra to an increased lattice-like character of the

bending modes originating from the six lateral edges (of zig–zag type) of the fragments.

The problem is equivalent to solving the dynamical problem of 6 coupled linear chains

of limited extend. Limiting the extension implies folding the dispersions curves of the
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infinite chain at many places in the 1D Brillouin zone, i.e. creating VHS in the GDOS.

The coupling between the chains creates gaps in the dispersion scheme.

Figure 5.12: H-pDOS of C6n2H6n fragments with n=2 (green), 3 (blue) and 4 (red).
The case n=2 corresponds to the coronene molecule.

It is noteworthy to note that we have mostly considered edges of zig–zag type, the

molecular fragment C6n2H6n considered here being zig–zag terminated. On an experi-

mental point of view, the zigzag edges have exhibited a greater stability compared to the

armchair edges [181]. The H-pDOS of a PAH model molecule delimited by 6 armchair

segments (as the C42H18 shown in Fig. 5.13, further referred below as the armchair

model) are very similar to the previous spectra discussed. The gap at 85 meV is how-

ever not observed in the armchair model, as shown in Fig. 5.13. The latter observation,

in contrast with the experimental GDOS, gives further weight to the hypothesis of the

presence of a majority of zig-zag type of graphene edges in our BMG and TEGO samples.

5.2.2 In plane C–H

Hydrogen-graphene systems were modeled as trigonal graphene supercells decorated with

chemisorbed hydrogen atoms located at different position and in different configurations.
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Figure 5.13: Left: A molecular fragment with a majority of C-H bonds at armchair
types of edges. Right: The corresponding H-pDOS

We have considered two chemical scenarios for the in–plane C-H bond:

• Csp3-H bonds: the H atom bonded onto the graphene plane changes the hybridiza-

tion of its adjacent C atom from sp2 to sp3 and creates the covalent C–H bond.

• Csp2-H bonds: the H atom saturates a dangling bonds at in-plane defects.

Some representations of the most significant models are illustrated in Fig. 5.14, 5.15 and

5.16.

Figure 5.14: In-plane defects: Extended inner voids.

We have systematically considered H-saturated in-plane defects (Csp2-H type), from a

Single (carbon) Atom Vacancy (SAV) to larger inner voids at the graphitic plane (up to
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Figure 5.15: In-plane defects: Single Atom Vacancy.

Figure 5.16: Adatom-like structures: Single atom and para-dimer. The structures
imaged here were not allowed to fully relax: H forms a covalent bond with the π C
orbital. This full sp2 to sp3 re-hybridization for the bonding C leads to the breakage of
the local aromaticity of the plane and to a subsequent out-of-plane pulling out of the

bond.
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16 Å in diameter).

We have also simulated a large number of Csp3-H configurations: single ad-atom, cis-

dimers in para and ortho positions (with H adsorbed only on one side of the graphene

sheet), trans-dimers in para and ortho positions (with H adsorbed on both sides of the

graphene sheet in an alternated way), small clusters as cis (8) and trans (9) hexamers

[176]. We also simulated the graphane lattice in both the boat and chair conformers

[41].

Other models, e.g. with CH2 group at an in-plane vacancy [84], i.e. in-plane voids in a

double hydrogenated state have been simulated as well.

In the Table 5.17 we have reported a short summary of the most significative models

considered for simulations in this work.

In the following subsections, the simulated partial H-DOS for each H-graphene configu-

ration is reported and discussed in detail.

Adatom-like structures: H onto the plane with Csp3-H bond: In Fig. 5.14, the

H-DOS for some Csp3-H configurations, from a single adatom to larger clusters obtained

by increasing the dimensions of the H aggregates onto the graphene plane, are reported.

The H-pDOS are rather similar from one model to another: they display predominant

C-H bending components in an energy range above 138 meV, peaked around 140 meV/

150 meV. The C-H stretching band is found around 370 meV.

Other configurations (like ortho- and meta-, cis- and trans- dimers and small 6-H clus-

ters) have been simulated as well. They are not reported for clarity in the plot: the

H-pDOS features very similar vibrational bands, located at the same the energy region

(140-160 meV for the bending modes and 360-375 meV for the stretching modes).

In-plane defects: H at inner voids with Csp2-H bond: Carbon vacancies at

the graphene planes, created during the thermal exfoliation, are expected to be present

in the TEGO sample. In the following, we report the H-pDOS of several H saturated

graphene in-plane voids. These in-plane defects have been built by removing a certain

number n of carbon atoms and saturating the residual dangling bonds with H atoms.

These defects will be referred to nAV, n providing an indication of the hole extension.

For n = 1, 2 or 3, the models are also referred to as SAV (Single Atom Vacancy), DAV

(Double Atom Vacancy) and TAV (Triple Atom Vacancy).

Small nAV: The extraction of one carbon atom from the graphene plane creates a

vacancy (Single Atom Vacancy) and leaves three σ dangling bonds and one unpaired π
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Name C–H bond Description and Reference

EDGES

Coronene Csp2-H - 5.9

Corannulene Csp2-H - 5.10

C54H18 Csp2-H zig–zag edges - 5.11

C96H24 Csp2-H zig–zag edges - 5.11

C42H18 Csp2-H armchair edges - 5.13

Small nAV

SAV (VH) Csp2-H One H atom saturating one dangling
bond in a carbon vacancy 5.15

anti VH2 Csp2-H Two H atoms saturating two dan-
gling bond in a carbon vacancy [177]

anti VH3 Csp2-H Fully saturated carbon vacancy
[177]

DAV Csp2-H Fully saturated di-carbon vacancy
5.15

TAV Csp2-H Fully saturated tri-carbon vacancy
5.14

LARGE nAV

”coronene”-like void Csp2-H Fully saturated void (diameter 5 Å)
5.14

”ovalene”-like void Csp2-H Fully saturated void (diameter 7 Å)
5.14

”big” void Csp2-H Fully saturated void (diameter 12
Å) 5.14

”bigger” void Csp2-H Fully saturated void (diameter 16
Å)

AD–ATOMS

adatom Csp3-H Single H atom bonded to a C onto
the plane 5.16

dimer Csp3-H Two H atoms bonded to C onto the
plane (in para, ortho or meta posi-
tions) 5.16

cluster Csp3-H Small cluster onto the plane (6 H
atoms) [176]

graphane Csp3-H Graphane lattice (chair and boat
conformers) [41]

Double H SAV (VH2) Csp3-H Two H atom saturating one dan-
gling bond in a carbon vacancy
(Double hydrogenation at the apical
C) [84]

Double H ”coronene”-like void Csp3-H Fully saturated void (diameter 5 Å)
with double hydrogenation 5.15

Figure 5.17: Summary of the models considered for simulations
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Figure 5.18: HDOS of different ad-atom configurations.

electron on the lattice. The σ electrons are tightly localized on the nearest C neighbours

of the vacant one, while the π electron is delocalized on one of the two sub-lattices as

a consequence of its the aromatic character. Therefore the vacancy (SAV) is threefold

symmetric in a degenerate electronic state and undergoes a Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion,

where two of the three carbon atoms above close up a pentagon by forming a weak C-C

bond. There are three identical possibilities which differ in the carbon atom opposing

the pentagon (apical carbon atom). The hydrogen atom binds to this apical carbon

where much of the unpaired electron density resides, and forms a strong covalent bond

(completely consistent with the typical value for the C–H binding energy, which is 4

eV). The carbon atom moves slightly out of the plane and correspondingly the C-H

bond gets tilted, being the latter deformed with respect to a typical Csp2-H bond. The

adsorption of hydrogen atoms onto a carbon atom vacancy was investigated by first

principles calculations, from the mono-hydrogenated up to the fully hydrogenated state,

where six H atoms covalently bond to the vacancy. Their phase diagram shows that the

most stable hydrogenated species are triply- and singly-hydrogenated species [177]. The

single hydrogenation state of SAV was already observed in TEGO by µ SR spectroscopy,

which evidenced the formation of CHMu (analogous to CH2) groups at SAV [84].
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Figure 5.19: HDOS of different SAV Hn configurations

The SAV H-pDOS, for different hydrogenation states, is shown in Fig. 5.19. Singly-

hydrogenated SAV gives rise to a predominant C–H bending peak at 118 meV. The

double-hydrogenation (CH2 group bonded to the apical C in SAV) leads to a full sp2-

sp3 re-hybridization of C valence orbitals. As a consequence the predominant features

are shifted towards slightly higher energies, as observed for Csp3-H bonds.

Large nAV We have studied the modifications induced on the H-pDOS upon increas-

ing the dimension of the voids. In small voids (diameter below 5 Å) the C–H bonds keep

(partially) their tilted out-of-plane character. This preserves the vibrational peak at 118

meV and contributes to the progressive emergency of another important vibrational line

located at 108 meV, which is the main component for a 5 Å (”coronene”-like) and 7 Å

(”ovalene”-like) diameter voids (see Fig. 5.22).

Larger voids, with diameter ≥ 12 Å , have an INS response more spread out and quite

similar to the external edges’ one. We have limited our simulations to voids of 20 Å

in diameter (not shown), for computational cost reasons, which have indeed confirmed
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Figure 5.20: Image of a TAV in fully hydrogenated state.

Figure 5.21: H-pDOS of DAV and TAV voids.
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Figure 5.22: Left: Image of a coronene-like hole of 5 Å in diameter. Right: Image of
a big hole of 12 Å in diameter.

this trend. Nano-sized and even larger carbon vacancies at the graphene planes, most

likely created by the evaporation of chemical groups during the exfoliation process, are

expected to fully behave as external edges [182].

Figure 5.23: HDOS of voids of increasing diameter.

Finally, we would like to conclude this overview by showing the effect of the double

hydrogenation on the vibrational properties of in-plane defects. In Fig. 5.24, the H-DOS
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for a doubly-hydrogenated coronene-like voids is reported. Once again, due to the full

sp2-sp3 re-hybridization, the peculiar vibrational lines appears slightly shifted towards

higher frequencies.

Figure 5.24: HDOS of coronene-like voids with single-hydrogenation compared to the
same voids with double-hydrogenation.

5.3 C-H modes attribution

We already discussed in the previous sections the strong similarities between the INS

spectra of H-Graphene, H-nanographite, Coronene and Glassy Carbon, especially con-

cerning the position in frequency of the peaks. These can be attributed to common

dynamical features, most likely to H bonded at the external edges. The overall profile

of the C96H24 simulated GDOS, can actually account for most of the characteristic fea-

tures observed in the H-nanographite (H-BMG) spectrum. This observation suggests

that H atoms are essentially located at the edges of the nano–domain and that a single

H saturation per edge C atoms occurs (Fig. 5.25).

However, the simulations of H at the external edges fail to reproduce the peculiar features

of the H-TEGO, e.g. the dominant peak at 108 meV highlighted in Fig. 5.26 showing the
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difference between the H-TEGO GDOS and the H-BMG GDOS. The extra dynamical

features in H-TEGO, which appear as an over-intensity located in particular at the 108

meV band, have to be attributed to H covalently bonded to in-plane defects.

Figure 5.25: C–H modes attribution: contribution from C-H edges.

We have considered several linear combinations of the simulated H-pDOS in order to

assign the vibrational features to specific C–H configurations and get the best agreement

with the experimental data:

Gs(ω) =
∑
k

CkGk(ω) (5.2)

Ck therefore gives the proportion of local environment of type k present in the sample.

The best agreement is obtained by considering mostly Csp2-H configurations, in which

H is located at the external edges, at the borders of in-plane voids onto the plane in the

proportion of 47% (external edges) + 33% (large nAV - 5Å diameter void) + 20% (small

nAV - SAV), respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5.26 and Fig. 5.27.

nAV are in-plane defects are well expected in chemically produced graphene. They re-

liably play an active role in dissociating the hydrogen molecule and be easily saturated

during the hydrogenation process. On the dynamical point of view, these simulated
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Figure 5.26: C–H modes attribution: contribution from C–H at in-plane voids. In
black the difference spectrum between H-TEGO and H-nanographite is reported. It
highlights the dynamical features peculiar of H-TEGO. The attribution has been done
on the basis of ab-initio simulated H-DOS, carried out for several H-graphene configu-

rations.

Csp2-H configurations present C–H bending and stretching modes which match rea-

sonably well the experimental features (within the energy region of interest), providing

predominant features in GDOS at 108 meV and 118 meV, where the peculiar excess of

intensity in H-TEGO is observed.
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Figure 5.27: Attribution: contribution from C-H edges and at in-plane voids (global
view)

Figure 5.28: Hydrogenated in-plane defects in H-TEGO
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5.4 Partial Conclusions

The partial conclusions of this chapter are:

• The clear increase of H chemisorbed in H-TEGO samples, as derived from the INS

measurements, witnesses the effectiveness of chemically produced graphene to dis-

sociate the H2 molecules and induce C-H bonds. This probably arises from the

presence of defects, such as (unsaturated) carbon vacancies and edges.

• The H-TEGO and H-BMG GDOS spectra shares strong similarities with those of

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.

• The H-BMG features have been attributed to H bonded at the external edges.

• The peculiar features in H-TEGO have been labeled on the basis of ab-initio sim-

ulations. They prove the presence of a large proportion of H covalently bonded on

carbon atoms located inside small in–plane defects (diameter inferior to 12 Å).



Chapter 6

Evolution of the INS spectrum of

Hydrogenated Graphene with

temperature: a signature of

atomic H diffusion?

In 2011, Prof. M. Riccó and co-authors, in the framework of the thesis work of Dr. Mar-

cello Mazzani, a former PhD student in the Carbon Nanostructures Laboratory Group

(University of Parma) [83], reported the first muon spectroscopy (µSR) investigation of

chemically produced graphene. µSR is a very sensitive tool for probing local magnetic

fields in condensed matter and, in low electron density materials as organic systems,

allows to investigating the hydrogen state in the sample. The idea of employing µSR in

the study of TEGO emerged from still open and well-debated questions regarding the

possible onset of magnetism in graphene on one hand and its atomic interactions with

hydrogen on the other hand. These questions are critical in the prospect of engineering

new platform graphene technologies. As in the case of neutron spectroscopy, the gram-

scale availability of the samples was appropriate to the large penetration depth of muons,

which can easily reach ≈ 0.5 mm. In a µSR experiment, polarized positive muons are

implanted into the sample and their spins start to precess. Muons decay rapidly into

positrons, which are emitted preferentially in the direction of the muon spin. In the

case of systems with a relatively low electron density like carbon nano–structures, the

implanted muons capture an electron and form muonium (Mu), a light isotope of hydro-

gen, i.e. having a similar chemical behaviour. The µSR precession can originate either

from a uniform quasi-static local magnetic field at the muon stopping site, being usually

the signature of long-range magnetic order, or in a few cases, it may be due to the

115
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dipolar interaction of the muon with an isolated magnetic nucleus, like 1H. The muon

spin precession observed in TEGO and H-TEGO samples was demonstrated to originate

from muon-hydrogen nuclear dipolar interaction with a single proton located at a dis-

tance of 1.7 Å from the muon. This interpretation ruled out the existence of magnetic

phases in defective TEGO samples. The amplitude of the observed precession (related

to the muons fraction involved) correlates with the density of defects and dramatically

increases after hydrogenation of the samples. The latter observation is consistent with

the formation of CH-Mu groups at Single carbon Atom Vacancies, SAV (See Chap. 5 –

analogous to CH2 groups 1), which appeared exceptionally stable up to 1250 K. More-

over the amplitude was found to increase as a function of temperature, suggesting a

possible thermal activated trapping mechanism. After the muon thermalization and

electron capture, a thermally activated motion like the Mu diffusion onto the graphene

surface could account for the observed increase of amplitude: the more mobile Mu is at

the graphene surface, the more easily it can be trapped by in-plane SAVs which act as

trapping centers [84].

Figure 6.1: Left: Fit of the muon decay asymmetry for H-TEGO in the hypothesis
of dipolar interaction between µ and nearby hydrogen atom. The fit for the hypothesis
of long-range magnetism is less satisfactory in the long times region. The fitted Mu-H
distance (1.70 Å) matches the inter-proton distance in a CH2 group, with the carbon
atom in sp3 hybridization. The formation of this group at a graphene vacancy is
depicted in the inset. Taken from [84]. Right: Temperature evolution of the muon
precession amplitude. The increase with temperature suggests a thermally activated
capture mechanism most likely associated with diffusion dynamics. The slight drop
in amplitude observed above very high temperatures shows the exceptional thermal

stability of the CHMu group, up to 1200 K. Taken from [84].

Further investigations were required to identify the precise trapping mechanism and in-

vestigate the behaviour of hydrogen in H-TEGO samples. We employed Solid State

1The theoretical model and ab-initio calculation were performed by Prof. O.V.Yazyev from the
EPFL, in Lausanne (Switzerland)
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Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 1H-NMR, as a sensitive probe to slow frequency dif-

fusive motions [85]. These measurements were performed in collaboration with Dr. P.

Carretta and S. Sanna from the NMR group at the University of Pavia (Italy).

As shown in Fig. 6.2 (Left), the temperature dependence of the 1H-NMR signal presents

a non-trivial behaviour: the line shape evidenced two main contributions over the tem-

perature range between 70 K and 360 K: a Gaussian component, with a T-independent

width ν0 of ≈ 30 kHz, and a Lorentzian component, which displays a significant broad-

ening upon cooling, approaching Γ0 ≈ 20 kHz below ≈120 K. These two features in the

1H-NMR spectrum suggests the presence of two different H atomic species in the sample:

one being ”static”, associated with the the Gaussian profile, and one being ”mobile”, as-

sociated with the Lorentzian lineshape. The temperature dependence of the Lorentzian

width Γ(T ) is reported in Fig. 6.2 (Right). The observed narrowing of the linewidth

on heating indicates the onset of a low-frequency dynamics, which modulates the local

magnetic field felt by the protons. In H-TEGO, this modulation is expected to originate

from the dipolar interaction between mobile 1H nuclei. The fit of the temperature evo-

lution of the correlation time τC to a thermally activated (Arrhenius) law (τC(T ) = τ∞

e
U
kβT ) gives an activation energy barrier for the dynamical process U ∼ 29 ± 4 meV

and a characteristic time τ∞ = 0.5 ± 0.1 µs. It is important to highlight that the

long timescale of the measured dynamics is not compatible neither with the presence

of molecular hydrogen, nor with a localized motion of a small hydrogenated group like

a methyl group [167] or an hydroxyl group which could have remained attached to the

graphene surface following an incomplete desorption of the functional groups during the

exfoliation process.

The main results from these investigations stand in the evidence of the mobility of

hydrogen atoms chemisorbed at the surface of a graphene-like plane, associ-

ated with a surprisingly low energy barrier of about 30 meV.

In order to get a deeper insight into the nature of the dynamics of the system and

clarify the origin of these unclear and unusual phenomena, we have extended our INS

investigations performed on the H-TEGO sample (already presented in Chap. 5) to the

temperature dependence of the whole GDOS, from base temperature (5K) up ≈ 1300

K. Our approach is constituted of two steps, dividing this chapter into two parts:

1. In the first part, we present the temperature dependence of the GDOS spectra,

focusing on the high-energy C–H modes, in the temperature range [5 - 300 K]

using the IN1–LAGRANGE spectrometer (described in Chap. 2). It is important

to remind that we already discussed in Chap. 5 the T-independence of the low

energy range of the H-TEGO GDOS in this temperature range. This can be
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Figure 6.2: NMR investigation of the H-TEGO sample (Taken from [85]) –Left: Tem-
perature evolution of the 1H-NMR spectrum profile measured at µ0H = 5.6 T (circles).
The fit was done considering a large Gaussian contribution with a T independent (fixed)
added to a Lorentzian function, whose width is temperature dependent. Right: Tem-
perature dependence of the correlation time of the diffusion process probed by 1H-NMR.
Fitting the temperature dependence of the Lorentzian component’s linewidth with a
thermally activated behaviour (Arrhenius’s law) yields an activation energy barrier of

U ∼ 29 ± 4 meV.

understood that any slow in–plane diffusion process of the H atoms will not affect

the riding modes, as the H atoms keep on following the graphene out-of-plane

fluctuations in this region.

2. In the second part, we present the evolution of the H-TEGO GDOS from 300 K up

to the 1300 K, i.e. up to temperatures at which the C–H bonds become unstable.

The results are obtained using the IN4C spectrometer in down scattering (anti-

Stokes) mode.

6.1 Temperature dependence of the C-H modes in H-TEGO

We have collected INS spectra of H-graphene (H-TEGO) at different temperatures from 5

K to 300 K. We focused on the C–H modes bending region which, as described in Chap. 5,

has revealed to be very sensitive to the H local environment. Any slow dynamical process

(local rearrangement or long range diffusion) of the H atoms is therefore likely to induce

modifications in the bending mode region of the GDOS.
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Figure 6.3: INS spectra of H-TEGO collected on Lagrange at different temperatures,
from 5 K to 300 K.

When H-TEGO is progressively heated up (see Fig. 6.3), we observe an important and

unexpected thermal evolution in the general shape of the GDOS, characterized in partic-

ular by the decrease in intensity of some C-H bending peaks in the band located around

100 meV, which is accompanied by the simultaneous appearance of some features at

slightly lower energies. The intensity of the band centered around 150 meV remains

constant.

In order to better isolate the T–dependent contributions from the static ones, we fitted

the neutron spectra collected at different temperatures, with a linear convolution of 15

gaussians functions (Fig. 6.4). The background, positions and width of the gaussians

functions are kept fixed, the only free parameter being their intensities. Our model

was therefore composed of 15 free parameters, namely the integrated intensities of each

single vibrational component. Among these 15 free parameters, only four clearly change

with temperature: these are the intensity of the peaks located at 108 meV and 118 meV

which drop with increasing T. The intensity loss is compensated by the appearance of

features centered at 89 meV and 113 meV, whose intensities increase with T. The two
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Figure 6.4: Lagrange data at 5 K and fitting using 15 gaussian functions.

sets of peaks located respectively at 118 and 89 meV on one hand and at 108 meV and

113 meV on the other hand seem to be coupled, the integrated intensity in the total

range of the bending mode region remaining constant at all temperatures investigated.

It is important to note that the GDOS transfer is not due to an enlargement of the peak,

nor to a progressive softening of the low T mode’s frequency.

We attribute this thermal evolution of the GDOS to a modification of the local envi-

ronment of the different H populations, i.e. subsequently affecting their bending mode

frequencies. It is important to observe that this intensity redistribution concerns essen-

tially the peaks centered at 108 meV and 118 meV, whose contributions have clearly

been attributed to H bonded at in-plane inner voids, extended and single atom vacan-

cies, respectively (see Chap. 5, Fig. 5.26). This suggests in particular that the hydrogen

located at the edges of the graphene plane have their bending modes unaffected by the

temperature increase. This was checked by repeating the above described experiments

on a H-BMG sample: its GDOS was observed to be essentially T independent in the

C–H bending mode range. In the INS spectra, the integrated intensity of a vibrational

peak centered at ~ω is directly proportional to the number N of H atoms participating

to this eigenmode. We make therefore the assumption that the evolution of the GDOS
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with temperature is due to an activated process from a ground state configuration to

another state characterized by an energy difference of 2ε (two state model). The effect of

temperature is therefore to distribute the N H atoms over the two states (below referred

to as states |+〉 and |−〉 with population N+ and N− respectively) according to their T

dependent probability [183]. The different population ratio are expressed as:

N+

N
=

exp(− ε
KβT

)

exp(+ ε
KβT

) + exp(− ε
KβT

)
(6.1)

N−
N

=
exp(+ ε

KβT
)

exp(+ ε
KβT

) + exp(− ε
KβT

)
(6.2)

Fig. 6.5 shows the values of the integrated intensities of the peaks at 89 meV, 113

meV, 108 meV and 118 meV, measured at different temperatures ranging from 5K to

300K, together with the respective fits N± = f(T) (N+ for the rising contributions at

89 meV and 113 meV and N− for the dropping ones at 108 meV and 118 meV). The fit

provides an energy difference between the two energy levels 2ε ∼ 20 meV and 14 meV

(± 4meV), for the two couples of spectral lines respectively. Surprisingly they have a

value comparable to the activation energy previously extracted from 1H-NMR in the

same temperature range (U ∼ 30 meV).

In conclusion, the T dependence of the GDOS spectra suggests an activated modifica-

tion of the local environment of the H atoms which are located inside the voids at the

surface of the graphene plane. The energy difference between the initial state and final

configuration is similar to the activated energy derived from the 1H-NMR investigations.

Two category of H atoms are therefore observed inside the H-TEGO sample, by INS

and NMR:

1. a ”static” category that we identified belonging to the C-H bonds at the edge of

the graphene planes, i.e. characterized by a T-independent gaussian lineshape in

the NMR spectrum and a ”edge-like” C-H bending INS spectrum).

2. a ”mobile” category, characterized by a T-dependent lorentzian lineshape in the

NMR spectrum and by a ”in–plane void” like INS spectrum.

6.1.1 Different scenarios

In order to shed light into the data interpretation, we proceeded to the attribution of

the C-H spectral lines which appear with increasing temperature. We followed the same
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[h]

Figure 6.5: Integrated intensities and fit using a two–levels statistical model to de-
scribe the T dependence of the intensities.

strategy used for the data at 5 K and developed in Chap. 5: we tried to reproduce the

spectra at 300 K by a statistical sum of GDOS issued from a large variety of model local

environment, in order to find out the best candidates of the ”final high temperature

configuration” associated with the state |+〉 in the two state model.

In particular, we worked on finding possible scenarios that could locally modify the

environment of H located inside the in–plane voids.

The best agreement between the data and the simulations was obtained for two models

and are shown in Fig. 6.6.

Evaporation of the H from the voids to the surface: The first hypothesis we

took into account was the conversion of 15% of H at in-plane defects to ad–atom con-

figurations where the C atoms adopt a pure sp3 hybridization. The best agreement

between the experimental INS features at 300 K and our simulations (from the collec-

tion of models described in the previous Chap. 5) was found for graphane-like islands.
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The vibrational spectrum reported in Fig. 6.6 has been calculated for a linear combina-

tion of H at the external edges, at single atom vacancies (SAV), extended inner voids

and boat-graphane like structures in the proportion of 47% (edges): 15% (SAV): 23%

(inner voids): 15% (boat-graphane). The formation of these graphane-like structures

could be due to a thermally activated torsional re-arrangements of the bonds that de-

form locally the lattice, supporting the migration of H atoms from the defect (extended

inner voids and SAV), onto the neighbouring C atoms, most likely close to the defect

itself and subsequently clustering in Csp3-H islands. In this scenario, H atoms move

from the defect (Csp2-H) and jump onto to plane (Csp3-H). Even though this scenario

fits both the INS and NMR signatures, it appears hardly possible on an energetic point

of view, since it would imply breaking several C-H bonds (≈ 4 eV each2), and creating

unsaturated dangling bonds inside the voids. It should be accomplished at the cost of

massive defects reconstruction, hence implying important modification on the graphene

lattice, already at low temperatures. This hypothesis seems therefore very difficult to

retain, the resulting difference in energy ∆E between the initial and final state being of

the order of several tens of eV.

Local reorganization of H unsaturated voids: In a second step, we considered

the effect of the presence of H incompletely saturated, in-plane carbon vacancies (see

Fig. 6.7) on the simulated GDOS. In this case, we could easily picture the occurrence

of two ideal H arrangements: H atoms can saturate dangling bonds in a packed config-

uration inside the voids (see Fig. 6.7 – Left) or they can assume a dispersed or dilute

arrangement with more uniformly distributed H inside the void (see Fig. 6.7 – Right).

In the compact configuration, the average H local environment is similarly to the com-

pletely saturated case. It is not surprising that the corresponding GDOS features a

predominant peak at the same energy (108 meV), matching the experimental feature

at the lowest temperature. This is not the case for the dilute configuration for which

the local environment felt by each H is different. In particular,the H–H interaction is

significantly reduced for this configuration compared to the compact one. The dilute

model leads to a shift of the predominant peak of the GDOS to 113 meV, which fits well

the position of the new emerging vibrational feature (see Fig. 6.8).

From an energetic point of view, if breaking a C–H covalent bond requires ≈ 4 eV and

is indeed incompatible with the temperature range involved in the dynamical process

observed, the difference in energy between two configurations which differ only for the

2This value has been calculated as [Eunsatvoids + EH - Eunsatvoids+H ], where Eunsatvoids is the total
energy of a graphene supercell with a fully not-saturated void, i.e. presenting n dangling bonds, EH is
the energy of a single H atom and Eunsatvoids+H the total energy of the graphene supercell with a n− 1
dangling bonds and one C-H at the in-plane void.
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position of one H in a partially unsaturated voids while keeping the total number of

dangling bonds constant, was found to be only ∆E ≈ 70 meV. At the time of writing,

we failed in finding an equivalent interpretation for the other set of peaks: no scenario

is actually found to reproduce the loss of transfer of intensity from 118 meV to 89 meV.

The peak at 118 meV is the predominant signature of the SAV in–plane defects. For this

peculiar model, an H movement would induce either to be transferred to an adjacent C

atom inside the void, resulting in the same configuration but rotated by 60o, or to be

transferred to an adjacent C atom on the plane, i.e. bringing energetics issues. Some

other hypothesis have to be explored, in particular those involving short lived transition

states which could lead to the local diffusion of the atom inside the void.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of the experimental INS data of H-TEGO (black circles) at
300 K with the vibrational spectrum calculated for (1) a linear combination of H at the
external edges, H at single atom vacancies (SAV), H at extended inner voids in compact
configuration and in H at unsaturated extended inner voids in outspread configuration,
in the proportion of 47%:20%:24%:9% (blue curve). (2) a linear combination of H at
the external edges, H at single atom vacancies (SAV), H at extended inner voids and

in graphane-boat structure in the proportion of 47%:15%:23%:15% (red curve)
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Figure 6.7: Left: In-plane defects, in the presence of unsaturated bonds: compact
configuration. Right: In-plane defects, in the presence of unsaturated bonds: dilute

configuration.

Figure 6.8: In-plane defects, in the presence of unsaturated bonds: GDOS of the
compact and dilute (blue) configuration, as depicted in Fig. 6.7
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6.1.2 Quantum tunneling at the origin of the H diffusion?

Even though the compact to dilute scenario is still difficult to accept from a classical

point of view, due to the high energies required for breaking covalent C–H bonds, H

jumps from one configuration to the other seem more acceptable if one considers the

quantum nature of an hydrogen atom, in addition to the restricted/confined space inside

the voids. In view of these considerations, the process of H jump from one carbon atom

to the other could be induced through Quantum Incoherent Tunnelling. Quantum tun-

nelling through the interceding barrier between potential wells actually requires short

distances between minima in the potential energy surface, enabling wave functions to

overlap. It requires also that the mass of the particle is small [184]. Quantum effect

appear unavoidable when considering the dynamics of hydrogen in a small (diameter in-

ferior to 12 Å) in–plane voids in graphene. In this case, the energy barrier to overcome

for a H transfer is not the top of the potential barrier, but the energy difference ∆E

between the final and the initial states of the system. This difference in energy can be

provided by thermal excitations, i.e. phonons of the graphene lattice, in a way similar

to what is observed in the case of proton transfer in hydrogen bonded crystals, the most

representative one being benzoic acid.

Figure 6.9: An asymmetric
double-well potential as a function
of the coordinate q, as formalized for
proton transfer in benzoic acid crys-

tals. Taken from [185].

Several experimental techniques, including NMR and

INS, have been employed in the study of the double

proton transfer in benzoic acid and similar organic

crystals [185]. These systems can be formally de-

scribed by an asymmetric double-minimum potential

(see Fig. 6.9), coupled to the crystal vibrations. At

low temperatures one may restrict only to the two

lowest energy eigenstates, which must be coupled to

the crystalline phonons in order to obtain the relax-

ation. In a two double-well potential, the analysis

of tunneling is a function of the proton transfer co-

ordinate as well as of the transverse skeleton mode

(phonons) coupled to the proton transfer coordinate.

The probability for interchange between the two wells

defines the correlation time. In general, the proton transfer motion is characterized not

only by the motion of the hydrogen atom but also by the simultaneous displacement

of other atoms in the molecular skeleton. This leads the system being characterized by

a multi-dimensional potential energy surface (PES), which could give rise to different

relaxation processes depending on the topography of the potential energy surface itself,
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the modes promoting proton tunneling and the specific details of the level structure and

energy gaps between the proton configuration states. In the case of defective graphene,

this could account for the relatively high energy barrier and long timescale, with respect

to the usual ones, probed in hydrogen bond dynamics [186, 187].

The complex structure of defective graphene complicates the formal treatment, which

has been developed for much simpler and well-defined cases. We have individuated and

limited the configurations involved in this dynamical process to small in–plane carbon

vacancies, with a diameter inferior to 12 Å) and we support the idea of a H-jump from

one site to the other in not-completely saturated small in-plane voids through quantum

tunneling. Quantum effects appear to us as the only mechanism able to reconcile the

strength of C–H covalent bonds involved in the dynamical process to the relatively low

temperatures and activation energies. This part of the work is still in progress during

the writing of this manuscript.

6.2 Temperature dependence of the H-TEGO GDOS in

the [300 – 1370 K] range.

We followed the temperature dependence of the complete GDOS of H-TEGO using the

Thermal Neutron Time-of-Flight Spectrometer IN4C, from ambient temperature up to

1370 K. The experiment was performed in a standard furnace. In this case around 300

mg of H-TEGO powder was placed inside a quartz tube covered with a Niobium foil, in

order to reach high temperatures. We have used λ = 2.41 Å as incident wavelength, in

high resolution mode (Inelastic Time Focusing), as described earlier.

The generalized density of states (GDOS) of hydrogenated graphene H–TEGO, mea-

sured at different temperatures between 320 K and 1370 K is presented in Fig. 6.10.

Data have been corrected from the DW factor which affects INS data by dumping the

intensity3 after proper data treatment and normalizations.

The C-H bands clearly persist up to 800 K /1100 K, although it displays a progressive

broadening and loss of intensity, probably due to anharmonicity at high temperature of

the bending modes. This confirms the stability of C–H bonds up to 800 K/ 1100 K.

However, in the data collected at 1100 K and then at the ultimate temperature of 1370

K, we observe a non-negligible increase in the intensity of the low energy modes, corre-

sponding to graphene collective motions while the C-H bands, especially the one around

100 meV, appear very broadened. At temperatures above 1000 K, TEGO undergoes

3DW-factor correction on the GDOS was performed applying interpolation to Q→ 0 over 5 groups,
as implemented in the LAMP/IDL subroutine interp q0, see Chap. 2
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most likely some structural modifications, leading eventually to the irreversible detach-

ment of H. This behavior could suggest a possible thermal evolution in the dynamical

properties. The low frequency excess of intensity in this T range might reflects in–plane

diffusion of the atoms.

Figure 6.10: Inelastic neutron spectra obtained on IN4 at 320 K with incident wave-
length of 2.41 Å on hydrogenated H-TEGO, at different temperatures from 320 K and

1370 K.
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6.3 Partial conclusions

Figure 6.11: In-plane defects involved in the dynamical process observed

The partial conclusions of this chapter are:

• Previous µSR and 1H-NMR investigations evidenced an un-expected mobility of

chemisorbed H at the graphene surface. This dynamical process was found to be

associated to a very small activation energy of about ≈ 30 meV.

• INS have evidenced a non-trivial temperature (from 5 K to 300 K) evolution of the

C-H bending vibrational lines associated with an energy barrier of about ≈ 20 meV.

• C-H bending vibrational lines affected while increasing the temperature are asso-

ciated to small in-plane defects, only. The features associated to the edges are

T-independent.

• We interpret this thermal behaviour as a change in the H-local environment, occur-

ring in partially un-saturated voids.

• The implication of quantum effects like incoherent tunnelling is proposed to account

for the small energies (≈ 20 meV) and timescales (µs) involved in the dynamical

process

• The C–H bonds are found to be stable up to 1000 K.





Chapter 7

Nickel Decorated Graphene

7.1 Introduction

In the last years, hydrogen has been identified as a possible replacement to the current

fossil fuels source for automotive applications. One of the major obstacle on the way

towards the development of a hydrogen-based economy is still represented by the dif-

ficulties of efficiently storing hydrogen. In this domain, considerable interest has been

stimulated by carbon nano-structures for their relatively low cost and the possibility to

significantly change the nature of hydrogen bonding but also greatly reduce the weight

of hydrogen storage devices using light carbon framework.

The possibility of gram scale production of graphene and its chemical functionalization

have recently become possible with the development of chemical methods, as already

discussed in Chap. 1. Graphene appears very attractive for gas adsorption and by con-

sequence in the field of energy and hydrogen storage thanks to its low atomic mass and

its very large specific surface area (up to 2630 m2/ g, if one considers both sides of the

graphene plane). Pure graphene, however, encounters difficulties in the hydrogenation

process and the fully hydrogenated graphene (graphane), which has a highly desirable

hydrogen content of 7.7 wt% H2, can be produced only at elevated temperatures and ap-

plying high hydrogen pressure [41]. This indicates the existence of large thermodynamic

barriers that have to be overcome in the hope of using graphene as solid-state hydro-

gen storage medium. These barriers probably originate from the high activation energy

required to dissociate H2 at the graphene surface. Several ways to enhance hydrogen

sorption have been theoretically predicted and in some cases experimentally observed

[16, 188]. We have shown in the previous chapters, that defects in graphene play a

fundamental role in the dissociation of hydrogen molecules and act as trapping centers

for atomic hydrogen [84, 85]. Adding metal atoms in the carbon framework can support

131
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hydrogen dissociation and enhance dramatically the adsorption kinetics and capability.

In this context, it has been suggested that both spillover mechanism [31] and quantum

orbital interactions, like Kubas binding [30], can boost carbon nanostructures perfor-

mances, i.e. carbon nanotubes [189], fullerenes [190] and graphene complexes [188], once

decorated with (alkali, alkali-earth, transition) metal atoms and by then enabling hy-

drogenation under mild conditions. In particular, for Kubas interaction, the binding

energy is thought to fall in the range of 15-30 kJ/mol, which is a highly desirable value

for room temperature hydrogen storage applications.

In the following two Chapters (Chap. 7 and 8) we report the neutron scattering char-

acterizations of selected metal-decorated carbon nano–structures for hydrogen storage

applications. In the following sections we will discuss the structural and dynamical

investigations of Nickel-decorated TEGO and its hydrogenated counterpart, while the

next Chapter will be devoted to the dynamical characterizations of Metal–intercalated

fullerides (AxC60, with A=Li, Na and x = 6,10,12) and their hydrogenated phases. A

brief description of the systems, the chemical–physical interest and the methods will be

given in each pertaining section. In particular, the experimental methods have been

already discussed in the previous chapters, while the computational methods employed

for the phonon calculations will be simply named and appropriate references will be

given in the text for the reader interested in having more complete reviews. As a final

remark, we would like to point out that this part of the work is not as consistent as the

hydrogenated-TEGO section, which represents the real heart of the thesis. It is far to

be an exhaustive and finished study: the intent is to give a brief overview and summa-

rize the future prospects on these ongoing studies, as complement of the investigations

already performed and cited throughout these next two chapters.

7.2 Nickel-decorated graphene

Dr. M. Gaboardi of the Carbon Nanostructures Laboratory (University of Parma) and

coworkers synthesized a novel functionalized graphene decorated with mono–dispersed

nickel nanoparticles of 17 nm in diameter. The samples were synthesized following an

innovative synthetic approach, based on the absence of solvents and without exposing

the material to oxidizing agents. This is fundamental in order to prevent undesired

reactions like the oxidation of the carbon support or the nickel nanoparticles. The inter-

action with hydrogen has been investigated by means of Muon Spin Relaxation (µSR),

dynamic pcT and BET isotherm measurements. µSR has showed that a considerable

fraction of muonium (38%) is captured, indicating a strong hydrogen–graphene inter-

action. The locally modified graphene around the metal nanoparticle showed a larger
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affinity to hydrogen (muonium) with respect to the unperturbed plane, which enhances

its chemisorption. Moreover, the presence of Ni on graphene has significantly increased

the amount of molecular hydrogen adsorbed at 77 K, reaching the maximum of 1.1 wt

% H2 and hence a hydrogen adsorption 51% higher than other in other common carbon

based materials [26]. This is probably due to Ni–activated physisorption. Hydrogen

adsorption proved to be fully reversible during numerous cycles [142].

In this section we will present a brief introduction of the synthesis procedure and some

elastic and inelastic neutron measurements carried out on Ni-decorated TEGO.

7.2.1 Synthesis and characterizations

The synthetic strategy adopted for the synthesis of nickel-decorated graphene was to

make a solution of graphene and the metal precursor in a solvent which solubilises the

precursor in order to get an uniform impregnation of graphene and then remove the

solvent.

Figure 7.1: HAADF–STEM image of a Ni decorated TEGO flake. Ni particles show
up as very bright spots in the dark field image, thanks to the higher atomic number
of Ni with respect to C. In the inset HAADF–STEM image of a single layer graphene

region of the sample is reported. Images from [142].

Graphene flakes were synthesized via the thermal exfoliation of graphite oxide (GO)

process, as already discussed in Chap. 4. The synthesis of Ni decorated TEGO was per-

formed by mixing TEGO with Nickel–acetylacetonate (Ni(acac)2) in anhydrous tetrahy-

drofuran (THF) and then evacuated until the pressure was lower than 10−5 mbar. The

synthesis vial was immersed in liquid nitrogen to condense the solvent and then ensure
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the impregnation of TEGO with the metal-organic precursor. The solvent was then re-

moved and the product was heated up to 300oC in high dynamic vacuum (10−6 mbar),

in order to thermally decompose Ni(acac)2. The as-prepared Nickel decorated TEGO

shows up as a uniform black powder. More details about the synthesis procedure can

be found in [142].

TEM images of Ni-TEGO are reported in Fig. 7.1 and have revealed that the graphene

films are decorated by nanometer-sized nickel particles. Both HR-TEM images and bulk

SQuID measurements have given an average nanoparticle diameter of about 20 nm.

We performed a high neutron diffraction experiment on the two-axis diffractometer D4C

at the ILL in order to provide the structural characterization of the sample. 300 mg of

samples were put in a 7 mm cylindrical Vanadium cell. The wavelength used was 0.5 Å

(refined value λ = 0.4989 Å ), which provides a good compromise between high neutron

flux and a high Qmax = 23.5 Å −1 suitable for space Fourier transform and analysis

in direct space. Measurements were performed at 20 K in order to reduce thermal

vibrations and point out static disorder (see Chap. 2 for data treatment).

Figure 7.2: G(r) of Ni-TEGO, from high energy diffraction data collected on D4C at
the ILL (λ = 0.5 Å , Qmax = 23.5 Å −1).
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Figure 7.3: G(r) of Ni-TEGO, TEGO and their difference for r = [0 - 7 Å ].

The G(r) of as-prepared graphene and Ni-decorated graphene are reported in Fig. 7.2

and Fig. 7.3 (a simple shift along the y-axis has been applied to graphene data, in

order to make the plot clearer). No important dissimilarities can be evidenced in the

G(r)s. The only differences may be noticed at [d1 = 2.4 Å d2 = 3.5 Å and d3 =

4.98 Å ] which represent the three first Ni-Ni distances [191] and at [d4 = 1.7 Å d4

= 3.0 Å and d6 = 3.33 Å ] which represent the three first Ni-C distances [192]. This

suggests the chemical anchorage of the Ni-nanoparticles to the graphenic support, most

likely at the defects. Despite the large coherent cross section (σC (Ni)= 13.3 barns),

the stoichiometric quantity of metal introduced by the chemical decoration (nominal

stoichiometry NiC80) prevents any further information to be derived from G(r).

The experimental GDOS of different TEGO and H-TEGO samples, measured on the

thermal neutron time-of-flight spectrometer IN4C at the ILL (see Chap. 2) are reported

in Fig. 7.4, Fig. 7.5 and Fig. 7.6. The GDOS of Ni-TEGO appears essentially featureless

and very similar to the one of TEGO; a linear increase of the GDOS is observed up to ≈
20 meV, followed by flat region up to 50 meV. It is however noteworthy to evidence the

presence of some extra intensity in Ni-TEGO data. A normalized Ni-TEGO and TEGO
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GDOS subtraction allows to observe the vibrational modes of Nickel, which are expected

around 20 meV and 34 meV [193, 194]. The nanosized nature of the particles is well

reproduced in the GDOS (green squares in Fig. 7.4): one can observe broad features and

an increased intensity in the low energy part of the spectrum, as discussed in Chap. 4.

Figure 7.4: GDOS of as-prepared TEGO, Ni-decorated TEGO (Ni–graphene) and
Ni-decorated TEGO after hydrogenation at 350o C under 100 bar of hydrogen (H-Ni

Graphene) measured on IN4C, in anti-stokes mode at 320 K (λ = 2.41 Å).

Thermal treatment in hydrogen atmosphere (350o C and 100 bar) was performed at

the EMPA Laboratory in Dübendorf, Switzerland (Energy and Hydrogen section). The

hydrogenation leads to a very small enhancement in the total intensity of the GDOS,

as shown in Fig. 7.5. The Ni nanoparticles seem to prevent the dissociation of H2 and

the subsequent chemisorption of atomic H. This is probably due to the fact that the

nano particles saturate the defects and consequently inhibit their catalytic role in H-

absorption. The extra-intensity is mainly restricted to the localized band around 150

meV, the latter being compatible with the presence of Csp3-H bonds. The lack of H–

riding modes in the [0-50 meV] range and of intense features at around 100 meV allow

one to excluding the presence of Ni–H bonds, the latter being the signatures of H–

chemisorption at the Ni–nanoparticle surface [195]. Moreover, no sharp features and no
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Figure 7.5: GDOS of Ni-decorated graphene, after hydrogenation at 350 o C under
100 bar of hydrogen: data were collected on IN4C, in anti-stokes side at 320 K (λ =
2.41 Å), shown on the left and in stokes side at 10 K (λ = 1.11Å), shown on the right.
The overshadowed region represents the data affected by the presence of the elastic line.

important temperature evolution are observed in the low energy part of the spectrum

(see Fig. 7.6). This fact allows to excluding the possibility of low frequency contributions

from molecular hydrogen quantum rotations and quasielastic–like signal, which would

originate from relaxation processes in the picosecond time scale.

In addition, BET and pcT measurements did not show any evidence of Ni catalyzed

dissociation of hydrogen, neither at cryogenic temperatures (77 K) [142]. These results

suggest that a further improvement of the system would be necessary to achieve the

optimal conditions for hydrogen storage: either by reducing the size of the nanoparticles

or even by decorating TEGO with atomic nickel. Ultimately a more precise knowledge

of the morphology could help in better understanding the interaction with hydrogen

itself and the chemical-physical mechanism associated with H absorption.
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Figure 7.6: GDOS of Ni-decorated TEGO (Ni–Graphene) and hydrogenated Ni-
decorated TEGO (H–Ni Graphene) measured on IN4C, in anti-stokes mode at 320
K (λ=2.41 Å ). One can observe the absence of H–riding modes in the low–medium
energy part of the spectrum and the rising of a localized band at 150 meV, which can
be ascribed to C-H bending modes. The spectra were normalized to the same intensity

in the [0, 40meV] range.
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7.3 Partial conclusions

The principle considerations of this chapter can be summarized in the following lines:

• We have shown the NS study of Ni-decorated graphene. We have discussed the

effects of the presence of the Ni-nanoparticles on the structural and dynamical prop-

erties of TEGO. We have also qualitatively discussed the hydrogenated phase on the

perspective of INS.

• Contrary to what is expected, Nickel decoration of graphene seems to saturate

the defects and inhibit their catalytic action in H2 dissociation and subsequent H

chemisorption.





Chapter 8

Alkali Metal-Intercalated

Fullerides

8.1 Introduction

The intercalation of C60 with electron donors like alkali metals A results in a large class

of fulleride salts with stoichiometry of the type AxC60, among which A3C60 has received

particular attention during the last decades for its superconducting properties [196]. In

particular, lithium intercalated fullerides LixC60 display a large panel of physical prop-

erties, which are mainly due to the small Li-ion dimensions and to the partial charge

transfer from the Li atoms to the buckyball. Lithium-doped fullerites behave differently

depending on the amount of intercalated lithium. At high doping levels, typically for x

≥ 6, both diffraction and NMR clearly showed the formation of lithia clusters located in

the largest interstices of the C60 fcc lattice [197]. However, as the lithium concentration

decreases below x=6 the volume occupied by the lithia decreases and the efficiency of

charge transfer is expected to increase [197]. Both these factors lead to a reduction of

the interfullerene distance and, if two facing carbon atoms get close enough, covalent

bonds can form between neighbours C60, giving rise to fullerene polymerization. Li4C60

is the most representative member of this family. The polymerization occurs due to the

chemical pressure exerted by Coulomb interaction, leading to a 2D polymer pattern,

which is characterized by the coexistence of single and double C-C bonds propagating

along two orthogonal directions of the plane. Fullerene polymers can be able to sustain

the light metal ion diffusion also at room temperature. Li4C60 has shown important

superionic conductivity properties [15] and its dynamical and structural properties have

been extensively investigated by XRD [198], ND, INS and ab-initio phonon calculations

141
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[199]. The fullerite class of compounds appears interesting in the field of hydrogen stor-

age as well. It has been theoretically predicted that large quantities of hydrogen can

be absorbed with useful binding energy in the so–called metal-coated ”superfulleroids”

[200, 201], making them attractive for technological applications. However, these ”su-

perfulleroid” structures (see Fig. 8.1) have never been observed in the solid-state, mainly

because of the well-known tendency of metals to clusterize.

Figure 8.1: Left: Li-coated C60 fullerene, as predicted in [201]. Right: Two configu-
rations of Ti12C60, as predicted in [200].

The intercalation of lithium and sodium in fullerene AxC60(A=Li, Na, x≥6) has proved

to reversibly uptake relatively high amounts of hydrogen via a complex chemisorption

mechanism. In these systems, the number of intercalated ions equals or exceeds the

six-fold degeneracy of the t1u-LUMO of C60. In this condition, fullerene is charged with

six electrons and the exceeding electrons are forced to stay on the metal cluster. It has

been observed that that alkali - metal intercalated fullerenes with high stoichiometry

(Li6C60, Li12C60 and Na10C60) increase their respective hydrogen storage capacities up

to about 5, 4.5 and 3.5 wt% H2 and significantly lower the desorption temperature with

respect to pure C60 [202].

We have found that hydrogen mainly covalently binds to the C60 molecule in these

systems, thus forming the so–called hydrofullerene (C60Hy, y ≈ 36-48). A minority part

of H2 however reacts with a fraction of the alkali metal ion (Li or Na), leading to an

alkali hydride segregated phase. From a structural point of view, the alkali clusters are

localized inside the octahedral or tetrahedral voids of the fcc fullerite structure, while
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the hydrogenated phase is characterized by the high steric hindrance of C60Hy (packed

in a bcc or highly expanded fcc lattice), the latter allowing only few metal ions to be

retained in the structure.

The interaction of AxC60 compounds with hydrogen has been extensively studied thanks

to the fruitful collaborations between the Carbon Nanostructures Laboratory Group in

Parma (Italy), Empa - Hydrogen and Energy group, directed by Prof. Andreas Züttel

in Dübendorf (Switzerland) and Dr. Chiara Milanese of the Pavia H2 Lab in Pavia

(Italy), using different experimental approaches like µSR, X-ray, in-situ neutron powder

diffraction, infrared spectroscopy and pcT (pressure, composition, and temperature).

Although the study of the initial and final products gave clear pictures of the sample,

the intermediate hydrogenation steps are still not completely understood. Muon Spin

Relaxation (µSR) on Li6C60 and Na10C60 shed some light on this mechanism. In these

systems, the hydrogen molecule undergoes first an initial dissociation by the intercalated

and partially ionized alkali clusters. In a second step, the so–created hydrogen atoms

covalently bond the Cx−
60 anions. The formation of muonium adduct radicals is promoted

in Li6C60 and Na10C60 thanks to the presence of metal clusters, which provide suitable

environment to the formation of interstitial Mu. The hydrogenation is found to be even

more effective at cryogenic temperatures, indicating that the reaction between C60 and

atomic hydrogen occurs with a very low energy barrier. On the contrary, H2 dissociation

mediated by the partially ionized alkali clusters requires high temperatures (T > 100oC).

This observation clarified that relatively high temperatures are required to activate the

H2 dissociation process operated by the alkali cluster, which is the only thermodynamical

barrier for the H2 absorption [35]. Moreover, it has been shown that the absorption and

desorption temperatures are significantly reduced (200oC lower) and that the amount of

hydrogen absorbed is higher compared to pure C60, either due to a catalytic reaction of

hydrogen on the alkali metal or due to the negatively charged C60 [16, 34].

The use of neutron scattering is expected to help in better clarifying the hydrogenation

process, either on the dynamical or the structural point of view, thanks to the high

neutron sensitivity to hydrogen.

In the following section we will discuss the dynamical properties of Li12C60 and Li6C60,

the hydrogenation process of Li12C60 followed by in-situ inelastic neutron scattering

measurements and the neutron spectra of the hydrogenated phases of Li12C60, Li6C60

and Na10C60.
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8.2 Synthesis and characterization

C60 crystalline powder (MER, 99.9 % purity) was mixed to small pieces of lithium metal

(Sigma-Aldrich, 99 % purity) in the stoichiometric ratio 1:12 or 1:6 respectively and

grinded through high energy ball milling. The resulting black powder was subsequently

treated in a furnace at 270o C for 36 hours, to let them react and obtain a homogeneous

phase. Laboratory Xray powder diffraction measurements have confirmed the expected

fcc crystal structure for monomeric Li-intercalated fullerides. The air sensitivity of

the samples required to handle the compounds under strict oxygen and moisture free

condition (H2O and O2 levels under 1 ppm).

Figure 8.2: Left: The low temperature phase of Li12C60 [203]. Right: A graphical
representation of the high temperature phase as suggested by µSR and INS experiments

[204]. The frontal C60 has been omitted for clarity.

At low temperature (20 K), Li12C60 has a monoclinic crystalline structure (space group

P21/c and lattice parameters a = 9.888(9) Å , b = 9.901(8) Å , c = 14.290(8) Å ,β =

89.51(6)o ), with the C60 molecules keeping the monomeric state. There are two differ-

ent voids in this fulleride structure, corresponding respectively to the pseudo-tetrahedral

(small) and the pseudo-octahedral (big) voids of the parental cubic lattice, which can

accommodate the alkali atoms. The small clusters, composed of five Li atoms (with

a centered tetrahedron structure) reside in the pseudo-tetrahedral voids, while the re-

maining two Li ions, which complete the stoichiometry, are probably delocalized in the

remaining interstitial space [203]. Above 553 K the structure changes to fcc (space group

Fm3m), with the Li clusters located in the center of the octahedral voids and the C60

molecules characterized by rotational disorder (see Fig. 8.2).
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8.3 Inelastic Neutron Scattering: Li12C60 and Li6C60

Inelastic Neutron Scattering data have been collected on IN4C at the ILL (see Chap. 2).

About 300 mg of Li-intercalated fulleride powder has been sealed in a standard alu-

minium flat container with an indium o-ring and measured using neutron incident wave-

lengths of 1.11, 2.41 and 3.0 Å. Different datasets, collected at several temperatures from

10 to 320 K, have been treated according to the standard data treatment as described

in Chap. 2. The signal was then converted into the generalized density of states G(ω),

susceptibility χ(ω)
ω or the map S(Q,ω) and reported in the most convenient represen-

tation [205]. Ab-initio phonon calculations have been carried out on the Li12C60 low

temperature structure in order to attribute the experimental INS features to specific

normal modes in the lattice, as expected for the refined structure reported in [203].

Figure 8.3: S(Q,ω) map of Li12C60. Data have been collected on IN4C at the ILL
at 320 K and using an incident λ = 2.41 Å.

The S(Q,ω) maps of Li12C60 and Li6C60 present typical features associated with the

rotations of the C60 molecule (see Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4). They appear as a diffuse lobe

with a maximum located at Q ≈ 3.4 Å−1 [206, 207]. The energy dependence of the signal

is however much better defined in Li12C60 than in Li6C60. In Fig. 8.5 we have reported

the S(ω) of Li12C60, obtained from IN4C data after grouping over the entire Q-range and

measured at different temperatures (λ = 3.0 Å). It is clearly identifiable a well-defined

and T-indipendent libration peak, located around 3.0 meV as in pure C60 and indicating

the absence of dynamical disorder in the investigated temperature range. No dramatic
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Figure 8.4: S(Q,ω) map of Li6C60. Data have been collected on IN4C at the ILL at
320 K and using an incident λ = 2.41 Å.

temperature-induced distortion of the lattice modes seem to occur in the [10 K - 320

K] temperature interval; however further investigations, with optimized experimental

conditions for the low-energy range, are required for completing the study. Moreover,

the lack of evolution of the principal C60 molecular modes with temperature indicates

the absence of severe modification of their local environment (see Fig. 8.6, Fig. 8.7).

For Li6C60, the lack of a well–defined libration frequency and a different distribution

of the intramolecular C60 modes suggest a possible distortion of the buckyball, i.e. due

to the inhomogeneous character of the charge distribution, and the existence of static

disorder, which broadens the libration lines and damps the lattice modes (see Fig. 8.5

and Fig. 8.6). More detailed studies, including ab-initio phonon calculations are required

for further investigating the Li6C60 dynamical and structural properties.

The theoretical G(ω) was calculated using the direct method as implemented in the

software PHONON [208] on the basis of first-principles calculations. They were per-

formed within the projector augmented wave (PAW) formalism of the Kohn - Sham

density functional theory, in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and using

the Vienna ab-initio simulation package (VASP). All electronic functions were calcu-

lated at the gamma point only and applying an energy cut-off of 450.0 eV. Following

the geometry optimization, a series of single point energy (SPE) calculations, which give

the Hellmann-Feynman forces were performed. The dynamical matrix for any point in

reciprocal space was generated and diagonalized to compute phonon eigenmodes i with

momentum ~~q and energy ~ω(~q, i), for a large number of ~Q = ~q + ~Ghkl
1 with random

orientation on a dense equidistant grid. The neutron scattering lengths of the elements

were taken into account to compute the phonon form factors as they are detected in an

1 ~Ghkl represents the lattice vectors.
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Figure 8.5: Left: S(ω) of Li12C60.
Right: S(ω) of Li6C60. Data were collected at different temperatures IN4C using λ =

3.0 Å as incident wavelength and corrected for the Bose-population factor.

Figure 8.6: GDOS of Li6C60 and Li12C60 measured on IN4C at 320 K and using an
incident λ = 2.41 Å . The GDOS of Li6C60 displays important similarities with respect
to Li12C60, in particular in the Li-modes region [10-50 meV]. The clear modification
of the intramolecular modes [E ≥40 meV] with respect to Li12C60 suggests a probable

lower symmetry and the distortion of the buckyball.
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INS experiment. A detailed description of the direct method for the phonon calculation

is not in the intent of this chapter. The interested reader could refer to [209] and [210]

or to the Phonon software manual [208] for a detailed overview.

Figure 8.7: (top curve, black dots) Li12C60 GDOS was extracted from IN4C data at
320 K and using 2.41 Å as incident neutrons. The bottom curves show the calculated
GDOS of Li12C60 (black solid line), the Carbon (black dot-dashed line) and Lithium
(blue solid line and shaded blue area) partial GDOS. The theoretical spectra were
convoluted with a Gaussian function having a full width at half maximum matching

the energy resolution of IN4C at the experimental conditions.

Fig. 8.7 shows the Generalized Density of States (GDOS) of the Li12C60 powder sample,

measured on IN4C at 320 K using 2.41 Å as neutron incident wavelength. The ex-

perimental spectrum is shown together with the results obtained from ab-initio lattice

dynamics calculations. The GDOS displays several bands separated by gaps, typical of

a molecular crystal, distributed over a wide energy range from zero to 180 meV. The

Li12C60 spectrum shares strong similarities with that of pure C60 [206] but also signifi-

cant differences, especially in the low frequency range (< 50 meV). The spectrum of C60

displays a band below 8 meV resulting from modes of the molecules as a whole. A ≈ 20

meV gap separates the latter band from the first C60 molecular mode (of Hg symmetry)

at 33 meV, appearing in the GDOS as a sharp intense feature. The Li12C60 GDOS does

not show a comparable lack of modes in this ”gap” frequency range. By contrast, a

significant intensity is observed in the 15-25 meV range and a complex feature at 27–

33 meV replaces the well-defined peak at 33 meV found in pure C60. The comparison
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with the theoretical results allows to attribute the low frequency features extending up

to 10 meV to the lattice modes involving C60 translations and rotations. In addition,

the complex structure at 27–33 meV is very well reproduced by the simulations and

mostly originates from the parent C60 radial modes which are split into more compo-

nents due to the electronic charge redistribution at the C60 surface and lower symmetry

of the Li12C60 crystal. Our calculations show that the partial GDOS of Li (blue area

in Fig. 8.7) contributes to the total spectrum from 10 meV up to 50 meV, with several

peaks in the C60 gap region, e.g. [10-27 meV], where no contribution from C vibrations

is expected, making this frequency window a perfect probe of the Li dynamics.

Figure 8.8: Generalized density of states (GDOS) of Li12C60 was derived from IN4C
data collected using 1.1 Åas incident neutrons at 10, 200, 250 and 320 K. The bottom
curves show the calculated total GDOS of Li12C60 (black solid line), Carbon (black dot-
dashed line) and Lithium (solid line and shaded grey area) partial GDOS. The navy
area within the grey area represents only the partial GDOS of Li atom at the centre
of the tetrahedral cluster. The calculated spectra were convoluted with a Gaussian
function having a full width at half maximum matching the energy resolution of IN4C

for the specific experimental conditions.

The experimental GDOS collected at 10, 200, 250 and 320 K (Fig. 8.8) clearly show that

the bands located around 15 and 22 meV drop as the temperature increases, while the

other bands are essentially unaffected. The experimental INS data are compared to the

spectra calculated at 10 K. Two important features are calculated at 15 and 22 meV,

in good correspondence with the peaks in this range in the 10 K data. These modes

are essentially related to the displacement of the lithium atoms located at the corners of
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the tetrahedron, making the Li cluster, while the one in the central position contributes

at larger frequencies. No new modes, nor softening seem to appear in the GDOS as a

function of temperature, indicating that the Li dynamics is certainly getting significantly

softer as the temperature rises. INS measurements therefore support the hypothesis of

a progressive change in the dynamics of the Li atoms (probably those at the corner of

the tetrahedron cluster), from an oscillating character to an over-damped character, as

temperature increases. This behavior appears compatible with a progressive melting

of the Li - tetrahedral clusters, which is probably at the origin of the very high ionic

conductivity of this material (not shown here and still under investigation).

8.4 Li12C60: Following the hydrogenation process

Figure 8.9: Hydrogenation of Li12C60 followed by INS: GDOS were collected on IN4C
using λ = 2.41 Å, at different temperatures (from 300 K to 520 K) under 100 bar of

H2. Not all the temperatures have been reported for clarity.

We have followed the thermal evolution of the dynamical properties of the Li12C60

fulleride under hydrogen pressure, on the time–of–flight spectrometer IN4C. Neutron

spectra in neutron-gain are expected to evidence the onset of the first states of hy-

drogenation and allow to distinguishing the nature and the local environment of the

chemisorbed hydrogen, on the basis of different spectral responses.

The data were collected from RT to 500 K, with an incident wavelength of λ = 2.41 Å

in high resolution mode. In Fig. 8.9, we report the evolution of the GDOS of Li12C60
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under H2 pressure (100 bar of H2 have been loaded at RT, then the variation of the

pressure in the sample holder has been recorded as a function of time and temperature)

from RT to 520 K. Beside the signal coming from the recoil of molecular hydrogen [89],

we can observe the first appearance of a peak located at 150 meV at 455 K. This is the

typical frequency of C-H bending modes in hydrofullerite (H36C60) [211]. Even though

Li12C60 is expected to reversibly absorb up to 5 wt% H2 with an onset temperature of

540 K and through the partial segregation of Li-H, the signature of Li-H (≈ 100 meV

[212]) is not evident in this data set. It appears difficult to extract a reliable hypothesis

for the hydrogenation process. Probably the experimental conditions (520 K and 100

bar of H2) were too mild for allowing a complete hydrogenation. Further experiments

on Lagrange are probably better suited for this energy range.

8.5 Inelastic Neutron Scattering on the hydrogenated phases

Hydrogenated Li12C60 and Li6C60 were obtained by thermal treatment at the temper-

ature of 350oC and a H2 pressure of 100 bar2. Li12C60 can reversibly absorb up to

5 wt% H2 at the temperature of ≈ 270oC similarly to Li6C60 [213] and through the

partial segregation of Li-H [16]. INS data of the C60Hx hydrofullerite shows that the

energy regions corresponding to the intermolecular and radial intramolecular vibrations

appear to be largely the same as in pure C60, due to the fact that hydrogen atoms are

chemically bound to the buckyball molecules. In particular, the contribution of the li-

brational modes is slightly higher than that in pure C60 because of the larger librational

amplitude of H atoms, which are further away from the centre of the molecule than the

corresponding C atoms. Moreover INS spectra are dominated by a broad and strong

band centered at ω ≈155 meV, with a shoulder on the lower-energy side and a full width

at half maximum of 35 meV [211].

The experimental GDOS of of Li6C60Hy and Li12C60Hy measured on IN4C are reported

in Fig. 8.11 and 8.12. One can note the typical hydrofullerite features, with a very

intense peak located at around 150 meV for both the samples, which is expected to

originate mainly from Csp3-H bending modes. Between 20 and 110 meV, the spectra

exhibit four peaks at 25, 38, 56 and 75 meV, as well as some features at around 8 meV.

For Li12C60Hy one can observe the presence of another band located around 90 - 100

meV which can be indeed ascribed to the presence of a segregated Li-hydride phase

[212].

2hydrogenation was carried on by Dr. Chiara Milanese of the Pavia H2 lab (University of Pavia,
Italy).
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Figure 8.10: C60H36 molecule: the S6 isomer (ab-initio optimized structure)

The hydrogenation of the C60 truncated icosahedron necessarily lowers the symmetry of

the original molecule, because of the local distortion resulting from the sp3 rather than

sp2 hybridization of the protonated carbons. In particular, the amount of chemisorbed

hydrogen in our samples appears compatible with the formation of hydrofullerites with

the C60H36 stoichiometry. There are roughly 1013 possible isomers of C60H36, but only

four are energetically stable. The presence of various isomers depends mostly on the

preparation method. These isomers, with symmetry T , Th, D3d and S6 respectively,

differ from the distribution of hexagonal - hexagonal and hexagonal - pentagonal rings

bonds and hence differ from the local surface curvature [214].

The intensity and frequency of each vibrational component in the INS spectra is expected

to strongly depend on the H local environment. The combination of DFT calculations

and neutron spectroscopy data could allow to revealing the hydrogenation sites in Li and

Na fullerides and subsequently provide structural models for the obtained hydrofullerites

[215], as discussed for the case of H–TEGO in Chap. 5.

Thanks to the better resolution of the Lagrange spectrometer and the possibility to

perform the data acquisition at low temperature (see Chap. 2), it has been possible to

further investigate the complex structure of the C-H bending and stretching bands. We

have recorded the INS spectra of HyLi6C60, HyLi12C60 and HyNa10C60 on the Lagrange

spectrometer 3.

3The Na10C60 compound is not discussed in this work. The amount of hydrogen absorbed is slightly
inferior than for Li-intercalate compounds (around 3.5 wt % H2). We have decided to focused our
overview on Li6C60 and Li12C60, which are better understood at the time of writing. Details for the
interested reader can be found in [35, 216].
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Figure 8.11: GDOS of Li6C60Hy and Li12C60Hy measured on IN4C at 320 K and
using an incident λ = 2.41 Å .

The experimental data were recorded at 5 K to freeze the chemistry and reduce the

thermal vibrations and Cu (220) and Cu (331) monochromators were used to select the

incident wavelengths. The INS spectra (see Fig. 8.13) are presented together with the

simulated H-pDOS for the different C60H36 isomers (see Fig. 8.14). H–pDOS have been

calculated from ab-initio MD trajectories as described in Chap. 2. The energy transfer

spanned the range from 27 meV to 500 meV, including also the stretching band, which

appears located around 370 meV. The broad C-H bending band can be decomposed

into three different components, located at 155, 164 and 170 meV, respectively and

which constitute its fine structure. Surprisingly, this appears largely the same for all the

samples measured and in good agreement with the simulations. In particular, the relative

intensity of each bending line and the asymmetric shape of the stretching band, due to

two adjacent peaks located at 360 and 385 meV, suggest the predominant presence of the

Th or D3d hydrofullerite isomers. However, a more precise and quantitative attribution

should account a probable multiphasicity and a not-homogenous hydrogenation degree

of the samples.

The experimental G(r) of Li6C60Dy, Li12C60Dy and Na10C60Dy measured on D4C

(measured and extracted in the same experimental conditions as discussed for the other
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Figure 8.12: GDOS of the hydrogenated Li12C60 fulleride measured on IN4C at 320 K
and λ=2.41 Å (black curve) and 10 K and λ = 1.11 Å (red curve). In the overshadowed

region, INS data are affected by a strong contribution due to the elastic line.

samples) have been reported in Fig. 8.15. One can clearly observe a first peak at 1.10 Å

corresponding to C-H(D) bond lengths and a second one at around 1.5 Å due to the first

C-C distance. A more accurate data analysis, including modelization and structural re-

finements (in progress at this time) could allow to extracting more accurate informations

about the interatomic distances and atomic arrangements. Ultimately, the combination

of INS, modelization and PDF analysis, could allow to revealing the hydrogenation sites

in Li- and Na-fullerides and subsequently, provide structural models for the obtained

hydrofullerites.
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Figure 8.13: The hydrogenated fullerides Li6C60Hy, Li12C60Hy and Na10C60Hy mea-
sured on Lagrange at 5 K, using Cu(220) to monochromatize the incident beam. The
peak around 310 meV is most likely the second-order of the strong C-H bending peak.
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Figure 8.14: H-pDOS of the most stable C60H36 isomers T , Th, D3d simulated through
ab–initio MD simulations. S6 has not been reported here since its spectrum appears

very similar to T , but less-structured.

Figure 8.15: G(r) of Li6C60Dy, Li12C60Dy and Na10C60Dy extracted from high energy
diffraction data collected on D4C
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8.6 Partial conclusions

The principle considerations of this chapter can be summarized in the following lines:

• We have presented the INS characterization of the Li-intercalated fullerides Li12C60

and Li6C60 and in particular we have discussed the modification on the C60 dynamics

induced by the presence of the intercalates. In Li12C60, the experimental features

have been attributed with the help of ab-initio phonon calculations.

• The Li dynamics in Li12C60 has been probed by INS, revealing an internal Li cluster

rearrangement above 150 K.

• We have presented an overview on the hydrogenated phases of Li12C60, Li6C60 and

Na10C60. The main vibrational features have been ascribed to the formation of

hydrofullerite and the specific assignment has been done with the help of ab-initio

simulations.

• A more complete study, including the synchronous combination of INS, diffrac-

tion/PDF analysis and ab-initio simulations are required for getting a deeper in-

sight into the dynamical and structural properties of these metal-decorated carbon

nanostructures. Ultimately this could help unravelling the hydrogen interactions

underlying the absorption mechanism.





Chapter 9

Conclusions and Perspectives

The aim of this PhD project was the use of neutron scattering and DFT simulations

to understand the specific chemical state of hydrogen adsorbed at some selected car-

bon nanostructures, in particular chemically synthesized defective graphene and alkali

doped fullerides. The strategy was to extend the work previously carried out at the Car-

bon Nanostructures Laboratory (CNL) in Parma, to the neutron scattering perspective.

This experimental technique stands as a natural probe for investigating hydrogenous

materials and for providing a very deep insight into the hydrogen behavior, thanks to

the high neutrons’ sensitivity to hydrogen.

The thesis is organized in two parts:

• Chapters 4, 5 , 6 and 7 are focused on the study of Thermal Exfoliated Graphite

Oxide (TEGO) based compounds.

• Alkali-metals fullerides AxC60 (with A=Li and Na and x=6,10,12) are discussed in

Chapter 8. This latter part stands as a complement to former studies conducted

using several techniques within the CNL.

The INS spectra of Li12C60 and Li6C60 reveal a significantly different phonon pattern. In

particular the energy profile of the intense libration peak in the spectra suggests a lower

symmetry of the Li6C60 phase with respect to Li12C60. A non–homogeneous charge

distribution at the cage surface or the presence of static merohedral disorders, similar to

the bulk C60 compound, can be at the origin of this symmetry reduction. The temper-

ature evolution of the Li12C60 spectra is in agreement with the µSR derived scenario of

a T-dependent structural rearrangement of the Li-clusters inside the fullerene network.

The hydrogenated phases of Li6C60, Li12C60 and Na10C60 display common features in

159
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the high frequency range of the spectra, which stand as the vibrational signatures of hy-

drofullerites. Our combined INS and DFT analysis suggests the predominant presence

of the Th/D3d hydrofullerene isomers in our samples.

The most significant part of the thesis was devoted to the study of TEGO–based com-

pounds. The study of hydrogenated graphene, with muon spin spectroscopy µSR and

1H-NMR, has clearly revealed its capacity to capture hydrogen. Two types of H atoms

attached to the carbon framework were identified, one being static and one mobile, giving

specific signatures in the NMR spectrum. Our studies have showed that Neutron Spec-

troscopy combined to DFT simulations, allowed to efficiently characterize the surface

state of graphene. The INS investigations confirmed the presence of H atoms covalently

bonded to C atoms in various positions onto the graphene planes. The ab-initio–based

assignment of the C–H vibrational lines in the bending modes region, allowed to pre-

cisely individuate these configurations: some H atoms are located at the edge of the

carbon framework, while the others are localized into defects on top of its surface. The

temperature dependence of the spectral lines revealed an activated evolution of the sur-

face H dynamics, with a relatively small energy barrier in agreement with that derived

from NMR. We interpret this phenomenon as a quantum tunneling effect, occurring in

partially saturated in-plane defects. The theoretical and experimental framework set

up within these pioneering studies have to be continued and completed, including data

collection with improved resolution and smaller temperature steps, from base tempera-

ture up to temperatures above 1000 K, where the complete detachment of H from the

carbon network occurs. In addition, an appropriate theoretical formalization, account-

ing for the presence of defects in graphene and adapted to the case of the Single Atom

Vacancy, is lacking at the moment. We hope that the present experimental evidence

of the surprising mobility of H atoms at low temperature, will motivate such theoreti-

cal developments. Linking these observations to approaches of astrochemical relevance

might shed light on the influence of the quantum nature of H on space chemistry.

Contrary to what we expected, our investigations reveal that the decoration of graphene

with Nickel nanoparticles reduces the storage capacity of the modified hosts. This sug-

gests that the Nickel nanoparticles passivate the defects, inhibiting their catalytic action

in H2 dissociation and subsequent H chemisorption. Further investigations are required

to understand this peculiar inter-relation. This is of upmost importance in order to

improve the H storage capacity of this system. At the moment, the storage capacity of

H in graphene is insufficient and far to be usable in any device.
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As a final conclusion, we would like to underline another important point relative to

this work. The use of neutron spectroscopy not only reveals the presence of defects

at the graphene surface but most important, it also provides an experimental solution

to detect and characterize them qualitatively and quantitatively. This is of major im-

portance in the graphene industry so as to monitor the process of this material with a

controlled amount of defects. Moreover the anomalous behavior in temperature opens

fascinating prospects, linked to the application of the methodology here discussed to

other hydrogen–graphene systems, i.e. where H is bonded onto the plane, in Csp3–H

type configurations. For that, one should consider reconstructed planes or limit in-plane

defects and apply H directly under atomic form.

This thesis has provided a statistical understanding of the structure of TEGO and has

proved that the mobility of hydrogen is strongly linked to its local environment. Ul-

timately it has helped to provide a deeper understanding of the interaction between

hydrogen and the carbon nanostructures, which appears of great fundamental and tech-

nological importance.





Appendix A

VASP

Some of the VASP INCAR files, used for the ab-initio simulations performed for H-

graphene analysis. For more specific details, refer to the VASP user guide [217].

$system = Geometry Optimisation

NELMIN = 5 # it specifies the minimum number of electronic self-consistent steps.

EDIFF = 1E-4 # it specifies the global break condition for the electronic SC-loop.

EDIFFG = -1E-3 # it defines the break condition for the ionic relaxation loop

PREC = Accurate

IBRION = 2 # this parameter determines how the ions are updated and moved (conjugate-

gradient algorithm)

ISIF = 2 # it controls whether the stress tensor is calculated (it does not allow any

change in cell volume and shape)

NSW = 1500 # it defines the maximum number of ionic steps

LCHARG= .FALSE.

ISMEAR = 0; SIGMA=0.1 # it determines how the partial occupancies are set for each

wavefunction (Gaussian smearing)

$system = Molecular Dynamics (setting for thermalisation)

ALGO = V # it specify the electronic minimisation algorithm (RMM-DIIS). Recom-

mended for large MD runs

MAXMIX = 40

IBRION = 0

NSW = 2000

it specifies the length of the trajectory SMASS = -1 # it determines frequency of cou-

pling to heat bath: Canonical (NVT ensemble) MD with temperature scaling to 300 K

every 2 steps
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NBLOCK = 2

POTIM = 1.0 # this is the time step in fs

TEBEG = 300

ISYM = 0

LREAL =.TRUE.

LCHARG =.FALSE.

NELMIN = 4

PREC = LOW

ISTART = 0 or 1

ISMEAR = 0; SIGMA=0.1

$system = Molecular Dynamics (setting for trajectories production)

ALGO = V

MAXMIX = 40

IBRION = 0

EDIFF = 1E-02

NSW = 10000

NBLOCK = 1

POTIM = 1.0

TEBEG = 300

ISYM = 0

SMASS = 0.001 # Canonical (NVT ensemble) MD with Nose thermostat

LREAL =.TRUE.

LCHARG =.FALSE.

NELMIN = 4

PREC = LOW

ISTART = 0

ISMEAR = 0; SIGMA=0.1
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INS: Data Treatment

B.1 EXAMPLE 1: Data treatment for TOF-data (IN4)

rdset,PROPOSAL=’proposalnumber’ ;

; Vanadium ;

w58 = rdrun(51341) & w58 = normalise(w58) & w58 = in4strip(w58,\w,\bad)

; Li12C60(AEK) m=366.42 mg 0.5-0.25-3.75

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; 320K - 2.41 A - High T High lambda

; -> Extensive energy range for the GDOS on anti-Stokes side - "Low" Q

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; 320K $\lambda$=2.4\AA HR (2.4_ELP_280_TF10 BC2 phase 26)

; High T, High lambda

; Extensive energy range for the GDOS on anti-Stokes side - Low Q

a=’68909>68922’ ; numors

w1=rdopr(a) \& w1=normalise(w1) \& w1=in4strip(w1,\/wide,\/bad) ; Reads data,

normalizes to Monitor1, removes small angle and bad detector

; empty cell

b=’68929>68931’

t=0.85 ; transmission coefficient

w9=rdopr(b) \& w9=normalise(w9) \& w9=in4strip(w9,/wide,/bad)

w1=w1-t*w9 \& e1=sqrt(e1^2.+(t*e9)^2) ; remove the empty can

w2=corr_tof(w1,/b,propb=0.9, \/det) ; Subtracts a flat background

in each detector, found using a moving filter and corrects for

energy-variation of detector efficiency - \frame corrects for frameoverlap

w3=sumbank(w2) ; Averages intensities coming from detectors at same
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scattering angle

w5=total(w3,1) \& x5=4*!pi*sin(x5*!pi/360.)/3 ; diffraction pattern in Q

w4 = vnorm(w3,w58,min = 322,max = 335) ; Corrects for angle-variation

of detector efficiency (Vanadium normalization)

w19 = w4

w20 = t2e(w19) ; from tof to energy

w21=reb(w20, de=0.01) ; rebid in energy with step de

w22 = sqw_rebin(w21,dq=0.10,emin=-20,\/swap) ; S(Q,w) map

w26=regular(w22) ; transform S(Q,w) on a regular grid

w23 = sgroup(w21,1) ; S(w)

w27=kis(w23, emin=-200, t=320.) ; Susceptibility - p23[11] should be 320 K

w24 = gdos(w23,emin=-200,emax=-0.1, /inv, elim=0.001) ; GDOS

w24 = reb(w24,de=.1) ; rebin

w25 = w24 & x25 = -x24

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; 10 K - 1.1 A - Low T

; -> Good resolution at "Intermediate-High" Energies on Stokes side - High Q

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

; 10K l=1.11A (1.11A_ELP100_ETF)

a=’69074>69079’

w1=rdopr(a) & w1=normalise(w1) & w1=in4strip(w1,/wide,/bad)

; empty cell 0.5-0.5

b=’69062>69064’

t=0.85

w9=rdopr(b) & w9=normalise(w9) & w9=in4strip(w9,/wide,/bad)

w1=w1-t*w9 & e1=sqrt(e1^2.+(t*e9)^2)

w2=corr_tof(w1,/b,propb=0.5, /det)

w3=sumbank(w2)

w4 = vnorm(w3,w58,min = 322,max = 335)

w40 = w4

w41 = t2e(w40)

w42 = sqw_rebin(w41,dq=0.10,emin=-20,/swap)

w43 = sgroup(w41,1)

w44 = gdos(w43,emin = -200,lim=0.004)

w44 = reb(w44,de=.1)
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B.2 EXAMPLE 1: Data treatment for LAGRANGE data

RDSET,PATH=’/net/serdon/illdata/processed/133/in1/exp_7-04-125/processed

/HGrapheneAFH/’,/raw

w50=read_column(’Correction_factor_Cu220revised_LAMPascii.txt’)

SETMANIP,/raw

;Sample 5K

;

SETMANIP,/raw

RDSET,inst=’in1’;,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE/LAG_2013/

rawdata’

RDSET,PROPOSAL=’exp_7-04-125’,/raw

w1=rdrun(7002) ; Cu 220 1

w1=w1/n1 & x1=x1 & e1=e1/n1 & n1[*] = 1.0

w2=rdrun(7003) ; Cu 220 2

w2=w2/n2 & x2=x2 & e2=e2/n2 & n2[*] = 1.0

w3=rdrun(7004) ; Cu 220 3

w3=w3/n3 & x3=x3 & e3=e3/n3 & n3[*] = 1.0

w4=rdrun(7005) ; Cu 220 1

w4=w4/n4 & x4=x4 & e4=e4/n4 & n4[*] = 1.0

w5=rdrun(7006) ; Cu 220 2

w5=w5/n5 & x5=x5 & e5=e5/n5 & n5[*] = 1.0

w6=rdrun(7007) ; Cu 220 3

w6=w6/n6 & x6=x6 & e6=e6/n6 & n6[*] = 1.0

w1=0.5*(w1+w4) & e1=0.5*sqrt(e1^2+e4^2)

w2=0.5*(w2+w5) & e2=0.5*sqrt(e2^2+e5^2)

w3=0.5*(w3+w6) & e3=0.5*sqrt(e3^2+e6^2)

;

w7=[w1,w2,w3] & x7=[x1,x2,x3] & e7=[e1,e2,e3] & n7=[n1,n2,n3]

;Substract empty cell - load in w45!

;RDSET,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE/LAG_2013/

Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

RDSET,PATH=’/net/serdon/illdata/processed/133/in1/exp_7-04-125/

processed/Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

w45=rdopr(’6572>6574’)

w45=w45/n45 & x45=x45 & e45=e45/n45 & n45[*] = 1.0

w46=interpol(w45,x45,x7) & x46=x7 & e46=interpol(e45,x45,x7) &

n46=interpol(n45,x45,x7)

w21=w7-w46 & x21=x7 & e21=sqrt(e7^2+e46^2)
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w8=w21

;water correction factor: load in w50!

w55=interpol(w50,x50,x8) & x55=x8 & e55=interpol(e50,x50,x8)

;& n55=interpol(n50,x50,x8)

;Correction of data

w9=w8*w55 & x9=x8 & e9=e8*w55

;

w10=w9 & x10=x9-4.; sample Cu220 5K

;

;Sample 100K

;

RDSET,inst=’in1’;,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE/

LAG_2013/rawdata’

RDSET,PROPOSAL=’exp_7-04-125’,/raw

w1=rdrun(7012) ; Cu 220 1

w1=w1/n1 & x1=x1 & e1=e1/n1 & n1[*] = 1.0

w2=rdrun(7013) ; Cu 220 2

w2=w2/n2 & x2=x2 & e2=e2/n2 & n2[*] = 1.0

w3=rdrun(7014) ; Cu 220 3

w3=w3/n3 & x3=x3 & e3=e3/n3 & n3[*] = 1.0

w4=rdrun(7015) ; Cu 220 1

w4=w4/n4 & x4=x4 & e4=e4/n4 & n4[*] = 1.0

w5=rdrun(7016) ; Cu 220 2

w5=w5/n5 & x5=x5 & e5=e5/n5 & n5[*] = 1.0

;w6=rdrun(7014) ; Cu 220 3

;w6=w6/n6 & x6=x6 & e6=e6/n6 & n6[*] = 1.0

w1=0.5*(w1+w4) & e1=0.5*sqrt(e1^2+e4^2)

w2=0.5*(w2+w5) & e2=0.5*sqrt(e2^2+e5^2)

;w3=0.5*(w3+w6) & e3=0.5*sqrt(e3^2+e6^2)

;

w7=[w1,w2,w3] & x7=[x1,x2,x3] & e7=[e1,e2,e3] & n7=[n1,n2,n3]

;Substract empty cell - load in w45!

RDSET,PATH=’/net/serdon/illdata/processed/133/in1/exp_7-04-125/

processed/Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

;RDSET,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE/LAG_2013/

Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

w45=rdopr(’6572>6574’)

w45=w45/n45 & x45=x45 & e45=e45/n45 & n45[*] = 1.0

w46=interpol(w45,x45,x7) & x46=x7 & e46=interpol(e45,x45,x7)
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& n46=interpol(n45,x45,x7)

w21=w7-w46 & x21=x7 & e21=sqrt(e7^2+e46^2)

w8=w21

;water correction factor: load in w50!

w55=interpol(w50,x50,x8) & x55=x8 & e55=interpol(e50,x50,x8)

;& n55=interpol(n50,x50,x8)

;Correction of data

w9=w8*w55 & x9=x8 & e9=e8*w55

;

w13=w9 & x13=x9-4. ; sample Cu220 100K

;

;Sample 200K

;

RDSET,inst=’in1’;,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE/

LAG_2013/rawdata’

RDSET,PROPOSAL=’exp_7-04-125’,/raw

w1=rdrun(7019) ; Cu 220 1

w1=w1/n1 & x1=x1 & e1=e1/n1 & n1[*] = 1.0

w2=rdrun(7020) ; Cu 220 2

w2=w2/n2 & x2=x2 & e2=e2/n2 & n2[*] = 1.0

w3=rdrun(7021) ; Cu 220 3

w3=w3/n3 & x3=x3 & e3=e3/n3 & n3[*] = 1.0

w4=rdrun(7022) ; Cu 220 1

w4=w4/n4 & x4=x4 & e4=e4/n4 & n4[*] = 1.0

w5=rdrun(7023) ; Cu 220 2

w5=w5/n5 & x5=x5 & e5=e5/n5 & n5[*] = 1.0

w6=rdrun(7024) ; Cu 220 3

w6=w6/n6 & x6=x6 & e6=e6/n6 & n6[*] = 1.0

w1=0.5*(w1+w4) & e1=0.5*sqrt(e1^2+e4^2)

w2=0.5*(w2+w5) & e2=0.5*sqrt(e2^2+e5^2)

w3=0.5*(w3+w6) & e3=0.5*sqrt(e3^2+e6^2)

;

w7=[w1,w2,w3] & x7=[x1,x2,x3] & e7=[e1,e2,e3] & n7=[n1,n2,n3]

;Substract empty cell - load in w45!

RDSET,PATH=’/net/serdon/illdata/processed/133/in1/exp_7-04-125/

processed/Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

;RDSET,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE/LAG_2013/

Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

w45=rdopr(’6572>6574’)
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w45=w45/n45 & x45=x45 & e45=e45/n45 & n45[*] = 1.0

w46=interpol(w45,x45,x7) & x46=x7 & e46=interpol(e45,x45,x7)

& n46=interpol(n45,x45,x7)

w21=w7-w46 & x21=x7 & e21=sqrt(e7^2+e46^2)

w8=w21

;water correction factor: load in w50!

w55=interpol(w50,x50,x8) & x55=x8 & e55=interpol(e50,x50,x8)

;& n55=interpol(n50,x50,x8)

;Correction of data

w9=w8*w55 & x9=x8 & e9=e8*w55

;

w15=w9 & x15=x9-4. ; sample Cu220 200K

;

;Sample 300K

;

RDSET,inst=’in1’;,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE

/LAG_2013/rawdata’

RDSET,PROPOSAL=’exp_7-04-125’,/raw

w1=rdrun(7027) ; Cu 220 1

w1=w1/n1 & x1=x1 & e1=e1/n1 & n1[*] = 1.0

w2=rdrun(7028) ; Cu 220 2

w2=w2/n2 & x2=x2 & e2=e2/n2 & n2[*] = 1.0

w3=rdrun(7029) ; Cu 220 3

w3=w3/n3 & x3=x3 & e3=e3/n3 & n3[*] = 1.0

w4=rdrun(7030) ; Cu 220 1

w4=w4/n4 & x4=x4 & e4=e4/n4 & n4[*] = 1.0

w5=rdrun(7031) ; Cu 220 2

w5=w5/n5 & x5=x5 & e5=e5/n5 & n5[*] = 1.0

w6=rdrun(7032) ; Cu 220 3

w6=w6/n6 & x6=x6 & e6=e6/n6 & n6[*] = 1.0

w1=0.5*(w1+w4) & e1=0.5*sqrt(e1^2+e4^2)

w2=0.5*(w2+w5) & e2=0.5*sqrt(e2^2+e5^2)

w3=0.5*(w3+w6) & e3=0.5*sqrt(e3^2+e6^2)

;

w7=[w1,w2,w3] & x7=[x1,x2,x3] & e7=[e1,e2,e3] & n7=[n1,n2,n3]

;Substract empty cell - load in w45!

RDSET,PATH=’/net/serdon/illdata/processed/133/in1/exp_7-04-125

/processed/Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

;RDSET,PATH=’/Users/rols/Manips-neutrons/GRAPHENE/LAG_2013/
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Empty_Lagrange+cell/’

w45=rdopr(’6572>6574’)

w45=w45/n45 & x45=x45 & e45=e45/n45 & n45[*] = 1.0

w46=interpol(w45,x45,x7) & x46=x7 & e46=interpol(e45,x45,x7)

& n46=interpol(n45,x45,x7)

w21=w7-w46 & x21=x7 & e21=sqrt(e7^2+e46^2)

w8=w21

;water correction factor: load in w50!

w55=interpol(w50,x50,x8) & x55=x8 & e55=interpol(e50,x50,x8)

;& n55=interpol(n50,x50,x8)

;Correction of data

w9=w8*w55 & x9=x8 & e9=e8*w55

;

w17=w9 & x17=x9-4. ; sample Cu220 300K

;----------------------------------------------------------

;Rebin to de=1.

;-------------

e=1.

w30=reb(w10,de=1.,/force)

w31=reb(w13,de=1.,/force)

w32=reb(w15,de=1.,/force)

w33=reb(w17,de=1.,/force)

;-------------

;OUTPUT

;-------------

output,w30,’HgrapheneAFH_5K.dat’ & print,’Data for AFH

@ 5K saved in file HgrapheneAFH_5K.dat’

output,w31,’HgrapheneAFH_100K.dat’ & print,’Data for AFH

@ 100K saved in file HgrapheneAFH_100K.dat’

output,w32,’HgrapheneAFH_200K.dat’ & print,’Data for AFH

@ 200K saved in file HgrapheneAFH_200K.dat’

output,w33,’HgrapheneAFH_300K.dat’ & print,’Data for AFH

@ 300K saved in file HgrapheneAFH_300K.dat’

;-------------

SAVESESSION

; NOTE: multiphonon and Debye-Waller corrections are not

included in this .prox file
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